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Abstract 
Pt catalyst series were prepared on mesoporous SBA-15, SBA-16, KIT-6, true liquid 
crystal-templated meso-macroporous SBA-15 and a commercial, low surface area silica 
support. Support structure can be easily fabricated using surfactant templating as a mode of 
stringent control on porosity, surface area and internal structure. The impact of varying Pt-
support physicochemical properties was systematically studied for the selective 
transformation of allylic substrates under chemoselective oxidation and hydrogenation 
regimes, a class of reactions highly applicable to industry. Pt-based heterogeneous catalysts 
are well-known for their utilisation in the hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated aldehydes, 
although the mode of action and lack of systematic studies in the literature fuels continuing 
debate into the role of Pt nanoparticles and support choice for this area. This project attempts 
to shed some light on several frequently asked questions in this field. 
Successful support synthesis and stability after Pt impregnation is confirmed through 
HRTEM, XRD and N2 porosimetry. Decreasing metal loading promoted dispersion values, 
regardless of support choice, with surface PtO2 content also showing visible enhancement. 
Increasing support surface area and mesoporosity exhibited the following trend on Pt 
dispersion augmentation; low surface area commercial silica < true liquid crystal-templated 
SBA-15 < SBA-15 < SBA-16 ~ KIT-6. For the selective oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol, 
increasing PtO2 surface population confers substantial rate enhancements, with turnover 
frequencies evidencing PtO2 to be the active species. 
In the Pt-catalysed hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde, strong support insensitivity was 
observed towards catalytic activity; as turnover frequencies normalised to Pt metal reveal 
constant values. However, structure sensitivity to the desired unsaturated alcohol arose, 
evidencing the requirement of flat, extended Pt (111) facets for C=O hydrogenation. Pt/SBA-
15 proved the most selective, reflecting suppressed cinnamyl alcohol hydrogenation, with 
DRIFTS and in-situ ATR-IR evidencing the key role of support polarity in re-orientation of 
cinnamaldehyde to favour di-CO adsorption and C=O versus C=C hydrogenation. High 
pressures increased activity, whilst a dramatic shift in selectivity from dominant C=C (1 bar) 
to C=O hydrogenation (10 bar) was also observed, attributed to surface crowding and 
suppression of di-CC and 4 di-CO+πC=C cinnamaldehyde binding modes. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 Green chemistry and heterogeneous catalytic systems 
The progression towards a clean and efficient synthesis route for the formation of α,β-
unsaturated species is paramount to a sustainable chemical economy, due to the value placed 
on such classes of compounds as intermediates or final products utilised in the 
pharmaceutical, agrochemical and fine chemical sectors. For example, cinnamaldehyde is 
both a food and fragrance additive,
1
 conferring the flavour and aroma of cinnamon, whilst 
also serving as an insect repellent.
2
 Such aldehydes are typically derived by the selective 
oxidation of their corresponding allylic alcohols. Historically, stoichiometric amounts of 
hazardous/toxic oxidants were employed to drive such oxidations (permanganate and 
chromate containing oxidants),
3,4
 with often poor final product yield and the unfortunate 
generation of harmful waste in multi-tonne quantities.
5
 The 12 principles of green chemistry, 
shown in Figure 1.1, outline the key aspects for the understanding and effective design of 
next-generation catalysts urgently needed to attain the aspirations of a cleaner, sustainable 
chemical industry.
6,7
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 – The 12 points of green chemistry as an aid to catalyst design                   
(modified from reference 3) 
Heterogeneous catalysts capable of such chemoselective transformations have thus 
attracted great interest.
7
 The co-existence of reactive H2C–OH or HC=O groups in close 
proximity to C=C moieties is a challenge to high unsaturated product selectivity in many 
3 
 
reaction schemes.
8,9
 Consequently, a fundamental understanding of the active site and 
reaction network is pivotal for improving catalyst design. 
 The definition of a catalyst is any reagent or material which increases the rate of 
chemical reaction by the lowering the activation energy barrier for the rate determining step 
of said reaction, without being consumed. This rate enhancement is achieved by providing an 
alternative mechanism, proceeding through a transition state of lower energy. In doing so, 
this can enable reactions normally hindered by slow reaction kinetics/barriers, to proceed 
with enhanced rate under more amiable conditions, wrt to the uncatalysed reaction. However, 
as substrate complexity increases, multiple reaction pathways present themselves resulting in 
the possibility of various side products. As each product has an inherent activation energy 
barrier, the presence of a catalyst can be used as a tool to drive the formation of specific 
products, based solely on energetic favourability.
10,11
 In this instance, intelligent design must 
be employed to tune final product selectivity and improve system efficiency. Applying this 
fundamental property, catalytic systems are utilised in a wide array of situations, from large-
scale cracking of long-chain alkanes and crude oil in the petrochemical sector,
12
 to the 
promotion of the Heck
13
 and Friedel-Crafts
14
 reactions in fine chemical synthesis, but 
perhaps most famously in the after-treatment of partially converted emission gases in internal 
combustion engines.
15,16
 Unaided such processes could not implemented on such a substantial 
scale without catalyst exploitation.  
 For simplicity’s sake, catalysts can be defined as one of two classes; Heterogeneous 
and Homogeneous. Catalyst-reaction mixture relationships determine which subdivision the 
catalyst falls into, a catalyst in the same phase as the reaction mixture can be defined as a 
homogeneous catalyst; if the two phases are different the term heterogeneous applies. 
Homogeneous motifs typically employ soluble, metal complexes in the liquid phase with the 
active site clearly identifiable, allowing for a more efficient, stream-lined protocol to be 
adopted during catalyst design. Tuning ligand structure and the presence of auxiliary 
compounds can be used to adapt final product selectivity and introduce chirality effects into 
complex reaction pathways.
17,18,19
 An abundance of literature reviews encompassing a scope 
of transformations, focusing on α,β-unsaturated substrates, highlight the interest in this 
field.
20,21,22,23,24
 The ability to produce catalysts with a defined active site is highly desirable 
in all fields of catalytic design; however homogeneous systems come with several 
fundamental drawbacks. Acute toxicity, complex multi-step preparation procedures and high 
initial expense fly in the face of “green chemistry” concepts, whilst separation and recycling 
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of the active phase from the final product is often difficult and ultimately costly at a 
commercial level.
25
 Heterogeneous catalysts do not suffer from such drawbacks, with solid 
catalyst used for liquid and gas phase reactions alike. Product-catalyst separation is often 
simplistic aiding product purity and active phase recyclability. Synthesis routes for such 
materials are often rudimentary, with reproducibility and ease of scale-up earning increased 
interest from commercial/industrial sectors.
26
 Deactivation phenomena and positive 
elucidation of the active site present fresh complications, with modulation of surface 
characteristics, in-situ, adding an additional layer of frustration.
27,28
 Recent developments in 
surface-sensitive and operando/in-situ time resolved analytical instrumentation, in tandem 
with computational modelling, have yielded greater insight into catalytic behaviour.
29,30,31,32
 
Unfortunately, procedures such as synchrotron analyses remain a prerequisite for a 
comprehensive understanding of active species generation, reactive intermediate and surface 
species determination,
29,33,34,35,36
 with any hope of achieving this via in-house characterisation 
(e.g XPS, XRD, DRIFTS etc.) still remote. These drawbacks are, for now, only intellectual 
limitations but as research evolves the understanding and versatility of these systems become 
more apparent.  
1.1.2 Selective transformation of allylic substrates 
In continuation of the theme, a number of approaches have been implemented and 
evaluated in a bid towards enhancing the understanding of structure-performance 
relationships and heterogeneous active site identification and activity. These approaches have 
been reviewed in subsequent sections of this thesis. The selective oxidation of cinnamyl 
alcohol to cinnamaldehyde over supported platinum catalysts has been used as a model 
reaction to reveal the active site, under “benign” conditions. In parallel, the selective 
hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde to cinnamyl alcohol explores metal particle size and 
support surface effects, as an attempt to dictate the final reaction pathway. Figure 1.2 
highlights the proposed reaction scheme for these transformations. It is hoped that 
understanding catalyst behaviour for both protocols, will permit the design of a truly bi-
functional material, minimising waste and optimising atomic economy. 
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Figure 1.2 – Proposed reaction scheme for α,β-unsaturated cinnamyl derivatives          
(Blue indicates oxidation, Red indicates hydrogenation) 
Selective hydrogenation and oxidation reactions are fundamental for the synthesis of 
many organic compounds including amines, nitrates, alcohols, esters and carbonyl-containing 
species.
37,38
 In order to meet the demands of an ever-growing population, the need to optimise 
current syntheses, moving away from “non-green” practices (i.e. the use of stoichiometric 
reagents and extreme reaction conditions), is imperative. Heterogeneous catalysis is a 
relatively new and exciting field with numerous materials and systems available. However, 
for the purpose of this study, heterogeneous platinum will be the principle focus of 
discussion. 
1.1.2.1 Catalytic selective oxidation of allylic alcohols 
 The selective oxidation of alcohols (selox) to carbonyl and carboxylic acid moieties, 
utilising air/molecular oxygen as the oxidant, is a mainstay of organic chemistry and 
catalysis. High priority has been placed on the optimisation of this process, due to its 
importance in all levels of chemical manufacturing. Reaction rate and selectivity can be 
dictated by the complexity of the substrate. Increasing steric demands and intermediate 
stabilisation provide greatly diminished reaction characteristics.
39, 40
 Allylic and benzylic-
based substrates are typically more active than their saturated counterparts in heterogeneous 
catalysis. α,β-unsaturation introduces multiple functional groups, allowing for new catalyst-
substrate binding regimes, aiding product conversion.
41
 However, this may cause much 
diminished selectivity, due to the different reactivity of C=O and C=C bonds, leading to 
problems in over-oxidation or loss of α,β unsaturation entirely.41 High rates and excellent 
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aldehyde selectivity have been achieved by tailoring active site density and support effect 
introduction. The selective oxidation of primary alcohols to the aldehyde equivalent is 
challenging.
42
 These substrates exhibit reduced reactivity (vs. secondary and unsaturated 
alcohols), due to low carbocation stability in the resulting transition state.   
Platinum group metals (PGM) are widely employed as heterogeneous catalysts for 
oxidative dehydrogenation, hydrogen transfer and oxygen insertion reactions.
43,44,45
 
Palladium has been extensively studied for the selective oxidation of allylic alcohols,
7,39,46
 
wherein sophisticated in-situ/operando spectroscopic and kinetic measurements have 
identified surface PdO as the active site responsible for crotyl and cinnamyl alcohol 
oxidation.
27,34,47
 Ruthenium  supported on TiO2,
48
 CeO2,
49
 Al2O3,
50
 and hydrotalcite,
51
 has also 
demonstrated efficiency towards allylic alcohol selox. Nanoparticulate gold also exhibits high 
carbonyl selectivity, in the presence of an auxiliary base. Many studies have been dedicated 
towards understanding the origin of this activity with strong nanoparticle size dependence 
and metal–support interactions attributed to such behaviour.52 Studies by Schmidt show that 
the discrete electronic structure of Au clusters (below 2.5 nm) impart reactivity properties, 
not otherwise expressed by bulk gold nanoparticles.
53
 Biomass-derived polyfunctional 
alcohols, such as 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) can also be selectively oxidised by 
supported gold nanoparticles,
54
 providing routes to exciting renewable polymers such as PEF 
(derived from 2,5-furan dicarboxylic acid, FDCA).
41,55
 Bimetallic variants, such as Au/Pd
56
 
and Au/Pt
57
 catalysts have evidenced strong synergies in alcohol selox, resulting in enhanced 
activity, selectivity and lifetime. 
1.1.2.2 Heterogeneous platinum catalysts – Mechanistic aspects of 
selective aerobic oxidation 
Although, there are numerous examples of monometallic Pt nanoparticles being 
utilised effectively in the chemoselective hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated substrates; the 
same cannot be stated for the reverse pathway. Prati et al report the selective oxidation of 
CinnOH over PVA-stabilised Pt colloidal particles supported on carbon. High selectivity to 
the desired product, cinnamaldehyde, is reported but with poor overall activity (TOF = 
approx. 60-90 h
-1
 in H2O). In this study, the PVA structural stabilising agent was deemed to 
partially inhibit catalytic activity, through active site blocking.
57
 A common theme in 
literature reports of Pt-catalysed oxidation processes is the poor selectivity of said 
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nanoparticles to the desired aldehyde/acid products.
41, 58-61
 There is much debate into the 
relative stability and modes of deactivation for these materials. As with Pd-based systems, 
many authors attribute over-oxidation of Pt and Pd nanoparticles as the origin of diminished 
catalytic activity - though experimental evidence to support this is shaky at best. Mallat and 
Baiker hypothesise that reduced Pd
(0)
 and Pt
(0)
 centres provide the active site for alcohol 
dissociate adsorption and β-hydride elimination to the associate aldehyde.62, 63 The 
regeneration of catalysts, deemed to be “over-oxidised,” by exposure to alcohols in an inert 
atmosphere or re-reduction through introduction of H2 was used as the basis to this argument. 
It must be noted that catalyst deactivation could be attributed to factors other than “over-
oxidation,” such as in-situ surface substrate/product build-up (sometimes referred to as 
“Coking”) or through active site leaching. In numerous studies, these factors are not 
investigated and so stating deactivation through metallic active site degradation, due to on-
line loss of activity, provides an overly simplistic explanation to a more complicated 
scenario. In the selective oxidation of glucose, Abbadi et al observed significant deactivation 
of 5% Pt/C catalysts exclusively at pH’s below 7, with negligible deactivation observed in 
alkaline conditions. Deactivation through over-oxidation does not explain this loss activity, 
especially when the author attempted catalyst “re-activation” through in-situ reduction by 
molecular H2.
64
 Instead, deactivation was accredited to a build-up of strongly bound CO, 
formed through the decarbonylation of gluconic acid, or through direct adsorption of gluconic 
acid to Pt(111) surfaces. Similarly, the decarbonylation of benzaldehyde, in the selective 
oxidation of benzyl alcohol, led to the direct observation of CO bound to Pd/Al2O3 surfaces 
by ATR-IR spectroscopy, through Pd(111) facets – in tandem with similar levels of catalyst 
deactivation.
65
 Wang and co-workers screened a series of soluble Pt nanoclusters in the 
aqueous phase selective oxidation of various alcohol substrates. In the selective oxidation of 
cyclohexanol, soluble colloidal Pt nanoparticles synthesised from H2, glycol, NaBH4 and 
ethanol reducing treatments, respectively, reported excellent conversion (>97%) and yield (> 
90%) values. However, samples reduced in the presence of H2 aggregated after the first 
reaction cycle, with NaBH4 and ethanol treated catalysts showing significant aggregation 
after the second cycle.
61
 A direct activity comparison between these Pt nanoclusters and 
comparable supported Pt systems shows very little promotion in catalytic activity for these 
unsupported nanoclusters. At first glance this seems an odd finding; the theoretical number of 
accessible active sites for substrate oxidation is much greater in this regime (by rationale of 
greater exposed external metal surface areas), thus greater catalytic activities are expected.
66
 
As this is not the case, it stands to reason that site-blocking or destabilising and/or repulsive 
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interactions between PVP and alcohol substrates prevent optimal catalyst activity from being 
achieved (inhibition of alcohol dissociative adsorption, alcoholate formation or product 
desorption steps). Pt nanoparticle aggregation in this study led to catastrophic losses in 
catalytic activity. 
The selective oxidation of CinnOH to CinnALD over heterogeneous Pt systems has 
the potential to form a plethora of by-products (Figure 1.2).
42, 44
 The most substantial 
reflecting the labile hydrogenation of the C=C functionality, through the presence of surface 
hydrogen species. Subsequent competing hydrogenolysis of the C-O bond
60
 and 
decarbonylation
67
 pathways can also take place. As stated above, reactively formed CO, 
through decarbonylation, can lead to poisoning of surface active sites. Altering reaction 
conditions such as the utilisation of batch versus flow reactors, pO2 and temperature can 
significantly alter product distribution.
68
 The addition of pure flowing oxygen (wrt air) 
through the reaction solution can lead to a substantial promotion in activity and selectivity 
towards the desired carbonyl product.
69
 
Further understanding into the Pt-catalysed selective oxidation of alcohol substrates, 
through positive identification of the true active site and modes of deactivation, can provide 
an avenue to more robust catalytic systems in the future. 
1.1.2.3 Catalytic selective hydrogenation of allylic aldehydes 
 With the need for sustainable, environmentally-benign processes widely debated 
amongst academic and industrial communities, the use of gaseous hydrogen vs. novel in-situ 
generation of hydrogen species has taken centre stage. In traditional organic chemistry, 
reducing agents, i.e. NaBH4, LiAlH4 and tin compounds, are utilised to great effect allowing 
for the reproducible transformation of challenging substrates. However, enantiomeric 
selectivity, persistent toxicity and disposal issues tarnish any plans for their continued long-
term use. The future looks to gaseous hydrogen, not only as a potential replacement for such 
practices, but also as a prospective clean energy carrier.
70
 Hydrogen can be manufactured in 
high abundance from the splitting of water, via electrolysis, from dry biomass and biomass-
derived liquid fuels (i.e. methanol or biodiesel).
71,72,73
 However, high-capacity storage and 
safety considerations remain a concern.  
 Platinum finds use in almost all aspects of industrial and commercial heterogeneously 
catalysed hydrogenation processes, due to its ability to reduce a wide variety of 
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functionalities, including C=C,
74, 75
 C≡C,76, 77 C≡N,78 C=O,79 NO2
80
 and aromatics
78
 utilising 
molecular hydrogen. As stated previously, the hydrogenation of allylic and benzylic 
aldehydes to unsaturated alcohols is commercially important, however efforts to develop 
highly active and selective heterogeneous catalysts have been stalled by the inherent 
thermodynamic stability of C=O relative to C=C bonds; and poor understanding into mode of 
action and structure-function parameters.
20, 81
 
Early (albeit simplistic) mechanistic work for hydrogenation procedures was 
conducted in 1996-1998 by Zaera et al. In this study, the selective hydrogenation of ethylene 
over Pt(111) single-crystal surfaces was chosen as a representative model for olefin-based 
substrates over metallic surfaces. Although in vacuum, ethylene hydrogenation proceeded via 
stepwise addition of hydrogen over a clean catalyst surface; at higher pressures deposition of 
carbonaceous species actively played a role in substrate adsorption kinetics. It may be 
obvious to say, but under reaction conditions, build-up of carbon on any catalyst surface has a 
negative effect on reaction rate (active site blocking by carbon prevents subsequent substrate 
hydrogenation). However the most important factor controlling ethylene hydrogenation is 
intermediate stability and strength of substrate binding. For this model system, Zaera 
concluded that the presence of co-adsorbed surface hydrogen permitted an increased 
formation in weakly-adsorbed ethylene species on the Pt(111) surface - subsequently leading 
to an increased rate of ethane generation (reaction orders were approximately  1 with respect 
to weakly-adsorbed ethylene and hydrogen surface coverage). Deuteration of the ethene 
starting material reinforces the positive role of surface hydrogen – through evidence of H 
incorporation in the final product and a “first-order” rate constant (as said above).82, 83 
Tailoring substrate binding strength and mode through intelligent catalyst design is one 
possible method to producing more selective hydrogenation catalysts. 
In order to determine the role of geometric and electronic contributions to the 
selective hydrogenation of commercially valuable substrates, Tsang and co-workers 
investigated the oleic acid/oleylamine stabilised mono- and bimetallic Pt-catalysed 
conversion of cinnamaldehyde (CinnALD) to cinnamyl alcohol (CinnOH).
84, 85
 In this study, 
colloidal Pt nanoparticles were prepared in a range of sizes (2.8-14.4 nm) and decorated with 
an additive metal, Cobalt, prior to impregnation onto a carbon support. 
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Figure 1.3 – Cobalt-doping of Pt nanoparticles demonstrating the “critical size effect” 
(modified from reference 84) 
 Figure 1.3 provides a pictorial representation of the geometric arrangement of the 
cobalt atoms on the Pt nanoparticle surface, as a function of Pt size. It is clearly shown and 
evidenced by Tsang et al that cobalt adatoms preferentially begin to populate coordinatively 
unsaturated edge and step sites as Pt nanoparticle size increases (the author references this as 
“The critical size effect”). Doped and un-doped Pt nanoparticles were screened in parallel for 
the chemoselective hydrogenation of CinnALD, in which selectivity towards CinnOH 
demonstrated a strong dependence on geometric size and cobalt adatom location. It was 
proposed that low coordination edge and step sites favour C=C hydrogenation - Blockage of 
these sites, in combination with electronic effects, instilled by Co decoration was thus 
suggested as the origin to a promotion in C=O hydrogenation. Silva and Zheng both utilised 
bimetallic systems, either through additive doping or a one-pot synthesis, to further enhance 
Pt nanoparticle selectivity towards CinnOH.
86, 87
 Silva et al investigate the one-pot addition of 
Sn and Fe precursors to a solution of hexachloroplatinic acid, impregnated on TiO2. In this 
study, monometallic Pt nanoparticles display high selectivity to the unsaturated alcohol 
(87%) but show significant catalyst deactivation very early into the reaction. Pt-Fe/TiO2 
systems demonstrated the highest activity, reaching full conversion after 90 minutes and 97% 
desired product selectivity. In this study, the role of TiO2 as a reducible support has not been 
discussed. Introduction of the Strong-Metal-Support-Interaction (SMSI) has been used to 
great effect for selectivity promotion in other systems.
88-92
 Such a substantial promotion of 
the C=O pathway over monometallic Pt seems to indicate the activation of SMSI phenomena 
– It could be theorised that surface reduction of TiO2 to a suboxide species, TiOx (where x is 
an oxidation state < 2), plays a crucial role in triggering support migration, playing a similar 
role to Co additives in the selective blocking of unselective sites.
89, 93, 94
 Zheng and co-
workers follow a similar route to Tsang; doping Pt/SiO2 catalysts with Co and Cu separately. 
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As shown in Tsang’ previous work, Co-doping preferentially promotes the C=O pathway 
(76%) - attributed to blocking of C=C selective edge and corner sites. Cu-doping 
demonstrates a detrimental effect on product selectivity, switching off C=O dominant 
pathways (35%) in favour of C=C formation (60%). In these studies it is very clear that 
bimetallic systems can afford superior selectivity towards CinnOH, however no clear 
physiochemical analyses have been conducted to further elucidate the role of promoters in the 
blocking of coordinatively unsaturated, unselective sites and/or the electronic modification of 
platinum by additive metals or reducible supports in this study. Recently, Zhu and Zaera 
found, if somewhat in contrast to the work described above, that CinnOH selectivity was 
insensitive to silica-supported Pt nanoparticle size.
95
 This seems suspect and may be 
attributed to the small Pt size regime used in this study (1.3-2.4 nm particles). The ratio of Pt 
facets with size may not change significantly to observe a substantial change in final product 
selectivity or substrate adsorption mode.
8
 Although,  CinnALD hydrogenation rates 
were demonstrated to be structure sensitive, with Pt(111) facets accounting for a 5-fold 
increase in turnover frequency – It must be noted that extended Pt(111) facets become a more 
significant feature as Pt nanoparticle size increases and increasing the range of sizes studied 
may aid in structure dependant activity and selectivity determination.  
 Surface studies of crotonaldehyde, an aliphatic derivative of CinnALD, show the 
critical nature of adsorption geometry on product determination over Pt(111) facets. High 
Pt(111) facet population led to minor repulsion of the alkene functionality away from the Pt 
surface, favouring close approach of the C=O bond in a more atop fashion.
96-98
 Using this 
principle as a stepping stone, there have been several studies into the use of surface 
modification of support and metal nanoparticles to achieve increased selective C=O 
activation.  
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Figure 1.4 – Schematic representing molecular re-orientation of cinnamaldehyde by self-
assembled monolayer thiolate introduction onto Pt surfaces (modified from reference 85) 
Medlin et al employed thiolate adsorption onto Pt surfaces as one such approach, 
controlling phenylated thiol structure aided in direct tuning of specific, non-covalent 
interactions with CinnALD (Figure 1.4). As a consequence of such interactions, molecular 
re-orientation of the CinnALD substrate to permit C=O centric end-on bonding, with respect 
to the Pt/Al2O3 surface, enhanced CinnOH selectivity by approx. 70%.
99, 100
 Promotion was 
found to originate from favourable π-stacking interactions between thiol self-assembled 
monolayers and the phenyl ring of CinnALD, increasing desired product selectivity without 
compromising rates of formation.
99
 Continuing this theme, in work adapted from Baiker and 
Mallat,
18
 Zaera and co-workers employed surface tethering of cinchonidine to silica sites 
adjacent to Pt nanoparticles, in an effort to add molecular functionality and substrate 
adsorption mode control to the Pt-catalysed hydrogenation of ethyl pyruvate on silica 
supports.
101
 Ethyl pyruvate contains two C=O functionalities in close proximity and thus 
chemoselective transformation of either one of these groups becomes a matter of 
enantioselectivity and steric control. The authors devised a protocol for defined Cd tethering 
to specific sites and thus screened catalytic activity in acidic and aromatic solvents. Solvent 
choice seems to express only minor fluctuations in performance (100% yield, 30% ee in 
many cases), however controlling the Cd:Pt ratio led to a flip in enantioselectivity. The 
fundamentals of this study provide a clear indication that enantioselective hydrogenation 
through surface modification is possible and should be pursued in future work, but the paper 
itself draws much scepticism due to poor characterisation of Pt sites (Pt dispersion levels 
drawn from TEM exclusively) and expression of product yields with no written identification 
of product identity, i.e. 1-ethoxy-1-hydroxy-propan-2-one versus 2-hydroxy-propionic acid 
ethyl ester and/or (R)/(S) enantiomers of either product. Surface functionalization provides an 
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effective route to enhancing and controlling product selectivity; Guo et al confine Pt 
nanoclusters (1.7 nm) within cavities of a metal-organic framework, thus applying the 
aforementioned steric principles to pre-formed support architectures.
102
 To confirm 
successful internal Pt confinement, the authors compared external versus internal CinnALD 
hydrogenation catalytic performance of said nanoparticles highlighting dramatically 
increased conversion (99%) and unsaturated alcohol selectivity (92%) for confined Pt 
nanoparticles; with high recyclability. This study is interesting due to the level of catalytic 
enhancement afforded by this method. In previous literature studies, it has been established 
that small Pt nanoparticles systematically exhibit poor selectivity towards any product with 
high levels of unsaturation, due an elevated surface population of unselective, coordinatively 
unsaturated facets. This dramatic promotion in unsaturated alcohol selectivity was credited to 
strict control of CinnALD adsorption geometry to Pt sites in a C=O centric atop fashion, 
lowering Pt-C=C group exposure – preserving α, β-unsaturation, even in the presence of such 
facets. 
 These studies explain the importance of controlled substrate adsorption geometry and 
Pt facet population on final product selectivity. Tuning size and support physicochemical 
properties could provide beneficial improvements in product dictation, without the need for 
complex synthetic pre-formation of shaped Pt nanoparticles or post-modification with 
potentially Pt active site deactivating surface additives (i.e. thiols). 
1.1.3 Deactivation 
Regardless of reaction type, the deactivation of heterogeneous catalysts can be 
divided into five categories.
103,104,28
 
1) Poisoning via chemisorbed by-products on catalyst surface (typically CO); 
2) Coking of active site/support by carbonaceous species; 
3) Chemical transformation of active species (i.e. reduction of PtO2 to Pt
(0)
); 
4) Nanoparticle sintering or mechanical degradation (Figure 1.5); 
5) Active species migration via in-solution leaching; 
The mechanism of catalyst poisoning has been postulated as a three-fold process and 
can be classed as thermal, mechanical and chemical processes. Reaction conditions often 
dictate the type and rate of deactivation phenomena, with types 1-3 widely reported for 
chemoselective hydrogen transfer and dehydrogenation reactions.  
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Figure 1.5 – Nanoparticle sintering – Loss of uniform, discrete particles in favour 
of larger agglomerated masses 
Until very recently, the nature of the active site for Pt-based liquid phase alcohol selox 
had been disputed. Where a metallic site has been postulated, deactivation can be attributed to 
the over-oxidation of the catalyst surface. The level of oxygen coverage has two effects;  
poisoning by physical blocking of adsorption sites, thus limiting substrate conversion, or 
inducing electronic and/or geometric changes in surface structure.
105,106
 Where an oxidic 
basis for the active site is theorised, metal oxide stability determines catalytic behaviour and 
rate of poisoning.
107,108,109
  Synchrotron studies of heterogeneous PdO systems, performed by 
Lee et al, have established that in circumstances where oxygen is absent, reduction of PdO to 
metallic Pd occurs.
27,110
 Promotion of decarbonylation pathways has been postulated, due to 
the promotion of carbon-coking over the metallic surface. This has found to be in direct 
correlation with Pt-based catalysts, where preferential carbon coverage over Pt (111) facets 
hinders catalyst performance lifetime.
20,111
 Selective poisoning of catalyst active sites is often 
overcome by pre-reduction treatments, prior to recycling, however changes in active sites 
through irreversible poisoning phenomena, such as deposition of carbonaceous deposits, does 
provide additional considerations when tailoring catalyst suitability. Sintering and leaching of 
the active species are not predominant for the principal reactions covered in this thesis, due to 
the utilisation of organic solvents and temperatures lower than 373K.
42,112,113,114
 However, 
leaching tests were performed as confirmation. 
1.1.4 Supports 
Issues with catalyst recovery and active site stability plague the use of homogeneous 
catalysts, hindering viability in commercial and industrial environments.
25
 The deposition of 
catalyst precursor onto solid supports has been suggested as an alternative. Implementation of 
post-reduction and/or oxidation treatments afford in-situ generation of specific active sites 
whilst maintaining variable facet control, without the need for auxiliaries and ligand 
stabilisation, and most beneficially straightforward catalyst recovery can all be achieved. The 
most commonly exploited support materials are carbonaceous, silica, alumina, titania and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agglomeration 
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ceria species, artificial incorporation of mesoporous networks and surface area enhancements 
allow for further customisation.
115,116,117
 Strict control of synthesis and preparation 
parameters can be applied, tuning the chemical and physical properties of each support 
material. Surface area, morphology and inherent porosity (i.e. mesoporous and ordered 
architectures) all play a pivotal role in dictating active site dispersion, nanoparticle size and 
substrate diffusion kinetics.
118,119,120
 The introduction of acid/base or metal support 
interaction properties, in tandem with the above provides additional versatility.
88,121
 Desired 
selectivity and reaction kinetics can be targeted via knowledge of support behaviour, 
allowing for smart catalyst design. 
1.1.4.1 Modification of support properties 
There are many synthetic avenues available to maximise active site dispersion and 
nanoparticle size control. Tailoring support surface area and internal porosity is most widely 
reported throughout many literature sources.
122,123
 Three types of porosity have been 
identified; microporosity (pore diameters <2 nm), mesoporosity (pore diameters between 2-
50 nm) and macroporosity (pore diameters >50 nm). Studies tend to shy away from 
microporous materials due to relatively small pore sizes, and hence significantly diminished 
internal substrate-product diffusion characteristics exhibited.
124,125
 On the other hand, 
macroporosity completely overcomes this problem, at the expense of lowered surface areas 
and active site dispersion.
126
 The utilisation of templated mesoporous and dual macro-
mesoporous systems has been suggested as a viable alternative to surface area vs. pore size 
disputes. The choice of surfactant type and preparation parameters promotes the regulation of 
pore size and tuneable fabrication of interpenetrating and non-interpenetrating ordered and 
disordered architectures.
127,128
 Channel interconnectivity (i.e. KIT-6) has been shown to 
encourage in-situ mass transfer kinetics,
47
 whilst enhancing metal dispersion
109
 and reducing 
sintering phenomena,
129
 with respect to non-interconnected systems. Controlling product 
selectivity through size-specific, directed substrate diffusion is achievable through the 
interplay of narrow micro-mesopores. However, mass transfer effects and increased 
probability of channel blockage hinder reaction rates.
130,131
 
 
1.1.4.1.1 Ordered mesoporous silica 
The arrival of the M41S family of mesoporous silicas and aluminosilicates in the 
early 1990’s was heralded as a breakthrough in heterogeneous catalyst support design. 
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Synthesis protocols using templating species opened the door for tunable pore architectures, 
long-range ordering and surface area adaptation with an extraordinary degree of 
reproducibility.
132,133
 Owing to the versatility of this protocol, a multitude of new mesoporous 
silicates have been reported and reviewed by Corma,
127,130
 Schuth
134
 and Slowing,
135
 with 
applications ranging from nanoparticle support to carriers for directed drug transport. SBA-
derived materials are widely reported as ideal support manifolds,
136,137
 with emphasised 
importance placed on their tuneable internal structure, high surface areas and 
chemical/thermal stability. Subtle adaptations to synthesis conditions permits dictation of 
resultant pore architectures; the expression of 2D non-interconnected hexagonal P6mm 
(SBA-15) and 3D interconnected internal channels Im3m (SBA-16) and Ia3d (KIT-6) have 
been established.
138,139
 The additional functionality, inherent to a flexible internal pore 
structure, coupled with chemical inertness of silica-based supports,
140
 provides the basis for 
an accurate determination of support physical characteristics on catalytic performance, in the 
absence of induced support-metal interactions
141
 or support reduction. 
 
In order to successfully synthesise hierarchical silica materials, the presence of 
structural directing agents are key as promoters for the initial formation and stabilisation of 
the silica mesophase. Dependant on the required architecture and support properties, a choice 
of neutral, anionic and cationic surfactants are available. Cationic surfactants exhibit 
excellent solubility and stability in preparations employing acidic or basic media; however 
expense and toxicity limit their wide-scale application. Examples of carboxylate, sulfate and 
phosphate-derived anionic surfactants have been used to synthesise mesoporous silicas, in the 
presence of “co-structure-directing agents,” typically aminosilanes. The low price, lack of 
toxicity and inherent biodegradability of non-ionic surfactants have attracted considerable 
interest from industry. Tailoring non-ionic surfactant functionality affords the formation of 
adaptable mesophases, via self-assembly, leading to bespoke support geometries and 
assemblies.
142
 Formation of surfactant micelles, driven by entropic effects, is promoted by the 
elimination of “water of crystallisation” situated around each surfactant molecule. This 
results in the formation of a mesophase, this mechanism is accepted as cooperative self-
assembly due to its prevalence as low as 5% surfactant concentration (Represented in 
Scheme 1).
130
 Stability can be augmented further by hydrogen-bonding and ionic interactions 
between surfactant micelles, as-formed silica and silicate precursors. Surfactant type and pH 
can be adapted to dictate internal fine structure. 
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Scheme 1 – Representation of SBA-15 mesoporous framework formation via (A) 
Cooperative self-assembly and (B) “True” liquid-crystal templating (TLCT) methodologies 
(Adapted from reference 142) 
There are four common types of silicate – surfactant head group interactions 
described in the literature for hierarchical silica generation
143, 144
: 
1) Electrostatic - Ionic surfactant (S) and silicate (I) with opposite charge e.g. S+I- 
2) Electrostatic - Ionic surfactant and silicate with matching charge in the presence of 
a counter-ion (X) such as sulphate, nitrate or halogen e.g. S
+
X
-
I
+
 
3) Electrostatic – Non-ionic surfactant, silicate and acid e.g. S0H+X-I+ 
4) Hydrogen Bonding – Non-ionic surfactant and hydrated silicate e.g. S0I0 
 
 
A 
B 
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Scheme 2 – Visual representation of the interactions between sol-gel species and the 
surfactant template in various media (acidic/neutral) (Adapted from reference 143) 
As the mesophase begins to take shape, silica polymerisation occurs at the interface 
(Scheme 3), as micellar systems agglomerate, thus leading to fabrication and self-assembly 
of a mesoporous architecture.
145,146
 Following this stage, the silica mesophase undergoes 
precipitation from solution; further polymerisation across the interface promotes the 
condensation of silicate agglomerates, resulting in the fabrication of the silica walls. The 
application of polar, protic solvents with heightened volatility (i.e. EtOH, MeOH etc.) permits 
strict control of polymerisation rates and surfactant assembly at the interface.
142
 Solvent 
evaporation creates an artificially increased local surfactant concentration, further 
polymerisation of inorganic species ensues improving stability of the precipitated silica 
phase, and aiding truly liquid crystalline phase construction. 
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Scheme 3 – The SN2 mechanism of hydrolysis and condensation of alkoxysilane 
precursors to form silica in acid-catalysed conditions 
The choice of structural directing agent can heavily impact micelle formation and 
adopted geometry, and in turn mesopore properties can be tuned according to desired 
characteristics. In using non-ionic tri-block copolymers, the ratio of hydrophilic to 
hydrophobic groups is critical for controlling pore shape and ultimately pore architecture. As 
the phase diagrams for these systems are well-known, surfactant effects are easily tunable as 
demonstrated by the synthetic methodologies employed in SBA-15/16 and KIT-6 
syntheses.
147
 Increasing said ratio to favour hydrophilic domains, encourages the formation of 
spherical surfactant micelles. Lower ratios institute less curved geometries, with disk-shaped 
structures assembling to form rods. Adjusting this ratio and contemplating surfactant packing 
phenomena provides the basis for SBA-15 and SBA-16 preparations.
147
 In the formation of 
SBA-15 by a tri-block copolymer P123 (EO20PO70EO20), Khodakov et al proposed the initial 
formation of a micellar disk-shaped structure with a hydrophobic PPO core and a PEO-water-
silcate corona (or edge). Subsequent packing of these cylindrical micelles into extended rod 
structures provides the foundation for the characteristic structure of SBA-15.
148
 
 
Although the choice of surfactant demonstrates a pivotal role in the dictation of 
support mesostructure and porosity, altering hydrothermal treatment parameters and the 
presence of certain additives, i.e. n-butanol in KIT-6 synthesis, permit added levels of 
structural control. Microporosity has been postulated to originate from substantial 
interactions between the silica framework and the more hydrophilic ethylene oxide regions 
(EO) of the utilised tri-block copolymer, leading to interconnectivity between mesopores 
(especially in SBA-15).
149
 Altering of hydrothermal temperature and duration can lead to 
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tailoring of pore size. For example, in the synthesis of SBA-15, increasing treatment 
temperature causes an increased hydrophobicity in the PEO regions of the Pluronic P123 
copolymer, thus causing a subsequent withdrawal from the silicate walls.
150
 As cross-linkage 
and silicate hydrolysis continues well into the hydrothermal stage, an increased hydrothermal 
temperature leads to larger surfactant micelles – resulting in larger pore SBA-15 with thin 
walls and diminished microporosity.
149, 151
 Kim et al report a similar effect for mesoporous, 
body-centered cubic SBA-16 silicates; in which increasing the hydrothermal treatment 
parameters from 45°C and 1 day to 100°C and 2 days also yielded larger mesopores, 
decreased mesopore wall thickness and microporosity.
138
 Two explanations have been given 
for the loss of microporosity with increasing hydrothermal temperature. Firstly, 
dehydration
152
 or deprotonation
150
 of the ethylene oxide moieties decreases their hydrophilic 
character leading to diminished interaction at the inorganic interface. Secondly, induced 
swelling of the micropores into the mesopore domain, through higher hydrothermal 
temperatures, permits decreased accuracy in microporosity detection through t-plot 
calculations etc.
149
 Altering the synthesis protocols used for SBA-15 generation, Ryoo and 
co-workers show the addition of n-butanol and low acidic concentration (0.5 M HCl) 
produces a drastic change in the adopted interfacial curvature of tri-block copolymer P123 
micelles and slows the rate of inorganic condensation; leading to the formation of the 
interpenetrating bicontinuous 3D cubic mesostructure of KIT-6 (a phase transition from 
P6mm to Ia3d).
138, 153
 
Two alternatives to the cooperative assembly mechanism for mesostructured silica 
generation are: (1) True liquid crystal templating (TLCT)
154
 and (2) Evaporation induced 
self-assembly (EISA).
155
 Typically, in TLCT strategies a significantly elevated surfactant 
concentration (~50 %) is used, resulting in favourable lyotropic liquid phase formation 
(formation of hexagonal long-range order for P123 upon solvent addition), providing a 
platform for which silica can be templated and mesostructure generated.
155
 EISA is 
commonly used to form films and membranes and can be applied to materials other than 
silica, i.e. titania,
156
 in instances where the rate of inorganic precursor hydrolysis must be 
slow and strictly controlled. The production of inorganic oligomers is controlled by directed 
polymerisation in a volatile polar protic solvent (such as MeOH), improving inorganic 
assembly at the surfactant interface.
142, 147
 Subsequent solvent evaporation permits continued 
inorganic species polymerisation combined with further liquid crystalline phase formation, as 
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local surfactant concentration increases with solvent loss, allowing greater templating to 
occur. 
Upon completion, removal of the structure directing template is commonly achieved 
by calcination,
137, 157
 owing to the relatively high thermal stability of the final mesostructured 
silica.
137
   In order to avoid localised overheating within the material, slow heating ramp rates 
are required. Calcination treatments between 500-550 °C are used to completely remove the 
surfactant, whilst maintaining support structure integrity. Surfactant template extraction can 
also be accomplished through solvent extraction in organic solvents such as ethanol or 
toluene; however complete removal of the tri-block copolymer is not always possible, with 
approximately a residual 4% post-treatment.
158, 159
 Yang et al report that directed 
decomposition of the surfactant template can also be achieved through stepwise treatment 
with concentrated H2SO4 and subsequent calcination at 200°C, generating mesoporosity and 
micropores respectively.
160
 
1.2 Thesis aims 
The aims of this investigation are: 
 To investigate the influence of silica hierarchical support structure on the final physio-
chemical properties of supported Pt nanoparticles; highlighting any effect brought 
about by the introduction of mesoporous architectures to said supports. 
 To identify the principle catalytic behaviour of these materials in the selective 
transformation of α, β-unsaturated substrates for oxidation and hydrogenation reaction 
schemes. Establishing the adopted reaction mechanism and active species for each 
catalytic transformation is critical, whilst determining the cause of catalyst 
deactivation phenomena. 
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2.1 Catalyst Preparation 
2.1.1 Materials 
 Ammonium tetrachloroplatinate (II) and 3-phenylpropanoic acid were supplied by 
Alfa Aesar. Pluronic P123, Pluronic F127, tetraethyl orthosilicate, tetramethyl orthosilicate 
ethanol (absolute) and anisole were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Cinnamaldehyde, 
hydrochloric acid (37.5 %) and nitric acid (37.5 %) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. 
All remaining reaction substrates and intermediates, required for GC calibration, were 
procured from Sigma Aldrich. Deionised water was utilised throughout. 
2.1.2 SBA-15 synthesis 
Mesoporous SBA-15 supports were synthesised using the method developed by G. D. 
Stucky and co-workers.
1
 In this synthesis, the surfactant Pluronic P123 (20 g), used as a 
structural templating agent, was dissolved in deionised water (151 cm
3
) and hydrochloric acid 
(2M, 583 cm
3
) stirring at 35 °C. The silica precursor, tetraethyl orthosilicate (138.8 mmol, 
28.92 g, 31 cm
3
) was added to the solution and left for 20 hours with agitation. The resulting 
gel was sealed and aged for 24 hours at 80 °C without agitation. The precipitate was filtered 
and washed with deionised water (1000 cm
3
) and dried at room temperature, before a 
calcination treatment at 500 °C for 6 hours in air (ramp rate 1°C min-1). A successful 
synthesis produces approximately 15.0 g of white solid. 
2.1.3 SBA-16 synthesis 
Mesoporous SBA-16 was successfully manufactured using the parameters clearly set 
out by Zhao et al.
1
 An alternate structural directing agent, Pluronic F127, a reduced synthesis 
temperature and an increased hydrothermal treatment duration; are the only differences 
applied to the protocol utilised for SBA-15. Pluronic F127 (20g) was dissolved in deionised 
water (151 cm
3
) and hydrochloric acid (2M, 583 cm
3
) stirring at 25 °C. The silica precursor, 
tetraethyl orthosilicate (138.8 mmol, 28.92 g, 31 cm
3
) was added to the solution and left for 
20 hours with agitation. The resulting gel was sealed and aged for 48 hours at 80 °C without 
agitation. The precipitate was filtered and washed with deionised water (1000 cm
3
) and dried 
at room temperature, before a calcination treatment at 500 °C for 6 hours in air (ramp rate 1°C 
min
-1
). A successful synthesis produces approximately 15.0 g of white solid. 
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2.1.4 KIT-6 synthesis 
 In order to correctly synthesise KIT-6, a protocol devised by Kim and co-workers was 
followed.
2
 Pluronic P123 (20 g) was dissolved in deionised water (723.2 cm
3
), butan-1-ol 
(24.6 cm
3
) and hydrochloric acid (35%, 33.4 cm
3
) with stirring at 35 °C. Tetraethyl 
orthosilicate (139.7 mmol, 29.11 g, 31.2 cm
3
) was added to the solution and left for 20 hours 
with agitation. The resulting gel was sealed and aged for 24 hours at 80 °C without agitation. 
The precipitate was filtered and washed with deionised water (1000 cm
3
) and dried at room 
temperature, before a calcination treatment at 500 °C for 6 hours in air (ramp rate 1°C min-1). 
A successful synthesis produces approximately 14.5 g of white solid. 
2.1.5 Polystyrene bead synthesis 
 Polystyrene bead synthesis was conducted by a modified polymerisation method 
developed by Vaudreuil and co-workers.
3
 In this preparation, styrene (Sigma Aldrich, > 99%) 
was used as a monomer source and potassium persulphate (Sigma Aldrich, >99%) was the 
applied polymerisation initiator. The reaction was performed in batch via a 2 L jacketed 
Radley’s reactor ready system at 80 °C. Prior to deionised water (1.275 L) addition, the 
reactor was fitted with a thermocouple, Leibig condenser and a N2 line set to 1.5 bar pressure. 
The reactor solution was stirred at 300 rpm overnight to ensure complete solution outgassing. 
In order to fully extract polymerisation inhibitors from the as-supplied monomer reagent, 
styrene (898 mmol, 93.6 g, 103 cm
3
) was washed five times with NaOH (0.1M) followed by 
five additional deionised water washings. Potassium persulphate (1.2 mmol, 0.33 g) was 
dissolved in deionised water (50 cm
3
) at 70 °C. The washed organic monomer phases were 
added to the purged water phase, followed by the potassium persulphate solution. After 
stirring under N2 for 22 hours, the resultant solid was recovered, filtered and washed three 
times with deionised water and a further three times with ethanol. The beads were dried 
overnight at 80 °C, yielding approximately 70 grams. 
2.1.6 TLCT-Macro-mesoporous SBA-15 synthesis 
 Polystyrene bead addition to the SBA-15 synthesis protocol described in Section 
2.1.2 permitted the successful macropore incorporation into the support framework. 
Macroporous-mesoporous SBA-15 was synthesised using the “True Liquid Crystal 
Templating” methodology, adapted from Attard and co-workers.4 Pluronic P123 (2 g) was 
mixed with hydrochloric acid acidified water (pH 2, 2 g, 2M) and sonicated for 3 hours at 
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40˚C to yield a homogeneous gel. Tetramethoxysilane (27.6 mmol, 4.21 g, 4.08 cm3, a 1:4 
mole ratio to H2O) was then added and mixed to produce a homogeneous liquid. Polystyrene 
beads (6g, synthesis described in Section 2.1.5) were then added to the liquid. The sample 
was placed under vacuum (100 mbar) at 40˚C overnight, resulting in the formation of a 
viscous gel. The gel was aged for 24 hours at room temperature to complete condensation, 
before a calcination treatment at 500 °C for 6 hours in air (ramp rate 1°C min
-1
). A successful 
synthesis produces approximately 2.0 g of white solid. 
 
2.1.7 Metal incipient wetness impregnation (all supports) 
 All supports were impregnated with Pt metal precursor using the incipient wetness 
methodology.
5
 Commercial (2.0 g Sigma, 200 m
2
g
-1
), mesoporous SBA-15, macro-
mesoporous SBA-15, SBA-16 and KIT-6 silica supports (2.0 g) were wetted with aqueous 
ammonium tetrachloroplatinate (II) solution (12 cm
3
 with precursor concentrations adjusted 
to achieve nominal Pt loadings of 0.05-2 wt. %). The slurry was stirred for 18 hours at room 
temperature before heating to 50 °C. After approximately 6 hours agitation ceased and the 
solids left at 50 °C for a period of 24 hours in order to dry to a powder. These powders were 
calcined at 500 °C for 4 hours in air (ramp rate 1 °C min
-1
) prior to reduction at 400 °C for 2 
h (ramp rate 10 °C min
-1
) under flowing hydrogen (10 cm
3 
min
-1
).  
2.2 Sample Characterisation 
2.2.1 Microscopy and elemental composition determination 
2.2.1.1 Scanning electron microscopy 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a surface sensitive technique often used to 
study surface or near surface structural features of bulk materials. In this technique, an 
electron beam is generated from a tungsten filament cathode situated on top of the 
microscope, via thermionic electron emission.
6
 A series of electromagnetic lenses and 
scanning coils focus and direct the beam, which is subsequently deflected at various angles 
upon interaction with the sample surface. A variety of signals can be generated dependant on 
the energy of the primary electrons; this can be controlled by an applied accelerating voltage, 
typically 1-30kV via the scanning coils, and dependant on the analysis mode. The detection 
of secondary electrons, produced by inelastic scattering of a primary electrons from the point 
of impact, allows for the initial formation of the SEM image.
7,8
 As these electrons are 
characteristically of low-energy (<50eV, predominantly 3-5 eV) they are typically localised 
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within a few nanometres of the sample surface. Due to this reason, secondary electrons are 
usually not detectable from bulk sample as their escape is greatly hindered. The topography 
of the sample can be mapped in 3-dimensional space as the extent of secondary electron 
generation is dependent on the orientation of surface sample facets with the incident beam. 
Regions at 90° to the beam appear brightest; this decreases as regions move parallel to the 
beam. Controlling secondary electron generation and contrast allow for optimisation of the 
image. High energy backscattered electrons are generated through elastic scattering of the 
incident electron beam with atoms on the sample surface, contributing to the quality of the 
final image. The higher the atomic mass (or Z number) of the interacting nucleus, the 
stronger the diffraction effect and the brighter the image.
8
 This theory allowed for accurate 
imaging of high atomic weight platinum nanoparticles and clusters, via impregnation 
(described in Section 2.1.7), on support materials with lower molecular weights and hence 
diminished Z contrast. 
 
Figure 2.1 – A representation of signal generation from beam-specimen interactions 
 SEM images of bare and impregnated supports were recorded on a Carl Zeiss Evo-40 
SEM operating at 10 KV, with an i probe value of 1 nA. Samples were mounted on to 
aluminium stubs using adhesive carbon tape. Elemental analysis was conducted using an 
EDX detector attached to the instrument. In order to generate a sufficient level of  x-rays 
needed for an accurate and reliable analysis, the operating voltage was increased to 25KV 
with an approximate i probe value of 25 nA. EDX analysis was performed six times per 
sample using a sample collection time of 300 s. 
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2.2.1.2 Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
 It is often common practice for electron microscopy techniques (SEM and TEM etc.) 
to be accompanied with an x-ray detector in order to perform elemental analysis on bulk 
samples. By adjusting the accelerating voltage of the electron beam, excitation of specimen 
core electrons can be accomplished. In a principle akin to XPS and XRF techniques, the 
resulting hole, left via the ejection of the core electron, causes a subsequent destabilisation of 
the once occupied orbital. In order for stability to be retained, a higher energy electron is 
demoted, moving into the now empty shell. In doing so an x-ray, associated with the change 
in energy between the two electron shells, is generated. The wavelength of this x-ray is 
element-specific, allowing for a positive and quantitative characterisation of the bulk 
sample.
9,10
 
Figure 2.2 – An illustrative representation of x-ray generation11 
2.2.1.3 Transmission electron microscopy 
 As with SEM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) utilises a beam of electrons 
for imaging, however key differences between the two techniques are apparent. The electron 
beam is transmitted through an ultra-thin sample, any apparent absorption by the sample 
resulting in a change in transmitted beam intensity. This effect is focussed and magnified by 
an objective lens, with an image formed on a phosphorescent screen.
12
 Because of this TEM 
images are two-dimensional in nature and must be prepared with greater precision. Sample 
thickness greatly affects final image resolution, though superior magnification levels can be 
achieved allowing for alternative structural characteristics to be deduced (wrt SEM). 
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Figure 2.3 – The FEI Tecnai CM200 TEM in the LENNF facility at the University of 
Leeds 
High resolution TEM images were recorded on an FEI Tecnai F20 field emission gun 
TEM operating at 200 kV equipped with a Gatan charge-coupled device (CCD) Orius 
SC600A camera at the University of Leeds. Powdered samples were prepared via dispersion 
in ethanol (absolute), sonicated for 15 minutes before dropcasting onto a continuous or holey 
carbon film atop a copper grid (Agar Scientific Ltd.). All images were processed and 
analysed with ImageJ version 1.41 software. 
2.2.2 X-ray Analysis 
2.2.2.1 Powder x-ray diffraction 
 Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive analytical technique, which due 
to the wavelengths within the Ǻngstrøm range, can be used to great effect to probe the 
physical properties of materials. Revealing internal crystal structure can allow for the 
identification of bulk phases, sample transformations and an accurate, qualitative estimation 
of particle size
13
. In the case of this investigation, x-ray photons are generated from a Cu Kα 
(1.54 Ǻ, 8.04 keV) anode via the ejection of a primary electron from the K-shell causing the 
subsequent formation of a core hole. Demotion of a higher energy electron, typically from the 
L-shell, fills this “hole” with subsequent Kα photon emission. These photons are directed 
towards a homogeneous (finely ground powder) solid sample. Although the bulk of most 
sample materials are polycrystalline, and hence consist of many randomly orientated crystal 
domains and orientations, the homogeneous nature of the sample gives rise to a sufficient 
Electron gun 
Condenser lens and apertures 
Objective lens and apertures 
Sample viewing port 
and 
Fluorescent screen 
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level of short-range order to allow the constructive interference of incident x-rays with 
ordered pore structures and lattice planes.
14,15
. The constructive interference, arising from in-
phase reinforcement of elastically scattered x-rays, gives rise to fingerprint diffraction 
patterns unique to each material as shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.4 – Schematic representation of in-phase x-ray diffraction phenomena16  
 According to Bragg’s Law (Equation 2.1), diffraction patterns can only be observed 
at set refraction angles if the spacing between crystal planes, d, is equal to the x-ray 
wavelength multiplied by an integer, n. 
𝒏𝝀 = 𝟐𝒅𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽               Equation 2.1: Bragg’s Law 
n = order of reflection (multiplication integer); λ = incident x-ray wavelength;                         
d = lattice spacing and θ = diffraction angle 
This equation can be adapted in order to determine unit cell parameters and pore spacing for 
mesoporous materials, calculated from the most intense diffraction peak (Equation 2.2). 
𝒂 =
√(𝒉𝟐+𝒌𝟐+𝒍𝟐)
𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽
        Equation 2.2 
a = lattice parameter; λ = wavelength of Cu Kα radiation (0.1541 nm); h,k,l = miller indices 
and θ = diffraction angle 
Selection rules dictate the presence of certain peaks, dependant on crystal structure. 
Face centred cubic (FCC) assemblies, such as Pt and Pd, only exhibit peaks if all miller 
indices are odd or even.
14
 Body centred cubic structures, including SBA-16, Li, Na or K, do 
not produce peaks when the sum of all miller indices is odd, or additionally at d100 and d111, 
due to atoms or pores at ½ miller indices. At these positions, refractions 180° out of phase  
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are produced and are thus cancelled out.
17
 Unfortunately, particle size analysis is limited to a 
minimum particle size detection of approx. 2 nm. As particle size diminishes, line broadening 
occurs due to incomplete removal of destructive interference of scattered x-rays, causing an 
increase in peak width. In larger crystallites, an increased number of lattice planes allows for 
a compensation of this effect, but as particle size decreases this phenomenon becomes more 
severe, eventually cancelling out diffraction peaks entirely.
18
.However, the Scherrer equation 
can be applied to determine particle size if diffraction peaks are present (Equation 2.3)
19
. 
𝑳 =  
𝒌𝝀
(√(𝑩𝟐−𝑺𝟐)𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽)
      Equation 2.3: The Scherrer equation 
L = crystallite size (nm); B = FWHM of diffraction peak; S = 0.15 (systematic broadening 
caused by diffractometer); k = 0.9  
XRD patterns were recorded on a Panalytical X’PertPro diffractometer equipped with 
an X’celerator detector using a Cu Kα (1.54 Ǻ) source and nickel filter, calibrated against a Si 
(Panalytical) standard. Low angle patterns were recorded over a range of 2θ = 0.3-8° (step 
size 0.01°, scan speed 0.014° s-1) and wide angle patterns over a range of 2θ = 10-90° (step 
size 0.02°, scan speed 0.040° s-1). 
2.2.2.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface sensitive, analytical technique 
that provides information regarding the oxidation state, empirical formula, species population 
and local chemical environment of a wide array of materials. x-rays are often produced from 
a monochromated source, usually Al Kα (1486.6 eV) or Mg Kα (1253.6 eV), resulting in low 
energy, “Soft x-rays.”20,21 In order to produce higher energy, “hard x-rays,” electrons 
typically need to be accelerated to energies of 1-6 GeV requiring synchrotron radiation. 
Although this method does allow for greater enhancement in signal intensity and more 
detailed examination of atomic and electronic sample structure, wrt XPS, this technique is 
much less widely available and subject to  limitations (equipment availability, cost etc.).
22
 
XPS analyses are conducted under high-vacuum conditions in order to minimise collisions 
between gas-phase molecules and liberated core electrons, maximising the probability of 
detection. As core electrons have energies which lie in the x-ray region, the introduction of 
incident photons to the sample material, above the electron binding energy, favours the 
emission of a photoelectron with kinetic energy related to the binding energy. The binding 
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energy (EB) is the energy required to promote an electron to the Fermi level from a specific 
electronic level, and is unique to each element and its local environment. Knowing this, the 
intensity and energy position of each photoelectron yields an XPS spectrum. The binding 
energy can be deduced using the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons and applied to 
(Equation 2.4).
23
 
𝑬𝑩 = 𝒉𝒗 − 𝑬𝒌𝒊𝒏 −  𝝋𝒔𝒑       Equation 2.4: Binding energy 
EB = binding energy of emitted electron; ℎ𝑣 = incident x-ray photon energy;                       
Ekin = kinetic energy of emitted electron; φsp = spectrometer work function 
As a consequence of emission, a core hole is left and an excited state formed. This 
new electronic configuration is relatively unstable and so the ionised atom must relax in order 
to return to the ground state. Outer electrons are demoted to fill the core holes and the target 
atom gains electronic stability (Figure 2.5).  Liberated photoelectrons have a very small 
escape depth and hence give rise to the surface sensitive nature of this technique. Interactions 
between the ejected photoelectron and other sample electrons/environmental factors typically 
limit the free electron path to approx. 1-3 nm, over an electron energy range of 0-1000 eV.
24
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 – Schematic representation of photoelectron generation                                    
(Ev = vacuum level; Ef = Fermi level) 
The final appearance of the XPS spectrum is greatly affected by the orbital in which a 
photoelectron is generated. When emission occurs from a non-s orbital (Ɩ > 0), spin coupling 
interactions between orbital angular momentum (Ɩ) and the spin of the ejected electron (ms) 
arise, the sum of which is known as the total angular momentum (j) (Equation 2.5).          
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                                      𝒋 = 𝒍 + 𝒔         
As the spin of the electron can be clockwise (+ ½) or anti-clockwise (- ½), two j 
values are produced. S orbitals do not possess any distinct orbital angular momentum (Ɩ =0), 
thus appearing as singlet peaks, but for all other orbitals the effect of spin coupling splits the 
resultant XPS peak into doublet form. These new peaks have a defined ratio equal to 2 j + 1. 
For the 4f orbital, used most commonly for platinum in this study, l = 3 giving rise to j values 
of 7/2 and 5/2, and a peak ratio of 4:3. 
The local atomic environment for the same element within a sample can produce 
additional orbital peaks with altered binding energies, shifted from the parent peak. These 
shifts in binding energy are often attributed to initial and final state effects relating to the 
oxidation state of the atom being analysed. As the atom becomes more electron-deficient, 
inherent to increasing oxidation state, the binding energy of an electron within this system 
also increases, due to a greater attractive force exerted by the nucleus over this electron. 
Probing the outermost filled orbitals is common practice as these components are more 
sensitive to any shifts in binding energy, yielding an enhanced level of resolution.
25
 Sample 
surface charging can present an additional complexity for binding energy determination. This 
effect is especially prevalent when analysing insulating samples, such as silica, where an 
accumulation of surface positive charge results in a shift to higher binding energy values. 
Instruments are equipped with charge neutralisers to combat this problem, but as a safeguard 
binding energies are often charge corrected to the C 1s peak or Si 2p peaks.
23
 
XPS analysis was performed on a Kratos Axis HSi x-ray photoelectron spectrometer 
fitted with a charge neutraliser and magnetic focusing lens employing Al Kα monochromated 
radiation (1486.6 eV). Spectral fitting was performed using CasaXPS version 2.3.14. Binding 
energies were corrected to the Si 2p peak at 103.4 eV. Pt 4f XP spectra were fitted using a 
common asymmetric peak shape. Errors were estimated by varying the Shirley background-
subtraction procedure across reasonable limits and re-calculating the component fits. 
Characteristic binding energies and doublet peak separations for different component species 
can be obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) XPS 
database.
21
 
 
 
Equation 2.5: Determination of 
total angular momentum 
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2.2.2.3 X-ray adsorption spectroscopy – Synchrotron-based structural 
studies 
 X-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a non-destructive technique employing 
monochromatic high energy x-rays, generated via synchrotron radiation sources, to obtain 
detailed bulk structural information, by following the level of x-ray adsorption with 
increasing photon energy. A typical XAS spectrum for Pt is shown in Figure 2.6. Although 
the need for synchrotron radiation is a disadvantage for this technique, the nature of the 
liberated x-ray photons negates the need for ultra-high vacuum environments. This in turn, 
allows for in-depth characterisation of samples under in-situ or atmospheric conditions, 
permitting the possibility to track real-time spatial and oxidation state changes in active site 
properties.
26
  
 
Figure 2.6 – Schematic representation of XAS spectrum for the Pt LIII-edge, 
using Pt
0
 foil as a representative example 
                                   
In a similar manner to XPS, photoelectron generation occurs via the adsorption of x-
ray photons of sufficient energy (energy greater than electron binding energy). Core electrons 
are typically probed, with the Pt LIII-edge located at 11585 eV being most useful in 
analysis.
27
 In this case, core 2p electrons are promoted into the higher energy, unoccupied 5d 
orbital and can be used to identify Pt oxidation state. In theory, as oxidation state increases, 
the occupation of the higher energy 5d orbitals will diminish, implying an increasing intensity 
in the absorbance peak just above the edge jump. As the Pt-species becomes more reduced, 
lowered absorbance is exhibited due to increased initial high energy orbital occupation.
28
 
Scattering of the photoelectron by neighbouring atoms can produce constructive or 
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deconstructive interference effects, with respect to final photon adsorption. Such interactions 
are reflected in the final spectra, via periodic changes in amplitude, and can be used to 
determine local geometric information, aiding in scattering distance and coordination number 
calculations.
29
 Modified from reference 30, Equation 2.6 can be used to determine key 
physicochemical parameters such as oxidation state, coordination numbers and local 
environment etc. 
 
Equation 2.6: EXAFS equation
30
 
An XAS spectrum is typically split up into two distinct regions, the x-ray Adsorption 
Near Edge Structure (XANES) and Extended x-ray Adsorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) 
regions. For each sample, photon energies are scanned across a pre-set range from  ̴300 eV 
below to ̴ 1000 eV above the adsorption edge, allowing for sufficient photoelectron 
generation to arise. The XANES region, situated in the first 100 eV after the adsorption edge, 
directly relates to oxidation state.
28
 The EXAFS region, due to photoelectron scattering, 
protrudes outward for ̴ 1000 eV or until oscillations cease to be observable. The higher 
kinetic energy of such photoelectrons allows increased propagation, only due to steadily 
increasing incident x-ray energy. EXAFS spectra can be plotted in “k-space” and with the aid 
of a mathematically determined model, the atomic environment can be mapped.
31
 
 
XANES and EXAFS measurements were performed at station B18 of the Diamond 
Light Source facility (Harwell, UK) utilising a Si(111) double crystal fixed exit 
monochromator. Transmission spectra were collected on a 13-element Ge detector. Pt (11585 
eV) LIII-edge spectra were attained of powder catalyst samples mounted on PTFE washers. 
Spectra were processed using the IFEFFIT version 1.2.11d open source software suite, 
employing Athena version 0.9.1 for normalisation, background subtraction and linear 
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combination fitting of XANES, and Artemis version 0.9.1 for EXAFS fitting. Reference 
spectra of a PtO2 powder and a Pt foil standard were also recorded. 
 
2.2.3 Bulk Sample Characterisation 
2.2.3.1 Thermogravimetric analysis 
Observation of sample behaviour, under gas flow and thermal treatment, is often used 
as a means to identify and assess a wide variety of material characteristics. These can range 
from thermal stability, phase transitions to absorption and desorption phenomena, allowing 
for optimisation of final catalyst properties for certain processes and conditions. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) clearly shows any change in sample mass with changes in 
time upon heat application. Surface absorbed species, water of crystallisation or any sample 
fluctuations resulting in a mass change or liberation of gases can be identified and quantified 
using this technique. TGA is typically conducted under an inert gas flow. However, this 
technique can be adapted for reductive and oxidative treatments.
32,33
  
Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted using a Stanton Redcroft STA-780 series 
thermoanalyser, complete with 706 temperature controller, DC amplifier and balance control. 
Samples (approx. 7-15 mg) were loaded into an alumina crucible and heated to 800 °C at 10 
°C min-1 under a 20 cm3 min-1 helium flow. An identical reference crucible was used, during 
all analyses, containing pre-treated, inert γ-alumina. A linked computer containing PicoLog 
data capture software was used to monitor and determine sample mass differences with 
temperature, allowing for differential temperature analysis to be applied. For the purpose of 
this work, a 20% Hydrogen / 80% Helium mixture, commonly known as “Temperature 
Programmed Reduction” analysis (TPR), was also employed to determine platinum precursor 
reduction temperature prior to support impregnation.  
2.2.3.2 Carbon monoxide pulse chemisorption 
 CO Chemisorption relies on the formation of covalent-type bonds between the 
absorbate metal and CO. Due to this substantially higher enthalpies of adsorption are 
predominant, with respect to physisorption processes (Section 2.2.3.4), limiting adsorption to 
monolayer coverage with site specific selectivity being predominant.
20
 Bond formation via 
modulation of charge in both species causes a subsequent reduction in metal surface energy. 
The M-CO bond strength is far stronger at metal surfaces than when compared with 
equivalent metal complexes, with group 10 metals exhibiting high bond strengths.
34
 This 
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increased bond strength augments adsorbate thermal stability (eliminating the need for 
analysis at temperatures below the adsorbate boiling point), and so increases residence time.
35
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7 – Molecular orbital diagrams for CO on Pt and free gaseous CO  
(modified from reference 19) 
 
 Figure 2.7 demonstrates the molecular orbital structure present in the carbon 
monoxide molecule. Bonding with Pt occurs via the Pt(111) facet,
36
 in which the non-
bonding 5σ molecular orbital interacts with the unoccupied, perpendicular Pt dz
2
 orbital to 
create two new absorbate bonding and antibonding orbitals, 5σ  ̴ and 5σ ̴ *. As the Pt d-band 
interacts with the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied CO molecular orbitals 
simultaneously, two additional bonding and antibonding absorbate orbitals are formed, 2π ̴ 
and 2π ̴*, originating from the CO 2π*orbital. The 5σ ̴ orbital lies below the Fermi level and so 
electron filling is energetically favoured. The corresponding anti-bonding orbital, above the 
Fermi level, is left unoccupied. Electron population in this manner causes a depletion of 
charge in the C=O bond, weakening it via 5σ adsorption orbital electron depletion, 
simultaneously enhancing Pt-C bond strength. An effect known as “σ-donation”. Further 
reinforcement of the Pt-C bond takes place via increased population of the 2π* CO anti-
bonding molecular orbital, through π-back donation. As the 2π ̴ absorbate orbital sits just 
below the Fermi level, preferential charge transfer into this orbital increases the anti-bonding 
nature of this orbital, thus lowering the bond order and strength of the C=O bond.
20, 37
 The 
Fermi level controls chemisorption bond strength with a higher Fermi level, e.g. Au, causing 
a decrease in bond strength as partial occupation of anti-bonding absorbate orbitals arises.
14, 
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38
 Metals, such as platinum, which contain 5d valence orbitals experience relativistic effects 
known as lanthanide contraction. This effect drastically decreases the energy difference 
between 5d and 6s states, allowing for increased electron mobilisation between the two 
levels, subsequently aiding Pt-CO bonding (metal-ligand charge transfer) and stabilisation of 
the Pt
4+
 oxidation state.
20,34
 
 CO chemisorption upon Pt occurs via the Pt(111) facet via a terminal orientation 
without dissociation.
36
 A CO:Ptsurface stoichiometry of 0.68 was assumed and a maximum 7 10⁄  
monolayer coverage has been postulated for Pt(111) at 25 °C, since the formation of a fully 
saturated monolayer is energetically unfavourable under the measurement conditions used. 
Only terminal CO binding is witnessed on Pt (111) surfaces, in order to minimise the the 
repulsive lateral interaction and thus maximising total intermolecular distance between 
neighbouring CO molecules. The successive adsorption of each CO molecule contributes to a 
lowering of the total system energy, until at approx 0.7-075 monolayer coverage, it is no 
longer energetically favourable to introduce additional CO onto the surface.
39,40,41,36,42
 Pt 
dispersions and average particle sizes were determined using Equation 2.7,
20
 and Equation 
2.8.
43
 
               𝑫𝒎 =  (
𝒎𝒐𝒍𝑪𝑶𝒂𝒅𝒔  𝒔𝒂𝒗
𝒎𝒐𝒍𝑷𝒕
)  𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎    
Dm = metal dispersion; molCOads = moles of CO adsorbed; Sav = average stoichiometry;    
molPt = total number of moles of Pt 
               𝑷𝑺𝒂𝒗𝒆 =  (
𝟓𝑪𝒎𝒇𝒎
𝟐.𝟕𝒆𝟏𝟐𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒅𝒎𝑽𝒈
)  
PSave = particle size (nm); Cm = metal surface density (atoms cm
-1
);                                        
fm = metal loading (gmet/gcat); Sav = stoichiometry; dm = metal density (gmet/cm
3
);                                                  
Vg = chemisorbed gas volume (cm
3
/gcat) 
Pt metal dispersions were quantified by CO pulse chemisorption using a 
Quantachrome ChemBET 3000 and analysed using TPRWin software. Approximately 100 
mg of sample was accurately weighed into a sample tube, before outgassing at 150 °C under 
flowing He (20 cm
3
 min
-1
) for 1 hour.  Samples were then reduced at 150 °C under flowing 
H2 (10 cm
3
 min
-1
) for 1 hour before analysis at room temperature. This treatment was deemed 
mild enough to inhibit sintering phenomena. Pulses of CO (0.05 cm
3
) were passed over the 
sample with subsequent sample adsorption logged. Sequential injections were completed 
Equation 2.7: Metal dispersion 
 
Equation 2.8: Average particle size 
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until 6 equivalent recorded detector responses were acquired. At this point, the surface is 
considered saturated, no CO is adsorbed by the sample and the total volume of absorbed CO 
can be calculated.  
2.2.3.3 Diffuse reflection infra-red fourier transform spectroscopy  
 
 Diffuse reflection infra-red fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) is an infra-red 
spectroscopic technique, used to probe the bonding mode of surface species. For the purpose 
of this work, infra-red radiation absorption causes an excitation of the vibrational modes of 
surface functional groups, either stretching or bending modes, through the adsorption of 
photons at a specific energy. This results in the generation of a dipole moment, which has a 
bond-specific wavenumber. Hooke’s law (Equation 2.9) can be applied in order to ascertain 
the relationship between the frequency (υ) of vibration with the associated bond strength (k) 
and reduced mass of the target functional group (μ). 
                                          𝜐 =  
1
2𝜋
 √
𝑘
𝜇
      
 Photons can either be reflected (partially) by the sample or transmitted through. Due 
to the random nature of the sample, signal reflection from the sample surface proceeds 
through various scattering angles. In order to overcome this, a parabolic mirror is utilised in 
order to focus the reflected beam, thus increasing sensitivity and signal to noise ratios 
(Figure 2.8).
44
 
 
Figure 2.8 – A schematic representation of the parabolic mirrors utilised for infra-red 
beam focussing in diffuse reflectance IR (modified from reference 42) 
 
 
  
SAMPLE 
Equation 2.9: Hooke’s law 
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 DRIFTS can be used to analyse the surface species of solid powders and rough 
surfaces, but also demonstrates a high affinity for the detection of surface-chemisorbed 
species and the direct titration of CO upon metallic surfaces.
45
 In this thesis, silanol 
concentration and type was investigated (discussion and results presented in Chapter 4).  
 DRIFTS measurements were collected on a Thermo-Fisher Nicolet Avatar iS50 FT-
IR equipped with a Smart Collector Accessory, Polaris
TM
 infrared source and mercury 
cadmium telluride (MCT-A) photon detector cooled to -196 ˚C. A gold-coated in-situ cell 
with temperature control and gas manifold was used to probe the evolution of sample spectra 
upon variation of these parameters. Background spectra were collected over dried KBr at 200 
˚C, prior to the collection of sample spectra at 200 ˚C. In order to ensure well-defined sample 
spectra, bare silica and Pt/silica samples were diluted in KBr (to 10 wt. %). Spectra were 
collected using OMNIC software and processed off-line using OPUS 6 software. 
2.2.3.4 Nitrogen porosimetry 
Optimisation of surface area and pore size characteristics allows for the production of 
superior catalytic systems. If reactant transport and subsequent product diffusion is deemed 
faster than the rate of reaction, then it can be quoted that the apparent rate should be 
proportional to the surface area of the active catalyst.
46
 The addition of a well-ordered pore 
system to an support material, not only increases effective surface area, but also the rate of 
reactant/product diffusion, theoretically increasing the rate of catalysed reaction.
47
 
Nitrogen adsorption arises due to the formation of temporarily induced dipoles, via 
the variation of electron density within the adsorbate molecule (otherwise known as “London 
dispersion forces”).35 During analysis, temperature is kept at a constant, with the N2 pressure 
increased stepwise. As N2 is dosed at varying pressure, the total volume absorbed at each step 
is recorded and an equilibrium between the rate of adsorption and desorption is assumed. 
Overall, six distinct isotherm types can be generated (Figure 2.9), each providing a high level 
of detail pertaining to adsorbent surface structure and properties. 
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Figure 2.9 – Typical adsorption isotherms48 and hysteresis loops for type IV and V 
isotherms
49
  
Type I arises due to strong interactions between the adsorbate gas and absorbent 
within microporous materials; Type II is the most common isotherm often exhibited by 
nonporous and macroporous samples; Type III is unusual as the evaporation of gas 
condensed within the micropores is more difficult than the initial condensation of said gas, 
thus leading to adsorbate interactions being greater in the micropores than on the adsorbate 
surface. Types IV and V are symptomatic of mesoporous supports; and Type VI yielded by 
uniform multilayer adsorbate adsorption. Hysteresis loops, depicted in Figure 2.9, are 
produced by samples with mesoporous structures (Isotherms IV and V), varying greatly in 
shape as dictated by subtle changes in adsorption and desorption phenomena within the 
mesopores.
37
 The incorporation of meso-domain channels allow for a new mode of 
adsorption, across the pore wall (capillary condensation). The distance between the pore wall 
and absorbate is substantially decreased, with respect to non-mesoporous materials, 
amplifying any attractive interactions. Desorption, subsequently occurs across the surface of 
the liquid adsorbate. The curvature of this liquid (meniscus within the filled pore), hinders 
evaporation due to surface tension effects, effectively lowering the pressure that gas 
evaporation can occur relative to the adsorption step. Hysteresis phenomena can be 
subdivided into four shapes; Type H1 indicates the presence of a material with uniform, 
regular pore size, Type H2 represents non-uniform ink bottle pore shapes, Types H3-H4 can 
be attributed to slit shaped pores.
49
 
The BET equation (Equation 2.10)
50
 is used to calculate the total sample surface area 
and has been modified from traditional Langmuir theory, in order to account for the presence 
46 
 
of multilayer N2 adsorption. Absorbent molecules from the monolayer act as adsorption sites 
for the next layer. The adsorption behaviour of all subsequent layers is assumed to be the 
same. The constant C is introduced to highlight any differences between the monolayer and 
multilayer interactions. The specific surface area is calculated from the linear region of the 
BET plot, corresponding to monolayer coverage, with the assumption of close N2 molecule 
packing (1.62 nm
2
), shown in Equation 2.12.
35, 37, 49
 
               
𝑷
𝑽𝒂(𝑷𝟎−𝑷)
=  
𝟏
𝑽𝒎𝑪
+  
𝑪−𝟏
𝑽𝒎𝑪
 (
𝑷
𝑷𝟎
) 
P = pressure; P0 = saturation pressure; Va = volume adsorbed; Vm = monolayer volume; C = 
multilayer adsorption parameter 
                               𝑪 ∝ 𝒆𝒙𝒑 
𝒒𝟏−𝒒𝑳
𝑹𝑻
   
q1 = Heat of adsorption of the first layer; qL = heat of adsorption for subsequent layers; R = 
gas constant; T = Analysis temperature 
  𝒂(𝑩𝑬𝑻) =  
𝑽𝒎𝝈𝑵𝒂
𝒎𝒗
  
𝑎(BET) = BET specific surface area; Na = Avogadro’s number; σ = N2 molecule area (1.62 
nm
2
); m = sample mass; v = gas molar volume 
Mesopore diameters were calculated from the desorption branch, applying the Barrett, 
Joyner and Halenda (BJH) method. Modification of the Kelvin equation (Equation 2.13)
37
 
accounts for increased absorbate desorption difficulty for mesoporous materials, relative to 
condensation processes, allowing a relationship to be determined between pore diameter and 
spontaneous absorbate evaporation. Monitoring any pressure change at each step allows for 
pore size distribution determination. 
                          𝐥𝐧 (
𝐏
𝐏𝟎
) =  − (
𝟐𝛄𝛖
𝐑𝐓𝐫𝐦
)  
P/P0 = Relative change in pressure in equilibrium with condensed gas meniscus; γ = liquid 
surface tension; υ = molar volume for condensed adsorbate; rm = mean radius of condensed 
gas meniscus 
Adsorption and desorption isotherms were recorded on a Quantachrome Nova 4000 
porosimeter at 77K using Novawin v2.2 analysis software. 100 mg catalyst samples (approx.) 
were weighed into a sample tube before degassing for a period of 2 hours at 393K, prior to N2 
adsorption. Surface area calculations were determined from the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller 
Equation 2.10: BET (Linear) 
 
Equation 2.11: Definition of constant, C 
 
Equation 2.12: BET surface area calculation 
 
Equation 2.13: Kelvin equation 
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(BET) isotherm using a relative pressure range of P/P0 = 0.05-0.2. Microporosity values were 
quoted from the t-plot method using a relative pressure range of P/P0 = 0.2-0.5. The pressure 
ranges utilised for BET surface area and microporosity determination were sufficient to 
maintain a linear relationship.  
2.3 Catalyst Testing 
2.3.1 Selective oxidation 
2.3.1.1 Alcohol selective oxidation (standard procedure) 
All catalyst testing was conducted using a Radleys Starfish carousel batch reactor 
under atmospheric pressure at 90 °C. A stock solution of cinnamyl alcohol (84 mmol, 11.23 
g, 10.80 cm
3
), mesitylene (7.19 mmol, 0.86 g, 1 cm
3
) and toluene (944 mmol, 87 g, 100 cm
3
) 
was prepared. Each 25 cm
3
 reactor was charged with 10 cm
3 
stock solution, to which catalyst 
(50 mg) was added under 700 rpm stirring, to remove any apparent diffusion limiting effects. 
In order to correctly identify true catalyst activity, blank reactions were performed in parallel 
using stock solution with, and without, bare support addition. Reactions were sampled (0.25 
cm
3
) at fixed intervals (t=0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 mins and 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 24 hrs) and diluted 
with toluene (approx. 1.75 cm
3
) for kinetic profiling. Samples were analysed, in triplicate, 
with subsequent data averaging applied, using off-line gas chromatography on a Varian 
3900GC equipped with a CP-8400 autosampler, fitted with a CP-Sil5 CB column (15m x 
0.25 mm x 0.25 m) and FID detector. Column oven ramp rates and oven temperatures are 
summarised in Table 2.1. As stated, reactions were run for a period of 24 hrs, where initial 
rates were determined from the initial linear region (0 – 1 hrs) of the conversion plot. All 
products/reactants were calibrated prior to GC analysis, with final selectivities and 
conversions reported to ±3% error. 
Temperature / °C Rate / °C min-1 Hold / min Total / min 
80 initial 0.00 0.00 
123 10.0 0.00 4.30 
290 40.0 5.00 13.47 
Table 2.1 – GC column oven method for cinnamyl alcohol analysis 
2.3.1.2 Role of atmosphere on cinnamyl alcohol selective oxidation 
 Catalyst testing was also conducted under N2 and O2 atmospheres, in order to 
determine the effect of reaction atmosphere, if any, on the final conversion and selectivity 
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profiles of all Pt-based catalysts. The procedure described in Section 2.3.1.1 was adhered to, 
with the exception that, either, N2 or O2 (5 cm
3
 min
-1
) flowed through the reaction solution. 
2.3.1.3 Role of in-situ reduction pre-treatment 
 High and low Pt loading catalysts (50 mg, approx. 2 and 0.10 wt% respectively) were 
reduced under flowing H2 (10 cm
3
 min
-1
) in toluene (47.2 mmol, 4.35 g, 5
 
cm
3
) at 90 °C for 1 
hr. The solution was then purged with N2 (10 cm
3
 min
-1
) for 30 minutes prior to initiating the 
reaction via the addition of cinnamyl alcohol (8.4 mmol, 1.123g, 1.08 ml), mesitylene (0.72 
mmol, 86 mg, 0.1 cm
3
) and toluene (47.2 mmol, 4.35 g, 5
 
cm
3
), swapping for an O2 flow       
(5 cm
3
 min
-1
). Control reactions using N2 instead of H2 during the reduction pre-treatment, 
and N2 throughout were also performed. 
2.3.1.4 Identifying reactive intermediate behaviour in selective oxidation  
High and low metal loading samples (50 mg, approx. 2 and 0.05 wt.% respectively) 
on all silica-supported platinum catalysts were investigated under standard conditions with 
the exception of O2 (5 cm
3
 min
-1
) flowed through each reaction solution over a 7 hour period. 
3-phenylpropan-1-ol (8.4 mmol, 1.144 g, 1.14 cm
3
), 3-phenylpropionaldehyde (8.4 mmol, 
1.127 g, 1.12 cm
3
), cinnamic acid (8.4 mmol, 1.245 g, 1.01 cm
3
) and cinnamaldehyde (8.4 
mmol, 1.110 g, 1.06 cm
3
) were each tested to determine catalytic behaviour. 
2.3.1.5 Effect of O2 pressure on cinnamyl alcohol selective oxidation 
 A series of cinnamyl alcohol selective oxidation reactions were completed over a 
range of metal loadings (50 mg, approx. 2, 0.5 and 0.05 wt. % respectively) on all supported 
platinum catalysts. The effect of O2 pressure (5, 10 and 15 bar) on final substrate conversion 
and product selectivity was investigated. Cinnamyl alcohol (8.4 mmol, 1.123g, 1.08 ml), 
mesitylene (0.72 mmol, 86 mg, 0.1 cm
3
) and toluene (94 mmol, 8.7 g, 10 cm
3
) were loaded 
with catalyst into a Büchi limbo autoclave, stirring at 700 rpm to replicate previous testing 
protocols. Reactor stirring was achieved by a Büchi glasuster Cyclone 075 overhead stirrer 
with CC3000 controller, reaction temperature and O2 pressure were continuously regulated by 
a Büchi glasuster TC 450 temperature controller and Büchi glasuster BPC 9901 pressure flow 
gas controller. Reactions were run for a period of 7 hours, with samples (0.25 cm
3
) taken and 
diluted (1.75 cm
3
) with toluene at t=0 and 7h for final conversion and product selectivity 
determination. Off-line gas chromatography and methodology follows the procedure 
described in Section 2.3.1.1. 
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2.3.2 Selective hydrogenation 
2.3.2.1 Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation (standard procedure) 
Catalyst screening was performed using Radleys Starfish carousel batch reactors on a 
10 cm
3
 scale at 90 °C flowing H2 (5 cm
3
 min
-1
)  through each reaction solution. Catalyst (100 
mg) was added to a reaction mixture containing cinnamaldehyde (8.4 mmol, 1.110 g, 1.06 
cm
3
), mesitylene (0.72 mmol, 86 mg, 0.1 cm
3
) and anisole (92 mmol, 9.95 g, 10 cm
3
) at 90 
°C under stirring. Reactions were sampled (0.25 cm
3
) for kinetic profiling, at regular intervals 
(t=0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mins, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 hrs) and diluted (approx. 1.75 cm
3
) with 
anisole, using off-line gas chromatography with a Varian 3800GC with CP-8400 autosampler 
fitted with a VF-5ms factor four column (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 m) and FID detector. 
Column oven ramp rates and oven temperatures are summarised in Table 2.2. Reactions were 
run for a period of 7 hours; initial rates were calculated from the linear region of the reaction 
profile (initial 0.1-1.0h). All products/reactants were calibrated prior to GC analysis, with 
final selectivities and conversions reported to ±3% error. 
Temperature / °C Rate / °C min-1 Hold / min Total / min 
50 initial 0.00 0.00 
120 4.0 0.00 17.50 
260 40.0 10.00 31.00 
Table 2.2 – GC column oven method for cinnamaldehyde analysis 
Additionally, 3-phenylpropan-1-ol (8.4 mmol, 1.144 g, 1.14 cm
3
), 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde (8.4 mmol, 1.127 g, 1.12 cm
3
and cinnamyl alcohol (8.4 mmol, 
1.123g, 1.08 ml) were each tested to determine their role in the reaction mechanism. 
2.3.2.2 Effect of H2 pressure on cinnamaldehyde selective hydrogenation 
 A series of cinnamaldehyde selective hydrogenation reactions were completed over a 
range of metal loadings (100 mg, approx. 2 and 0.1 wt. % respectively) on all supported 
catalysts. The effect of H2 pressure (1, 5 and 10 bar) on cinnamaldehyde conversion and 
product selectivity was investigated. A reaction mixture of cinnamaldehyde (8.4 mmol, 1.110 
g, 1.06 cm
3
), mesitylene (0.72 mmol, 86 mg, 0.1 cm
3
) and anisole (92 mmol, 9.95 g, 10 cm
3
) 
was loaded into a Parr 5500 series autoclave equipped with diptube and overhead stirrer 
(controlled by a 4848 controller), with reactions conducted at 90 °C under stirring for a 
period of 7 hours. Reactions were sampled (0.25 cm
3
) for kinetic profiling, at regular 
intervals (t=0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mins, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 hrs) and diluted (approx. 1.75 cm
3
) 
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with anisole, using off-line gas chromatography with a Varian 3800GC with CP-8400 
autosampler fitted with a VF-5ms factor four column (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 m) and FID 
detector for final conversion and product selectivity determination. Off-line gas 
chromatography and methodology follows the procedure described in Section 2.3.1.1. 
Figure 2.10 – Schematic representation of Parr 5500 series autoclave 
2.3.3 Active site leaching analysis – Hot filtration 
 A hot filtration test was conducted, modifying the methodology developed by Corma 
et al.
51
 This test was used to determine the level of active site leaching under reaction 
conditions. Catalyst was removed, via filtration of the hot reaction solution under vacuum, 
after an initial 60 minutes. Upon completion, the filtrate was returned to reaction conditions 
and reaction sampling resumed.  
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Chapter 3 
 
The selective oxidation of  
allylic alcohols over platinum/silicas  
–  
Identification of active site  
and mesopore effects 
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3.1 Introduction 
The identification of the active site responsible for Pt-catalysed selective oxidation 
(selox) of allylic substrates is crucial for the future optimisation of Pt-based catalytic systems. 
Recent studies employing palladium demonstrate the pivotal role PdO active sites play in 
reaction dynamics.
1
 It is still uncertain whether metallic
2,3
 or oxidic
4,5,6
 Pt species dictate 
reaction characteristics, or whether an interplay between the two allow for the activation of 
distinct reaction pathways. A combination of XPS, XAS and reaction telemetry under varying 
conditions, suggest the presence of a Pt
4+
 species is responsible for selox performance.
4
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 – A schematic representation and TEM images of 2-Dimensional SBA-15 and 
interconnected 3-Dimensional KIT-6 mesoporous silicas  
A high, inherent chemical stability and lack of support interactions for silica supports 
provide an ideal basis for probing the effect of support surface area, mesoporous architecture 
incorporation and variable pore characteristics. The aim of this chapter is to catalogue these 
effects in allylic alcohol selox, identifying the catalytically active Pt species for this reaction 
and the possible role of these supports on their overall stability. Commercial, amorphous 
silica (aSiO2) was compared against 2D non-interconnecting and 3D interconnecting 
mesoporous silicas. SBA-15 consists of hexagonally close-packed, parallel channels without 
connecting mesopores
7
. KIT-6 introduces interconnected mesopores in a 3-Dimensional 
array
8
. It is hoped that by exploring the introduction of a pore network and interconnectivity 
between channels, mass transfer restrictions could be evaluated and eliminated, and “true” 
non-rate-limited catalytic activity obtained. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Characterisation of bare silica supports 
 Two mesoporous silicas, SBA-15 and KIT-6, were successfully prepared utilising the 
methods reported by Zhao
7
 and Ryoo
8
 respectively. A range of characterisation techniques 
were employed to confirm this conclusion. An amorphous silica (aSiO2) support (Sigma 
Aldrich) was used as a point of comparison. 
3.2.1.1 Powder x-ray diffraction 
 The successful formation of SBA-15 (P6mm)7 and KIT-6 (Ia3d)8 pore architectures 
can be confirmed via indexing the major peaks apparent in the associated low angle powder 
XRD spectra. Figure 3.2 shows a stacked plot of these mesoporous supports. All reflections 
observed at low angles can be associated with well-defined pore structures and long-range 
support order. 
 
Figure 3.2 – Stacked low angle XRD patterns of parent SBA-15 and KIT-6 supports 
 Bragg’s Law (Chapter 2 Equation 2.2) was used to determine unit cell parameters 
for each support, with the position of the most intense peak used as a central basis. These 
values are shown in Table 3.1, and are in accordance with associated literature values for 
identical systems. Information on these space groups is well-known and readily available and 
so the position and identity of additional reflections can be calculated, reinforcing the correct 
identification of each pore network. The hexagonally packed P6mm space group,                           
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a fundamental feature of SBA-15, exhibits three reflections. The strongest is categorised as 
the d10 reflection, with two smaller d11 and d20 peaks also present. KIT-6 demonstrates a 
major d211 reflection with a smaller shoulder stemming from the d220 reflection. An 
additional broad feature is observed, arising from d420 and d322 reflections. Due to the 
absence of ordered porosity in the amorphous silica support, no low angle reflections could 
be collected. 
 
    Table 3.1 - Textural properties of parent silica supports 
Sample 
Surface area 
/ m
2
 g
-1(a)
 
Mesopore 
diameter            
/ nm
(b) 
Micropore 
surface area / 
m
2
 g
-1(c)
  
Cell Lattice 
parameter              
/ nm
(d)
 
Pore 
separation       
/ nm
(d) 
aSiO2 208 (± 25) 31.3 37 (± 4) n/a n/a 
SBA-15 882 (± 88) 5.7 441 (± 41) 9.0 (± 0.2) 10.4 (± 0.3) 
KIT-6 918 (± 92) 6.4 485 (± 49) 22.2 (± 0.2) 15.6 (± 0.3) 
a
N2 BET, 
b
BJH desorption isotherm, 
c
N2 t-plot, 
dLow angle XRD via Bragg’s law 
 
3.2.1.2 Nitrogen porosimetry 
 Probing support characteristics with N2 porosimetry allows for enhanced assessment 
of support surface area and mesopore characteristics. Type IV adsorption isotherms with 
intrinsic hysteresis loops are present for SBA-15 and KIT-6, further evidence towards 
successful mesoporous support synthesis. Isotherms for all three silica supports can be found 
in Figure 3.3. The presence of mesopores within SBA-15 and KIT-6 architectures activates 
capillary condensation phenomena. A dramatic increase in N2 adsorption over a relative 
pressure range of 0.4-0.8 highlights this effect. Furthermore, due to altered dynamics within 
the mesopore, condensation and evaporation processes will differ during adsorption and 
desorption steps, yielding hysteresis of the final isotherm.
9,10
 SBA-15 and KIT-6 express type 
H1 hysteresis, indicating a pore shape with consistent diameter throughout. Due to the lack of 
mesoporosity in amorphous silica, a type II isotherm is shown. 
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Figure 3.3 – Stacked isotherm plot of KIT-6 (Offset by 500 cm3 g-1),                                 
SBA-15 (Offset by 200 cm
3
 g
-1
) and amorphous silica 
BET and BJH treatments have been used to calculate surface area and pore diameters 
respectively and this data can be found in Table 3.1. All readings adhere to literature stated 
values for similar materials, under the same preparation conditions. 
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Figure 3.4 – Stacked BJH pore size distributions for the mesoporous silica 
supports (KIT-6 offset by 5) 
Narrow BJH pore size distributions are shown for both mesoporous systems, with 
similar pore sizes also indicated. A common structural templating agent (Pluronic P123) is 
utilised for both preparations, most likely leading to comparable surfactant micelle sizes prior 
to silica-surfactant mesophase formation. BJH pore size distributions are shown in Figure 
3.4. The BET surface areas of KIT-6 and SBA-15 are substantially elevated versus 
amorphous silica due to the introduction of ordered, internal mesopore networks.     
3.2.1.3 Transmission electron microscopy 
     
Figure 3.5 – Representative dark field HRTEM images of (a) SBA-15 and (b) KIT-6 
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 Figure 3.5 reinforces the previous evidence for the successful generation of 
mesoporous supports. The representative TEM images clearly show the hexagonal packing 
and ordered channels presented by SBA-15 P6mm space groups.
7
 Images of KIT-6 samples 
also highlight the cubic pore structure inherent to Ia3d unit cell.
8
 The average pore diameters, 
verified from direct measurement of approximately 80 pores, express values of 5.7 (± 0.3 nm) 
and 6.4 (± 0.3 nm), for SBA-15 and KIT-6 respectively. Pore spacing and cell lattice 
parameters are in excellent agreement with calculated low angle XRD values. 
 
3.2.2 Characterisation of Pt impregnated silica supports 
Upon successful characterisation of bare support, impregnation onto the three silica 
supports was implemented using the incipient wetness protocol, aiming for bulk Pt loadings 
of 2-0.05 wt.%. 
3.2.2.1 Energy dispersive x-ray analysis 
Table 3.2 – A comparison of targeted and actual bulk platinum loadings 
Support 
Targeted 
loading / wt. % 
Calculated 
loading
a
 / wt. %
 
aSiO2 2.00  2.10 
aSiO2 1.00 0.96 
aSiO2 0.50 0.54 
aSiO2 0.10 0.09 
aSiO2 0.05 0.05 
SBA-15 2.00 2.01 
SBA-15 1.00 1.00 
SBA-15 0.50 0.52 
SBA-15 0.10 0.11 
SBA-15 0.05 0.06 
KIT-6 2.00 1.81 
KIT-6 1.00 0.87 
KIT-6 0.50 0.47 
KIT-6 0.10 0.12 
KIT-6 0.05 0.06 
                               a
EDX analysis 
EDX analysis was conducted at Cardiff University to accurately ascertain metal 
loadings on Pt/Silica systems. Table 3.2 shows an excellent correlation between the desired 
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and actual bulk metal loadings, thus highlighting the accuracy and reproducibility of the 
synthesis protocol. 
3.2.2.2 Powder x-ray diffraction 
 The impregnation of platinum species onto the support structure demonstrates 
negligible change in support long-range pore order for SBA-15 and KIT-6, shown in Figure 
3.6. All peaks present in the parent support low angle XRD are observed (Figure 3.2), with 
no discernible shift in peak position, shape or intensity. Cell lattice parameters remain 
consistent with parent support values, indicating a preservation of mesopore structural 
integrity. 
 
Figure 3.6 – Stacked low angle XRD plots for Pt/SBA-15 and Pt/KIT-6 
 Wide angle XRD serves as a vital tool in the determination of crystalline Pt size and 
phase determination. Four main reflections can be observed for all Pt/silica systems, arising 
from large, highly ordered crystallites on the support surface. Figure 3.7 shows the wide 
angle diffraction patterns for all impregnated silicas. At bulk Pt loadings, greater than 0.5 
wt.%, reflections at 39.7° and 45.9° are characteristic of the Pt(111) and Pt(200) reflections. 
These indicate the presence of metallic Pt nanoparticles. Further reflections at 67.5° and 
81.1°, assigned as (220) and (311) reflections respectively, further support this conclusion. 
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Due to an inherent crystallite size dependency of this technique, as metal loadings decrease 
such reflections become absent from the spectra suggesting sub-3 nm crystallite domains.
11
 A 
broad tail-off can be seen on all plots, at less than 35°, attributed to the presence of 
amorphous silica and disordered frameworks.
12
 The Scherrer equation was used to determine 
nanoparticle size (Chapter 2 Equation 2.3),
13
 corresponding results are expressed in Table 
3.3. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 – Stacked wide angle XRD plots for Pt/amorphous silica, Pt/SBA-15 and Pt/KIT-6  
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Table 3.3 – Pt nanoparticle size calculated from Pt(111) reflection 
Support 
Pt loading / 
wt. % 
Pt particle 
size / nm
 
aSiO2 2.10 16.6 
aSiO2 0.96 9.5 
aSiO2 0.54 8.4 
SBA-15 2.01 15.1 
SBA-15 1.00 9.0 
SBA-15 0.52 5.4 
KIT-6 1.81 13.9 
KIT-6 0.87 10.3 
KIT-6 0.47 5.1 
 
Table 3.3 shows a clear decrease in Pt nanoparticle size with loading; however this 
effect is dramatically increased upon enhancement of support surface area and the 
introduction of hierarchical mesostructure. As stated above, no reflections could be collected 
for bulk metal loadings <0.5 wt. % across all Pt/silica samples, thus indicating the presence 
of crystallites smaller than 3 nm. 
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3.2.2.3 Nitrogen porosimetry 
Figure 3.8 shows the N2 isotherms for all three Pt/silica series. 
 
Figure 3.8 (a) – Stacked N2 isotherm plot for Pt/amorphous silica series                             
(Samples offset by 500 cm
3
 g
-1
 by metal loading for clarity) 
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Figure 3.8 (b) – Stacked N2 isotherm plot for Pt/SBA-15 series                                            
(Samples offset by 200 cm
3
 g
-1
 by metal loading for clarity) 
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Figure 3.8 (c) – Stacked N2 isotherm plot for Pt/KIT-6 series                                            
(Samples offset by 500 cm
3
 g
-1
 by metal loading for clarity) 
 The isotherms of each material adhere closely to the original parent support. 
Hysteresis loops inherent to SBA-15 and KIT-6 mesoporous systems also retain their 
founding characteristics, highlighting the preservation of support hierarchical infrastructure 
after metal impregnation.  
 A decrease in BET support surface area is observed with increasing Pt loading 
(Figure 3.9). Due to the introduction of meso- and microporosity to SBA-15 and KIT-6 
systems, the observed loss upon impregnation is more substantial, in comparison with the 
amorphous variant. Pore blocking within meso- and micropores can be blamed for this 
heightened loss of surface area. KIT-6 is expected to suffer a lowered percentage loss (with 
respect to SBA-15), as the introduction of interconnected mesopore architectures decreases 
the probability of total channel blocking with all pores accessible from multiple pathways. 
The likelihood of pore blockage increases with SBA-15, due to the long, parallel nature of 
said channels. Amorphous silica samples experience negligible surface area variances, 
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signifying potentially larger metal nanoparticles present only on the external support surface. 
Although alluded to in Table 3.3, the effects of support surface area on particle size and 
dispersion will be discussed in Section 3.2.2.4. 
 
Figure 3.9 – Tracking changes in BET support surface area with metal loading 
 
Earlier we stated that KIT-6 systems should display lowered surface area losses (with 
respect to SBA-15), however on closer inspection of Figure 3.9 this does not appear to be the 
case. In order to explain this, the contribution of both meso- and microporous domains to the 
total surface area has been examined (Figure 3.10) through t-plot analysis. 
Figure 3.10 – Changes in mesopore (Left) and micropore (Right) surface area with metal 
loading 
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 Figure 3.10 clearly shows an inverse relationship between Pt loading and meso-
/micropore surface areas for Pt/meso-silicas, with the latter demonstrating significantly 
diminished values. Pt impregnation results in a 56% and 72% decrease in support micropore 
surface area for SBA-15 and KIT-6 respectively (at 2 wt. % metal loading), followed by a 
22% and 40% drop in mesopore surface area. This can be explained by an initial preference 
for Pt nucleation (and subsequent nanoparticle formation) in the micropores at sub-3nm 
nanoparticle sizes.
14, 15
  Post-3nm Pt nanoparticles proceed to occupy the mesoporous 
domain, purely by steric factors alone, explaining the observed drop in mesopore surface area 
at bulk metal loadings >0.5 wt. %. The amorphous silica micropore surface area demonstrates 
negligible variation over all metal loadings, indicating Pt nanoparticle population at the 
support external surface exclusively. 
 
No apparent change in average mesopore size is observed with Pt loading, as shown 
by the BJH pore size distribution plots in Figure 3.11. At bulk metal loadings <0.5 wt. %, 
SBA-15 and KIT-6 demonstrate a small peak at approx. 1.2-1.4 nm, indicative of micropores 
within the support walls. As metal loading increases, this peak disappears thus indicating the 
filling of micropores and further supporting evidence for Figure 3.10. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 – BJH pore size distributions for Pt impregnated SBA-15 (Left)  
and KIT-6 (Right). Offset for clarity 
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3.2.2.4 Carbon monoxide pulse chemisorption 
 CO chemisorption was used to determine platinum dispersion values for all silica-
based samples. The probe molecule, carbon monoxide, binds to platinum sites on the support 
surface in an atop fashion. A Pt:CO stoichiometry of 0.68 was applied to all calculations. 
This was theoretically derived, experimentally observed in the literature, from atop 
adsorption of CO forming a maximum 
7
10
 monolayer coverage. The presence of unfavourable 
repulsive lateral interactions between probe molecules prevents full monolayer saturation.
16,17
 
Table 3.4 – Dispersion and average Pt particle size calculated from CO titration 
Support Pt loading / wt. % Dispersion / %
 
Average particle size / nm 
aSiO2 2.10 10.0 (± 1) 15.6 (± 0.2) 
aSiO2 0.96 14.7 (± 1) 11.7 (± 0.2) 
aSiO2 0.54 20.0 (± 1) 7.7 (±0.2) 
aSiO2 0.09 44.4 (± 1) 3.4 (± 0.2) 
aSiO2 0.05 52.4 (± 2) 3.0 (± 0.2) 
SBA-15 2.01 14.9 (± 1) 14.3 (± 0.2) 
SBA-15 1.00 18.3 (± 1) 8.0 (±  0.2) 
SBA-15 0.52 31.8 (± 1) 4.2 (± 0.2) 
SBA-15 0.11 70.9 (± 2) 2.4 (± 0.2) 
SBA-15 0.06 80.5 (± 3) 1.9 (± 0.2) 
KIT-6 1.81 17.9 (± 1) 8.6 (± 0.2) 
KIT-6 0.87 25.5 (± 1) 5.7 (± 0.2) 
KIT-6 0.47 39.2 (± 1) 3.8 (± 0.2) 
KIT-6 0.12 80.6 (± 3) 1.8 (± 0.2) 
KIT-6 0.06 84.1 (± 3) 1.6 (± 0.2) 
 
 Metal dispersions were calculated using Equation 2.6 (Chapter 2). Due to the 
versatility of this technique, additional Pt particle size data can be obtained via extrapolation 
from the total volume of chemisorbed CO and insertion of these values into Equation 2.7 
(Chapter 2). Average particle size and metal dispersion data for all samples can be found in 
Table 3.4.  
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Figure 3.12 – Influence of Pt loading and support architecture on Pt dispersion 
 
Figure 3.12 highlights an inverse correlation between dispersion (and thus particle 
size) and metal loading across all samples. It can be stated that increasing support surface 
area, via the introduction of mesoporosity, plays a beneficial role in metal dispersion 
enhancement. Furthermore, the importance of internal support structure cannot be 
underestimated. For equivalent metal loadings, a clear decrease in particle size can be 
observed on transition from SBA-15 to KIT-6. Channel interconnectivity, inherent to KIT-6, 
affords modified diffusion characteristics for the metal precursor upon impregnation and 
subsequent post-treatment procedures. The possibility of multiple pathways through the 
support lowers the localised concentration of metal precursor, thus hindering nucleation and 
sintering phenomena. The probability of Pt nanoparticle migration is enhanced in SBA-15. 
The nature of the straight, non-connected channels affords two possible avenues for precursor 
introduction within said channels, thus encouraging greater odds for nucleation, explaining an 
increase in particle size for SBA-15 versus KIT-6.
18,19
 
3.2.2.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
 XPS was used as the principle technique to quantify the surface oxidation state of the 
supported Pt nanoparticle samples. The Pt 4f XP spectra are shown in Figure 3.13 for all 
three silica supports. Employing two different x-ray excitation sources (Mg versus Al Kα) 
provides a platform to determine the distribution of various surface oxidation states, utilising 
the different Pt 4f photoelectron sampling depths of each source. 
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Figure 3.13 (a) - Stacked Pt 4f XPS plot of Pt/amorphous silica series 
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Figure 3.13 (b) - Stacked Pt 4f XPS plot of Pt/SBA-15 series 
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Figure 3.13 (c) - Stacked Pt 4f XPS plot of Pt/KIT-6 series 
 For all Pt/Silica X-ray photoelectron spectra, representative Pt 4f5/2,7/2 doublet 
environments can be observed with a relative splitting of ±3.35 eV
20
. Energy calibration and 
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background subtraction of each spectra to adventitious carbon has been applied (284.6 eV), 
with the Si region (103.4 eV) utilised as further verification. Comparative stacked plots of the 
Si 2p and O 1s regions for all parent supports show negligible changes in chemical 
environment or oxidation state population, thus evidencing physical characteristics to be the 
sole difference between silica families, i.e. surface area, mesoporosity and internal support 
architecture (Appendix 1).  Decreasing metal loading sees the apparent introduction of an 
additional Pt environment shifted to higher energy. Increasing line broadening is witnessed as 
this component becomes more prominent, strengthening this deduction. An electron deficient, 
PtO2, species fits the observed binding energy for this component, and cannot be attributed to 
PtO due to the relative thermodynamic instability of this oxidation state under normal 
conditions.
5
 Figure 3.13 shows the apparent weighting of metallic Pt at 71.00 eV (indicated 
by a solid blue line on each plot) and PtO2 at 74.4 eV (Indicated by a solid red line on each 
plot). Metallic Pt and PtO2 standards were used to deduce the asymmetric line shape of each 
spectrum, assisting in peak identification for each species. 
    
Figure 3.14 – Influence of Pt loading and support architecture on surface PtO2 content 
 
 Figure 3.14 shows an inverse correlation between surface PtO2 content and metal 
loading for all silica systems. Augmented stabilisation of oxidic Pt species is observed upon 
introduction to high surface area supports with hierarchical architectures. As stated above, an 
increased support surface area provides more sites for initial nanoparticle nucleation, thus 
increasing Pt dispersion. This leads to a favourable decrease in surface energy, generating the 
PtO2 phase in greater abundance. 
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Figure 3.15 – Relationship between surface PtO2 content and metal dispersion 
 
A linear correlation between surface PtO2 content (XPS) and metal dispersion (CO 
chemisorption) is demonstrated over mesoporous and amorphous silica families alike. Close 
scrutiny of Figure 3.14 and 3.15 gives evidence for a Pt surface oxidation state heavily 
influenced by particle size. 
 
The distribution of the PtO2 phase was explored for the 0.1 wt. % Pt/amorphous silica 
sample via two different X-ray excitation sources (Mg versus Al Kα). This technique offers 
two different Pt 4f photoelectron sampling depths, allowing for direct probing of PtO2 
thickness and determination of nanoparticle fine structure. A constant Pt
(0)
 XP intensity 
signifies entirely homogeneous particles, however a variation in this intensity implies a core-
shell structure. Equations 3.1a and 3.1b allow for the calculation of the Pt
(0)
 intensity for 
each excitation source, utilising the inelastic mean free path for the Pt 4f7/2 photoelectrons 
(Pt = 1.12 nm
3 
and Pt = 1.27 nm
3
 for the Mg Kα and Al Kα respectively) and experimentally 
acquired intensities. 
 
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑔 𝐾𝑎 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑡
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑃𝑡  ×  𝑒𝑥𝑝−⌊
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ×𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠)
1.12
⌋ = 36.5 𝑎. 𝑢.  Equation 3.1a 
 
 
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑙 𝐾𝑎 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑡
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑃𝑡  ×  𝑒𝑥𝑝−⌊
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ×𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠)
1.27
⌋ =  57 𝑎. 𝑢.      Equation 3.1b 
 
 
 As the proportion of metallic Pt is a function of the escape depth, it can be assumed 
that the nanoparticles comprise a Pt
(0)
 core beneath a capping PtO2 film, thus accounting for 
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the variation in Pt
(0)
 intensities between excitation sources. Rearrangement of Equations 3.1a 
and 3.1b into Equations 3.2a and 3.2b allow an estimation of oxide thickness. 
 
 
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑔 𝐾𝑎
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑙 𝐾𝑎 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
−⌊
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ×𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠)
1.11
 − 
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ×𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠)
1.27
     ⌋
      Equation 3.2a 
 
 
ln
36.5
57
= − ⌊
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ×𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠)
1.11
 −  
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ×𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠)
1.27
     ⌋                 Equation 3.2b 
 
 
 
    Using α-PtO2 unit cell parameters as a model, we assume a mean PtO2 interlayer 
spacing of 0.255 nm: 
 
ln
36.5
57
= − 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑥 ⌊
 (1.27 × 0.255) −  (1.11 × 0.255)
1.11 × 0.255
     ⌋ 
 
 
    Rearrangement yields Equation 3.3: 
 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑡𝑂2 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 =
0.45
0.144
= 3               Equation 3.3: Estimation of oxide thickness 
 
These results seem to indicate a metal core-oxide shell fine structure. This is in line 
with typical Mott-Cabrera kinetics which predict a slow diffusion of oxygen into the bulk 
metal, with rapid formation of a surface metal oxide.
21
 For the 0.1 wt. % Pt/amorphous silica 
sample, PtO2 thickness is estimated at approximately 0.8 nm, equating to 3 crystalline oxide 
layers. As Figure 3.14 and 3.15 establish the importance of nanoparticle size on surface PtO2 
content, one can hypothesise that as nanoparticle size increases, logically oxide layer 
thickness should decrease, due to decreasing surface oxide stability. 
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3.2.2.6 X-ray adsorption spectroscopy 
 
Figure 3.16 – Stacked XAS normalised Pt LIII-edge spectra Pt/amorphous silica series 
 
 XAS is a powerful tool utilised to probe nanoparticle properties, including local 
environment, oxidation state and Pt coordination number.
22
 Figure 3.16 shows a background 
subtracted Pt LIII-edge spectra for 2-0.05 wt. % loadings on amorphous silica, coupled with 
Pt
(0)
 and PtO2 standards for ease of comparison. Probing physical changes with XAS across 
Pt loading allows greater elucidation of catalyst behaviour for the oxidation and 
hydrogenation protocols discussed in this thesis. From previous studies, the Pd-catalysed 
selox of cinnamyl alcohol proceeds with greatest activity for materials with the lowest Pd 
loadings (highest fraction of surface PdO).
23, 24
 Assuming this observation holds true for 
platinum, probing surface Pt oxidation state at low Pt loading (a regime where other 
techniques are less precise) permits accurate oxide content determination and hence greater 
certainty in TOF (Turnover frequency) quotation. 
 
The background subtracted Pt LIII-edge XANES regions indicate all samples exhibit 
metallic and oxidic character. As Pt loading decreases, oxidic character is shown to increase 
which is consistent with surface sensitive XPS values shown in Figure 3.15. Linear 
combination fitting of each normalised XANES region was employed to quantify total 
metal/surface oxide contribution. To aid in comparison, fits for the highest (2.10 wt.%) and 
lowest (0.05 wt.%) Pt/aSiO2 samples can be found in Figure 3.17; values are quoted in Table 
3.5 showing excellent agreement with quoted XPS values. 
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Table 3.5 – A direct comparison between surface PtO2 determination using XPS and XANES 
Support 
Pt loading / 
wt. % 
Surface PtO2 content 
from XPS / %
 
Surface PtO2 content 
from XANES / % 
aSiO2 2.10 7.7 5.8 
aSiO2 0.96 10.1 9.3 
aSiO2 0.09 23.2 24.1 
aSiO2 0.05 26.7 26.1 
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Figure 3.17 – XANES fitting (top), EXAFS K3 weighted data (middle) and Fourier 
transform data (bottom) fittings for 2.10 wt. % (Left) and 0.05 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 (Right) 
 
The EXAFS regions of Pt and PtO2 foil standards were used to fit the Fm3m
25
 and 
Pnnm space groups respectively. In doing so, interatomic distances between neighbouring 
scatterers of metallic and oxidic character (i.e. coordination shell determination), Debye-
Waller disorder factors and amplitude factors could be defined; these results are reported in 
Table 3.6. As previous XPS results have eluded to the presence of Pt
(0)
 and Pt
(IV)
 species, the 
combined usage of both standards permitted a model to be constructed, in which the relative 
contribution of each species could be adjusted (0-100 %) to produce the optimal fit. Figure 
3.17 reports the K
3
 weighted and Fourier transform fits for high and low Pt loading samples, 
with the corresponding coordination numbers, interatomic distances and Debye-Waller 
factors for the Pt/aSiO2 series reported in Table 3.6. The Debye-Waller factor accounts for 
sample disorder such as thermal disorder within the structure (where lower values signify 
greater sample order). Fitting revealed increasing oxidic character with decreasing Pt 
loading/particle size (consistent with XPS analysis), however no sample was completely 
metallic or oxidic, thus indicating a combination from both species (XANES fitting further 
supports this conclusion). Pt
(0)
 scattering species are present into the 3
rd
 coordination shell. 
The extent of Pt population within coordination shells 1-3 are markedly lower than within the 
Pt
(0)
 foil standard, thus indicating smaller Pt
(0) 
containing nanoparticles. Pt
(0)
 coordination 
number decreases with decreasing Pt loading, thus indicating decreasing nanoparticle size 
and increasing Pt
(IV)
 character (consistent with previous XRD and XPS analysis). PtO2 
scattering species are shown to exclusively populate the 1
st
 coordination shell. There is no 
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evidence for the presence of PtO2 species in additional coordination shells, thus confirming 
previous dual-source XPS analyses – a Pt(0) core coated in a surface Pt(IV) oxide shell. 
Additionally, as Pt loading and nanoparticle size decrease, Pt
(IV)
 population increases leading 
to an increase in surface PtO2 thickness and surface oxide to metallic core ratio. This effect is 
predicted to be more substantial for low loading Pt nanoparticles, highly dispersed on 
mesoporous supports.  
 
Table 3.6 – Pt LIII-edge EXAFS fitting parameters 
 
Sample 
CN1  
Pt-Pt 
CN2  
Pt-Pt 
CN3  
Pt-Pt 
CN4  
Pt-Pt 
CN1  
Pt-O 
Amplitude 
Factor 
Pt
(0)
 Foil 12 6 24 12 - 0.8258 
2.10 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 10.27 (±0.51) 3.79 (±1.16) 8.35 (±1.54) - - 0.8258 / 0.7981 
0.96 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 9.53 (±0.64) 3.02 (±1.20) 6.54 (±1.67) - - 0.8258 / 0.7981 
0.09 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 7.66 (±0.71) 2.44 (±1.81) 4.07 (±2.15) - 0.82 (±0.26) 0.8258 / 0.7981 
0.05 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 7.09 (±0.67) 2.25 (±1.96) 3.96 (±2.18)  1.02 (±0.30) 0.8258 / 0.7981 
PtO2 Powder 2 - - - 4 0.7981 
 
Sample 
R1  
Pt-Pt 
R2  
Pt-Pt 
R3  
Pt-Pt 
R4  
Pt-Pt 
R1  
Pt-O 
Pt
(0)
 Foil 2.76 3.91 4.79 5.53 - 
2.10 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 2.765 3.91 4.789 - 2.015 
0.96 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 2.763 3.91 4.786 - 2.016 
0.09 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 2.762 3.91 4.785 - 2.015 
0.05 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 2.762 3.91 4.786 - 2.016 
PtO2 Powder 3.04 - - - 2.02 
 
Sample 
σ1 
Pt-Pt 
σ2 
Pt-Pt 
σ3 
Pt-Pt 
σ4 
Pt-Pt 
σ1 
Pt-O 
Pt
(0)
 Foil 0.0047 (±0.0005) 0.0061 (±0.0014) 0.0077 (±0.0010) 0.0228 (±0.0171) - 
2.10 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 0.0044 (±0.0006) 0.0046 (±0.0015) 0.0047 (±0.0010) - - 
0.96 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 0.0046 (±0.0005) 0.0049 (±0.0009) 0.0055 (±0.0027) - - 
0.09 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 0.0048 (±0.0004) 0.0061 (±0.0021) 0.0053 (±0.0023) - 0.0088 (±0.0052) 
0.05 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 0.0051 (±0.0005) 0.0068 (±0.0023) 0.0059 (±0.0029) - 0.0085 (±0.0056) 
PtO2 Powder 0.0067 (±0.0006) - - - 0.0050 (±0.0003) 
 
CN = Coordination number, R = Interatomic distance from central Pt atom, σ = Debye-
Waller factor, R-factor = Residual variance between the theoretical and experimental fits 
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3.2.3 Cinnamyl alcohol selox 
 The selective oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol, C9H10O, was used to probe the catalytic 
activity of all Pt/silica systems. The operational set-up and reaction conditions can be found 
in Chapter 2. Any deviations from this protocol are clearly stated. It must be noted that 
negligible conversion was observed for control experiments in the absence of supported 
platinum. 
 
Figure 3.18 – Influence of stirring rate on cinnamyl alcohol selective oxidation, 
normalised initial rates over approximate 0.10 wt. % Pt loading on various silica 
supports 
The elimination of external mass-transfer phenomena, such as reactant/product 
diffusion through the liquid-solid boundary of silica particles/in-pore diffusion for 
mesoporous systems, has been previously studied by our group and can be directly applied to 
this work with a high degree of reproducibility.
14
 Agitation at stirrer speeds > 700 rpm were 
sufficient to eliminate external mass transport issues, ensuring the expressed reaction kinetics 
are “true” to catalytic activity (Figure 3.18). 
3.2.3.1 Active site heterogeneity 
A hot filtration test was employed to rule out any possible homogeneously Pt-
catalysed oxidation processes for these Pt/silica systems, using the most active 0.1 wt. % Pt 
loadings for each support. The reaction solution is filtered at reaction temperature, in order to 
minimise re-adsorption of Pt back onto the support,
26
 without significantly disrupting reaction 
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kinetics if homogeneous processes do exist. A true heterogeneous catalyst should exhibit zero 
activity post-filtration. Figure 3.19 demonstrates that catalyst removal through this procedure 
leads to a near instantaneous termination of substrate conversion, endorsing the postulation of 
a wholly heterogeneous catalyst.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 – Hot filtration tests to determine the extent of Pt leaching in cinnamyl 
alcohol selective oxidation over 0.09 wt. % Pt/aSiO2, 0.11 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 and 0.12 wt. 
% Pt/KIT-6 (Catalyst removed after 60 minutes) 
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3.2.3.2 Oxygen vs. air as primary oxidant 
 The catalytic activity for all three Pt/Silica families was gauged by contrasting 
changes in behaviour upon switching the main oxidant from air to pure O2. Artificial 
enhancement of support surface area, coupled with complimentary mesopore connectivity, 
plays a pivotal role in observed rate enhancements for Pt/SBA-15 and Pt/KIT-6 systems over 
the Pt/amorphous silica analogue. Irrespective of the applied oxidant, identical trends in 
activity enhancement apply, with Pt/SBA-15 and Pt/KIT-6 imparting a two-fold increase over 
the amorphous variant for both oxidants (Figure 3.20). It can be shown that selox activity is 
greatly impacted by support surface area and by extension, the level of connectivity within 
internal mesoporous architectures. As these two factors also control Pt dispersion and surface 
oxidation state density, with enhancements to reactant/substrate diffusion predicted through 
mesopore connectivity, these trends do not come as a surprise with previous studies reflecting 
this in the literature.
14,27,28,29
 Cinnamyl alcohol selox reaction profiles for all three systems are 
shown in Figure 3.21, and show typical reaction behaviour for platinum group metal 
catalysts (PGM). 
 
Figure 3.20 – The effect of reaction atmosphere on cinnamyl alcohol initial activity over 
all three silica families at approximately 0.10 wt. % Pt loading 
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Figure 3.21 – Cinnamyl alcohol reaction profiles for amorphous silica (Left), SBA-15 (Middle) and KIT-6 (Right) series 
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Figure 3.22 - Initial rate dependence of cinnamyl alcohol selox on 
(a) Pt loading and support architecture and (b) surface PtO2 concentration 
 
Figure 3.22(a) highlights the discussed rate enhancement between amorphous and 
mesoporous silica systems under O2 flow. Relative activity towards cinnamyl alcohol selox is 
apparent. Initial rates were determined from the linear portion of the conversion plot during 
the first hour of reaction time, chosen due to negligible catalyst deactivation at this point and 
with mass balances being calculated at > 97.5%. A clear, inverse correlation between activity 
and bulk metal loading is shown, again in fantastic agreement with other PGM nanoparticles 
in benzyl and allylic substrate oxidation.
30,31,32
 Pt particle size, and by extension metal 
dispersion, is seen to dictate selox activity. There are drastic changes in particle size across 
the 0.05-2 wt. % loading range for all Pt/silica systems, accurate values shown in Table 3.4, 
accounting for the sudden increase in selox activity below the 3 nm size range. Figure 
3.22(b) attempts to quantify the relationship between surface PtO2 concentration and activity. 
A linear increase in activity with increasing surface oxide density suggests modulation of the 
predominant geometry and electronic properties of Pt nanoparticles at low size regimes. From 
dual anode XPS studies, we calculated oxide layer coverage of 0.8 nm for sub-3 nm Pt 
nanoparticles, however Figure 3.21 indicates that this finding seems applicable across all 
Pt/silica families (at a similar size range). Highly dispersed Pt nanoparticles thus undergo 
preferential surface oxidation, in order to minimise total surface energy. This effect is highly 
dependent on particle size and dispersion, with larger Pt nanoparticles present in the metallic 
form and demonstrating diminished selox capacity. A strong support-activity functionality is 
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witnessed, ranging from ~4,000 mmol.gPt
-1
.h
-1
 for the best low area, amorphous Pt/SiO2, 
~9,000 mmol.gPt
-1
.h
-1
 for high area mesoporous Pt/SBA-15, peaking at 11,000 mmol.gPt
-1
.h
-1
 
through pore interconnection in Pt/KIT-6. Tailoring support surface area and mesoporosity 
provides an avenue for promoting selox performance through augmented active site density 
and/or enhanced substrate diffusion. 
 
 So far the importance of particle size and metal dispersion has been established, with 
hints toward a probable active site for this reaction. In order to fully elucidate the nature of 
the active site under selox conditions, TOFs were calculated for all Pt/silica catalysts tested 
thus far. In recent years, the role of Pt
(0)
 versus Pt
(IV)
 in Pt-catalysed alcohol selox has been 
contested
2,4,33
. In order to clarify this ambiguity, calculation of TOFs to the normalised initial 
rates based on the concentration of either (i) surface PtO2 in the as-synthesised catalysts 
(XPS), or (ii) the total surface Pt metal from complete surface reduction (CO chemisorption). 
In the absence of mass-transport limitations, positive identification of the true active species 
should yield a constant TOF, independent of silica support or Pt loading, with activity 
proportional to active site density. The presence of multiple active sites, mass-transport 
limitations and/or in-pore diffusion restrictions, will result in a variable TOF due to a non-
linear complex interplay between each active component. These results are shown in Figure 
3.23. 
 
Figure 3.23 – Cinnamyl alcohol aerobic selox turnover frequencies expressed as a 
function of surface Pt metal or PtO2 content for Pt/aSiO2, Pt/SBA-15 and Pt-KIT-6 
catalysts 
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 Increasing surface density of metallic Pt highlights a steady decay in TOF, whereas 
normalisation to surface PtO2 reveals a constant TOF of ~6000 h
-1
. Not only does this provide 
evidence of an oxide active site, but also shows that mass-transport and pore diffusion 
limitations are not apparent for this reaction regime. Initial rates are dictated purely by the 
amount of oxide present on each Pt nanoparticle, eliminating internal support structural 
effects. A result which is in excellent agreement with derived Pd/silica systems, which sport a 
similar TOF of ~5800 h
-1
.
 14,23
  This finding is interesting as it contrasts with earlier studies, 
which erroneously conclude that palladium is far superior to platinum in selox capability. It 
must be noted that Pt and Pd catalysts at similar metal loadings were used in this 
determination. Such comparisons are unfair as the relative molecular mass of Pt (195) is 
approximately double that of Pd (106), leading to a reported 50% decrease in quoted 
literature values.
34,35
 We propose the rate-enhancements on switching from amorphous to 
mesoporous supports originate from the inherent stabilisation of PtO2 sites, with improved 
substrate diffusion through the support providing only negligible effect.   
 
 Catalytic selectivity towards the desired allylic aldehyde product is critical to the 
proposed commercial application of PGM-based selox catalysts. Figure 3.24 shows 
representative selectivity plots for high and low Pt loadings, highlighting a high initial 
selectivity towards cinnamaldehyde (~60 %) over all Pt/silicas. 
 
Figure 3.24 – Representative selectivity profile as a function of reaction time showing 
major cinnamyl alcohol selox products over 2.10 wt. % (Left) and 0.09 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 
(Right) catalysts 
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 However, this high selectivity greatly diminishes to 25% during reaction, due to 
undesired styrene and 3-phenylpropanoic acid generation. The saturated carboxylic acid is 
likely to form via the hydrogenation of the C=C functionality, with subsequent over-
oxidation yielding the carboxylic acid centre. Styrene must form via hydrogenolysis of the   
C-C bond. Direct comparison with Pd/Silica equivalents
14,23
 indicate considerably higher 
levels of C=C centre hydrogenation over platinum, again, consistent with a known 
performance in platinum-catalysed liquid phase alkene hydrogenation.
36
 The increasing 
generation of styrene during the cinnamyl alcohol selox of Pd and Pt/silicas demonstrates the 
presence of the metallic species,
23,37
 thus indicating a potential in-situ reduction of surface 
PtO2 active sites under reaction conditions. 
 
 
Figure 3.25 – Detrimental impact of surface Pt(0) on selectivity to oxidation 
(cinnamaldehyde) versus hydrogenation (3-phenylpropanoic acid) products 
 
 In order to determine the effect of zero-valent platinum species on the predominance 
of hydrogenation side-pathways within this reaction, the ratio of cinnamaldehyde to                  
3-phenylpropanoic acid was characterised as a function of surface Pt
(0)
 concentration across  
all three Pt/silica analogues. Figure 3.25 confirms a clear characteristic tendency towards 
hydrogenation versus oxidation products with an increasing extent of surface platinum 
reduction.  
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3.2.3.3 The role of catalyst pre-reduction on cinnamyl alcohol selox 
 The effect of an in-situ pre-reduction of Pt/silicas, prior to alcohol selox, was 
implemented to reinforce the postulation of a surface PtO2 active site. Using previous 
literature arguments, the removal of any surface oxide should result in a substantial 
augmentation of catalytic activity and desired product selectivity.
33
 If the hypothesis posed by 
this thesis is correct, catalytic performance should be greatly compromised. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26 – Cinnamyl alcohol selox reaction profiles over in-situ reduced 0.11 wt. % 
Pt/SBA-15 and control “fresh” catalyst under flowing O2 (3 cm
3
 min
-1
) 
Figure 3.26 highlights the effect of pre-reduction on cinnamyl alcohol conversion 
over a 0.11 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 catalyst. Reduced catalysts were tested under flowing O2 (3 cm
3
 
min
-1
) and catalytic activity compared against the corresponding unreduced samples (labelled 
fresh on the plot), in which N2 was used instead of H2 during in-situ treatments. Reactions 
were conducted in parallel. 
 This reaction plot provides a clear demonstration of the destructive effect of an in-situ 
reduction step. Substantial loss of catalytic performance is shown, although the introduction 
of flowing O2, post-reduction, allows the spontaneous regeneration of a small number of 
active sites, thus indicating that loss of oxide sites is not an inherently irreversible process. 
Control reactions with “fresh” samples gave equivalent activity and conversion parameters to 
those in the original study (Figure 3.21). 
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Figure 3.27 – The effect of reaction atmosphere on cinnamyl alcohol initial activity over 
all three silica families at similar metal loadings 
 The catalytic performance of Pt/silica catalysts in cinnamyl alcohol aerobic oxidation 
is greatly affected by the reaction atmosphere, illustrated by Figure 3.27. Initial rate 
determination highlights negligible catalytic activity under N2 flow, with any conversion 
attributed to residual oxygen dissolved in the reaction solution. Catalysts under oxygen flow 
exhibit ~20-25% increased initial rates, wrt equivalent samples under air, possibly due to 
increased oxygen dissolution within the reaction solvent, increasing oxygen availability, thus 
hindering surface oxide deactivation. In-situ pre-reduction treatments show an adverse effect 
on activity, ~50% of all initial activity is lost. This effect becomes more severe as metal 
dispersion increases, demonstrating the following trend: 
KIT-6 > SBA-15 > Amorphous Silica 
 Final cinnamyl alcohol conversions (after 7 hours) follow the same trend, with 
proportional losses of ~43%, 54% and 65% over “fresh” Pt-impregnated amorphous silica, 
SBA-15 and KIT-6 respectively. 
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Figure 3.28 – Representative selectivity profile as a function of reaction time showing 
major cinnamyl alcohol selox products over in-situ reduced 0.11 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 
catalyst 
Figure 3.28 highlights drastic changes in selectivity telemetry upon in-situ pre-
reduction. The major products remain the same from Figure 3.24; however a 10% drop in 
cinnamaldehyde selectivity can be witnessed throughout the entire reaction. Interestingly, 
pre-reduction also diminishes 3-phenylpropanoic acid selectivity in favour of styrene 
formation. It is well known from the literature that metallic Pt promotes the hydrogenolysis 
pathway,
38,39
 but it is unclear whether this reaction pathway is favoured due to the lack of 
hydrogen within the system (spilled over from –OH group conversion), thus inhibiting C=C 
hydrogenation pathways, or C-C scission being the predominant low-energy pathway under 
these conditions. 
 In-situ pre-reduction has been shown to impair catalytic activity for the selective 
oxidation of allylic alcohols, but also provides validation of a surface oxide active species. In 
tandem with poisoning phenomena, by CO and substrate adsorption to the catalyst surface, 
the in-situ reduction of PtO2 surface species accounts for gradual catalyst deactivation. 
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3.2.4 Tailoring active species stability  
 Having identified surface PtO2 as the active species, the inherent stability and 
optimisation of this species is of paramount importance in the design of high efficiency Pt-
based selox catalysts. The role of oxygen pressure on final product selectivity and substrate 
conversion levels allowed for further demonstration on the importance of the active species, 
demonstrated in Figure 3.29. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.29 – Influence of O2 reaction pressure on cinnamyl alcohol conversion and 
oxidation:hydrogenation product selectivity over a 0.05 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 catalyst 
Increasing O2 partial pressure from 1 bar to 15 bar, increases substrate conversion by 
an additional 45% (over 7 hours), whilst increasing the oxidation:hydrogenation product 
selectivity from 0.6 to 1.1. An increased ρO2 solubilises more oxygen within the reaction 
solution, and hence oxygen accessibility to the catalyst surface and substrate is substantially 
enhanced.
40
 At raised pressures, surface PtO2 is far more stable due to an artificially elevated 
local oxygen concentration around each active site. When this is coupled with a lower affinity 
for the hydrogenation pathway, liberated H-species from –OH bond cleavage are readily 
converted into water and hence play a minimal part in on-stream active site deactivation. The 
possibility of surface PtO2 reduction still exists, but with increasing oxygen pressure, the 
likelihood of site re-oxidation is greatly improved. 
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XPS studies of “fresh” and spent catalyst, as seen in Figures 3.30 and 3.31, relate 
surface PtO2 stability with O2 pressure and allow on-stream deactivation to be monitored. 
Catalyst samples were analysed prior to reaction, to determine oxide content at t=0, with 
samples also drawn at t=0.5 hours and t=7 hours for reactions held at 1 and 10 bar O2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.30– Stacked Pt 4f XPS plots of fresh vs. spent Pt/aSiO2 catalyst over variable 
reaction time and O2 pressure. 
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Figure 3.31– Influence of cinnamyl alcohol reaction time and O2 pressure on surface 
PtO2 concentration for a 0.54 wt.% Pt/aSiO2 catalyst 
 Analysis of Figures 3.30 and 3.31 confirm that the enhanced selox performance 
under O2 high pressures can be directly related to an increased stabilisation of surface PtO2 
species. The in-situ PtO2 reduction induced by cinnamyl alcohol conversion decreases surface 
oxide content from 20.5% during the early reaction stages, to approximately 5% over 7 hours 
under 1 bar O2. By comparison, increasing oxygen partial pressure results in a 13% PtO2 
surface population under 10 bar O2 at an equivalent reaction time. As a note of interest, a 
negligible (<0.2%) loss in surface oxide content was observed after 0.5 hours, proving that 
utilisation of this timescale for TOF determination is a fair approximation. The catalyst active 
site can thus be assumed stable and functioning at optimal efficiency for the adopted reaction 
regime. 
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3.2.5 Mapping the reaction pathway 
 Understanding the role of reactive intermediates and by-product formation in cinnamyl alcohol oxidation, could provide a basis for 
targeted catalyst design for Pt-based systems in similar regimes. 
                                 
 
Scheme 1 – Reaction network for cinnamyl alcohol selox over a 0.05 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 catalyst at 90°C, 8.4 mmol substrate and 1 bar O2. 
Colour coded to indicate selectivity percentage when starting from indicated substrate. Black = cinnamyl alcohol; red = cinnamaldehyde;    
green = cinnamic acid; blue = 3-phenylpropan-1-ol; and orange = 3-phenylpropionaldehyde.
cinnamyl alcohol cinnamaldehyde cinnamic acid 
3-phenylpropan-1-ol 3-phenylpropionaldehyde 3-phenylpropanoic acid 
0 % 
98 % 
42.5 % 
<1 % 100 % 
0 % 0 % 
80.4 % 
0 % 
100 % 
 0 % 
styrene 
35.7 % 19.6 % 
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 The reactivity of various intermediates were probed using the standard selox 
procedure, described in Chapter 2, with selectivity percentages quoted for each starting 
substrate, so the adopted reaction pathway can be directly observed. The focus of this chapter 
has been concerned predominantly with cinnamyl alcohol and the first step is shown to be 
oxidation to cinnamaldehyde with no direct C=C hydrogenation of the alcohol. The inherent 
instability of α,β-unsaturation within reactively generated cinnamaldehyde yields an 
increased predominance towards hydrogenation (3-phenylpropionaldehyde) and 
decarbonylation (styrene) processes, leaving only 22% cinnamaldehyde remaining. The 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde intermediate is itself extremely unstable and prone to over-oxidation 
to 3-phenylpropanoic acid. Over-oxidation of in-situ generated cinnamaldehyde to cinnamic 
acid is not apparent under our conditions. The initial oxidative dehydrogenation step permits 
the liberation and formation of surface hydrogen, actively promoting competing 
hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis pathways.   
 When the starting material is cinnamaldehyde, the pre-dominance of over-oxidation to 
cinnamic acid is apparent. The destabilising effect of surface hydrogen is not demonstrated 
here, with the absence of said species providing a very selective route towards maintaining 
internal α,β-unsaturation in the final product. The presence of extended conjugated 
unsaturation imparts cinnamic acid with high stability, with respect to hydrogenation to 3-
phenylpropanoic acid and decarbonylation to styrene, under mild oxidation conditions. 
 The high stability of C-H bonds adjacent to the hydroxyl group in 3-phenylpropan-1-
ol prevents further conversion of this fully saturated substrate
32
 under our conditions and can 
be deemed an inert component for all Pt/silica oxidations. 3-phenylpropanoic acid presents no 
observed reactivity due to the absence of any known reaction pathways under mild oxidation 
conditions.  
 Full reaction mapping for cinnamyl alcohol selox underlines the efficiency of 
platinum for targeted oxygen insertion and oxidative dehydrogenation reactions, in the 
formation of cinnamic acid and cinnamaldehyde respectively. Unfortunately, an exceptional 
efficiency for hydrogen transfer reactions has been exposed with the in-situ formation of 
surface hydrogen severely compromising final product selectivity, through loss of 
unsaturated functionality. 
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3.2.6 Alternative substrate selox 
Table 3.7 – Selox performance of 0.05 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 towards saturated and unsaturated oxygenates at 90°C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Substrate Primary product
C b
/ %
Sc
/ %
Crotonaldehyde Crotonic Acid
27 66
Trans-hexen-1-ol Trans-hex-3-enal
11 72
Cinnamyl alcohol Hydrocinnamic acid
38 42
Cinnamaldehyde Cinnamic Acid
31 80
Hydrocinnamaldehyde Hydrocinnamic acid
58 95
Hydrocinnamyl alcohol
n/a 0 0
Benzyl alcohol Benzaldehyde
30 92
1-Phenyl ethanol Acetophenone
25 100
Trans-2-methyl-3-phenyl-
2-propen-1-ol
(E)-2-methyl-3-
phenylacrylaldehyde
13 68
Geraniol (E)-3,7-dimethylocta-
2,6-dienal
6 100
3-Penten-2-ol (E)-Pent-3-en-2-one
7 72
3-Methyl-3-buten-1-ol
n/a 0 0
Linalool
Isomers 3 100
(E)-4-Phenylbut-3-en-2-
one
n/a 0 0
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 In order to determine the wider commercial viability for these systems, a 0.05 wt. % 
Pt/SBA-15 catalyst was screened against a range of alternate alcohols, aldehydes and ketones 
(Table 3.7). Promising activity was observed for the oxidation of several unsaturated primary 
alcohols and aldehydes, including 1-phenylethanol, benzyl alcohol, crotonaldehyde, 
hydrocinnamaldehyde and 2-methyl-3-phenyl-2-propen-1-ol, in stark contrast to the much 
diminished activity of secondary alcohols and ketones under our reaction conditions. The 
lack of reactivity for linalool, a tertiary alcohol species, was expected due to increased 
stability of a tertiary cation generated by enhanced hyperconjugation effects, in concert with 
the absence of a β-hydrogen species. Gamma methyl/alkyl C-H bond scission is typically 
more demanding and hence occurs with low frequency for this substrate.
41
  
 The binding of allylic alcohols is generally accepted to take place through the C=C 
and alkoxy groups. Through this transition state the proximity of the –C-H moiety to the Pt 
surface is artificially reduced, thus promoting oxidative dehydrogenation.
42,43
 Stabilisation of 
the allylic aldehyde and ketone products proceeds through conjugation and resonance effects 
as facilitated by the allylic functionality. However, in such starting materials which do not 
possess a phenyl ring in close proximity to the C=C group, consistent diminished reactivity is 
exhibited. This is believed to occur due to much lowered extended-conjugation stabilisation 
in the absence of the phenyl ring. Additionally, repulsion of the phenyl ring from the Pt 
surface is often observed in the hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde on Pt(111) facets.
44,45
 It is 
understood that this steric repulsion decreases the C-H-Pt distance, and can thus explain the 
increased reactivity of  aromatic allylic substrates over non-aromatic derivatives.
33
 
 The absence of the C=C moiety, induces a positive inductive effect in which the 
electron withdrawing effect of the hydroxyl oxygen is partially offset by the alkyl chain. 
Artificial stabilisation of the beta C-H species, strengthens the -C-H bond, in comparison 
with allylic substrates, and diminishes the rate of C-H bond cleavage. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
 Silica-supported Pt nanoparticles have demonstrated excellent activity in the liquid 
phase selective aerobic oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol to cinnamaldehyde under mild 
oxidation treatments. Fabrication of internal support structure, through the introduction of 
parallel 2D non-interconnected and 3D interconnected pore frameworks, enhances available 
support surface area favourably promoting platinum dispersion and permitting specific 
particle size control, in comparison with the low area amorphous silica.  
 Following the reaction kinetics of cinnamyl alcohol selox, in the presence of O2 or via 
in-situ pre-reduction regimes, we have elucidated a PtO2 active site predominantly 
responsible for catalyst activity in allylic alcohol selox. As catalyst activity presents a strong 
functionality with platinum dispersion, intricately linked to surface PtO2 concentration, the 
implementation of mesoporous supports, increases surface active population and thus activity 
follows suit. 
 Product selectivity reflects a fine balance between oxidation and competing 
hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis pathways, where the latter is driven by in-situ hydrogen 
production and active site reduction. Methods for improving active site stability can aid in 
boosting catalytic activity over prolonged reaction timescales, and thus commercial viability. 
The simplicity and reproducibility of catalyst preparation, in conjunction with expressed 
activity towards alternate allylic substrates makes further development of these systems an 
attractive option. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Platinum-based selective hydrogenation of  
allylic aldehydes 
–  
An investigation of nanoparticle 
characteristics and support architecture 
on cinnamyl alcohol selectivity 
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4.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 evidences the crucial role of support structure on nanoparticle attributes. In 
the Pt-catalysed selective oxidation of allylic alcohols, strict control of surface PtO2 
population can lead to tunable catalytic activity.
1
 
In this chapter, we apply these findings to cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation, the reverse 
reaction to the previous selective oxidation procedure. Catalytic activity will be compared 
over 4 variants of mesoporous silica (SBA-15, SBA-16, KIT-6 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15) in 
conjunction with a commercial, amorphous system (aSiO2). Catalytic activity is predicted to 
increase with particle size and Pt
(0)
 density, however the introduction of mesoporous domains 
and enhanced support order may lead to unusual activity-selectivity observations. It was 
deemed beneficial to study two additional mesoporous systems, SBA-16 and true liquid 
crystal templated macroporous-mesoporous SBA-15 (TLCT-MM-SBA-15), with SBA-16 
used as a basis of comparison with KIT-6 in Chapter 3. SBA-16 possesses a 3-D 
interconnected mesopore network (akin to KIT-6), body centred cubic close-packed spherical 
pores, with each pore connected to 8 nearest neighbours and the expression of  an Im3m unit 
cell.
2
 With regards to TLCT-MM-SBA-15, the generation of macropores within the SBA-15 
architecture is predicted to benefit internal mass diffusion kinetics through a more open 
support structure.
3
 Retaining the mesopore domains, characteristic to SBA-15, should permit 
similar levels of metal dispersion enhancement to those expressed in Chapter 3. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Characterisation of polystyrene spheres – Scanning electron 
microscopy  
The emulsion polymerisation protocol devised by Vaudreuil et al
4
 was used to 
produce mono-disperse polystyrene spheres, as the basis for a hard template for SBA-15 
macropore incorporation. SEM was used to establish the successful synthesis of mono-
dispersed polystyrene spheres. Figure 4.1 confirms a successful synthesis, with spherical 
morphologies exclusively synthesised and a narrow mean bead diameter of 343 (± 22) nm, 
thus confirming relatively good mono-dispersity. All values are in excellent agreement with 
reported literature values under similar synthesis conditions.
3
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Figure 4.1 – SEM image of synthesised polystyrene spheres and associated particle size 
distribution (200 particles) 
 
4.2.2 Characterisation of parent SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 supports 
SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 were synthesised using methodologies developed 
by Zhao et al
5
 and Lee et al.
3
  Successful synthesis was verified using a variety of 
characterisation techniques.  
4.2.2.1 Powder x-ray diffraction 
The successful formation of SBA-16 (Im3m) and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 (P6mm) pore 
architectures can be confirmed via the indexing of major peaks apparent in the associated low 
angle powder XRD spectra (Figure 4.2). All reflections observed at low angle can be 
associated with well-defined pore structures and long-range support order. This analysis 
permits the calculation of the unit cell lattice parameter, which strictly adhere to reported 
literature values.
2, 3, 6
 Table 4.1 shows the physical properties of parent SBA-16 and TLCT-
MM-SBA-15, with alternate supports included for ease of comparison. It must be noted that 
macropore ordering within the support framework was undetectable via traditional low angle 
powder diffraction, due to the extremely large repeat unit distances between each macropore. 
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Figure 4.2 – Low angle XRD patterns of parent SBA-16 (Left) and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 
(Right) supports 
Figure 4.2 clearly demonstrates the expected diffraction pattern for the Im3m space 
group. In the case of SBA-16, the principle peak is indexed as the d110 reflection, but it must 
also be noted that smaller d200 and d211 can be observed. The as-synthesised TLCT-MM-
SBA-15 demonstrates a broadened SBA-15 d100 reflection only. Under close scrutiny, a 
moderate shift in peak position to a higher angle can be observed, with respect to SBA-15 
(Chapter 3 Figure 3.2). This shift can be attributed to a decrease in d100 spacing, yielding the 
observed drop in cell parameter and pore spacing values (via unit cell contraction). As a 
consequence of a contracted unit cell, the reported mesopore diameter and pore wall 
thickness also sport diminished values to those of parent SBA-15. The addition of 
macropores to SBA-15 leads to a substantial decrease in observable peak intensity. This can 
be explained by a disruption to the established mesopore network of the parent SBA-15 
resulting in a lower number of pore repeat units. Due to a drop in total peak intensity, it is not 
possible to observe the additional d110 and d200 reflections of the P6mm space group, inherent 
to the hexagonally packed SBA-15 unit cell. HRTEM was used to provide concrete evidence 
for the successful generation of this architecture and for subsequent cell parameter 
calculations (Section 4.2.2.3). 
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    Table 4.1 - Textural properties of parent silica supports 
Sample 
Surface area 
/ m
2
 g
-1(a)
 
Mesopore 
diameter            
/ nm
(b) 
Micropore 
surface area / 
m
2
 g
-1(c)
  
Cell Lattice 
parameter              
/ nm
(d)
 
aSiO2 208 (± 25) 31.3 37 (± 4) n/a 
SBA-15 882 (± 88) 5.7 441 (± 41) 9.0 (± 0.2) 
KIT-6 918 (± 92) 6.4 485 (± 49) 22.2 (± 0.2) 
SBA-16 776 (± 78) 3.4 510 (± 51) 13.5 (± 0.2) 
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 524 (± 52) 3.4 81 (± 9) 7.0 (± 0.2) 
a
N2 BET, 
b
BJH desorption isotherm, 
c
N2 t-plot, 
dLow angle XRD via Bragg’s law 
 
4.2.2.2 Nitrogen porosimetry 
Evaluation by N2 porosimetry further confirms the successful generation of SBA-16 
and TLCT-MM-SBA-15. The expected Type IV isotherms with inherent hysteresis for both 
materials are presented in Figure 4.3, and are characteristic for mesoporous materials.
2, 7, 8
 
The presence of ink-bottle pore openings within the internal architecture of SBA-16 leads to 
type H2 hysteresis. This pore morphology increases liquid nitrogen surface tension around 
the pore opening, leading to disfavoured evaporation at higher P/P0, with respect to SBA-15 
and KIT-6.
9
 As previously established for SBA-15, TLCT-MM-SBA-15 exhibits a Type IV 
isotherm and H1 hysteresis, inherent to the preservation of SBA-15 mesostructure and pore 
uniformity.
10
 A second hysteresis is shown for this material at higher pressures due to the 
incomplete filling/emptying of the macropores. BET and BJH treatments have been used to 
calculate surface area and pore diameters respectively and can be found in Table 4.1. All 
readings adhere to literature stated values for these materials, under similar preparation 
conditions. Amorphous, SBA-15 and KIT-6 supports discussed in Chapter 3 have been 
included for ease of comparison. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) – Isotherm plot (Left) and BJH pore size distribution (Right) of parent 
SBA-16 support 
 
Figure 4.3 (b) – Isotherm plot (Left) and BJH pore size distribution (Right) of parent 
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 support 
Narrow pore size distributions for SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 are clearly shown 
and presented in Figure 4.3.The BJH values for SBA-16 are markedly decreased, in 
comparison with SBA-15 and KIT-6, which may be attributed to the tri-block copolymer 
(Pluronic F127) used in this synthesis protocol. The resulting spherical pore structure and ink 
bottle openings could account for the observed drop in total surface area. The as-synthesised 
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 demonstrates diminished microporosity values (t-plot),
8, 11
 thus resulting 
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in a BET-derived surface area drastically lower than SBA-15. Although TLCT-MM-SBA-15, 
SBA-15 and KIT-6 were synthesised using an identical P123 surfactant template, the 
mesopore diameter displayed for TLCT-MM-SBA-15 shows a clear reduction. This 
observation can be explained by the removal of the hydrothermal treatment in TLCT 
synthetic protocols;
12
 thus altering pore-swelling dynamics. Additionally, the presence of the 
polystyrene bead-macropore template restricts the formation and swelling of the mesophase 
to cavities around said template, thus explaining the smaller mesopore size, unit cell 
parameter and fall in XRD peak intensity (Figure 4.2). 
Table 4.1 shows all supports contain a high degree of microporosity; in the order of 
KIT-6 > SBA-16 > SBA-15 >> TLCT-MM-SBA-15. There are two approaches for the 
artificial modification of microporosity within mesoporous materials; (i) addition of co-
surfactants/additives
13
 and (ii) control of hydrothermal step conditions.
14
 As TLCT-MM-
SBA-15 was synthesised using a TLCT methodology, the substantially reduced 
microporosity of 81 vs. 441 m
2
 g
-1
 for SBA-15 can be explained through the removal of the 
hydrothermal step from traditional mesoporous material syntheses. Alternatively, increasing 
hydrothermal temperature has been shown to destabilise the interaction between polyethylene 
oxide chains of neighbouring micelles in SBA-15 and thus discourage micropore formation 
(described in more detail in Chapter 1).
14
 Increasing the temperature at this stage or 
foregoing this step completely can lead to partial inhibition of micropore formation.
15-17
 The 
incorporation of a hard macroporous template (PS beads) within SBA-15 could be an 
additional factor preventing the facile formation of micropores, theoretically lowering the 
potential for polyethylene oxide chain interactions between micelles – a key interaction 
inherent to “softer” surfactant-based templating methods for mesoporous materials.14, 18 
Literature micropore values of 1-1.4 nm have been reported for all 4 classes of porous silica 
investigated;
14, 19, 20
 the values reported here agree with these findings. Average mesopore 
diameters of 3.4 nm and 3.6 nm for SBA-16
2, 21
 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15
3
 respectively; 
remain true to previously reported literature values. It must be noted that due to the ink-bottle 
nature inherent to SBA-16 mesopore entrances, quoted N2 porosimetry mesopore values are 
often underestimated by 1-2 nm. This can be attributed to changes in capillary evaporation of 
N2 from said pores with respect to gradual changes in mesopore diameter.
2, 21
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4.2.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy – As synthesised supports 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) – Representative HRTEM images of SBA-16  
 
Figure 4.4 (b) – Representative HRTEM images of TLCT-MM-SBA-15 
40 nm 25 nm 
 
 
 
300nm 
100nm 
100nm 
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Representative TEM images of SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 are shown in Figure 
4.4 (Images of SBA-15 and KIT-6 are shown in Chapter 3 Figure 3.5). SBA-16 clearly 
displays the cubic structure inherent to the Im3m space group.
7
 The hexagonal pore structure 
and channels inherent to the P6mm space group are clearly visible in the TLCT-MM-SBA-15 
structure.
3
 Additionally, successful incorporation of macropores within the parent SBA-15 
structure is shown, thus confirming the synthesis of hierarchical macroporous-mesoporous 
silica. An average macropore diameter of 330 (± 22 nm) is consistent with previous HRTEM 
imaging of the polystyrene hard template utilised (Figure 4.1). Average pore diameters, 
determined from measurement of approx. 150 pores, produced values of 5.8 (± 0.3 nm) and 
4.0 (± 0.3 nm) for SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 respectively, in close agreement with 
obtained porosimetry values. This combination of TEM and BJH analyses for SBA-16 
provides an effective way to differentiate the contribution of narrow ink-bottle pore openings 
and the differing internal mesopore channel structure to the overall support architecture.  
Figure 4.4 (b) highlights the breakup of the mesopore channels via macropore 
incorporation into the SBA-15 structure. It is interesting to observe the resultant concentric 
reconstruction of these mesopores within the macropore network. An explanation for this 
highly-organised geometric arrangement arises from the self-assembly of Pluronic P123 
block copolymer and silica precursor around the bead template - stimulated by hydrogen-
bonding and electrostatic interactions.
3, 22, 23
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4.2.3 Characterisation of Pt impregnated supports  
Upon successful characterisation of each support, we proceeded with Pt impregnation 
using the incipient wetness protocol, aiming for bulk Pt loadings of 2-0.05 wt. %. 
4.2.3.1 Energy dispersive x-ray analysis 
Table 4.2 – A comparison of targeted and actual bulk platinum loadings 
Support 
Targeted 
loading / wt. % 
Calculated 
loading
a
 / wt. %
 
SBA-16 
2.00  1.87 
1.00 0.89 
0.50 0.47 
0.10 0.11 
0.05 0.05 
TLCT- 
MM-SBA-15 
2.00 1.94 
0.50 0.48 
0.10 0.16 
                                                        a
EDX analysis 
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, excellent correlation can be seen between targeted 
and attained bulk Pt loadings, providing further evidence for the validity and reproducibility 
of this synthetic protocol.  
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4.2.3.2 Powder x-ray diffraction 
Figure 4.5 (a) – Stacked wide angle (Left) and low angle (Right) XRD plots for       
Pt/SBA-16 
 
Figure 4.5 (b) – Stacked wide angle (Left) and low angle (Right) XRD plots for Pt/TLCT-
MM-SBA-15 
Pt-impregnated SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 show a similar Pt nanoparticle size 
versus loading dependency, as demonstrated for Pt-impregnated silica in Chapter 3.  The 
four major reflections are distinct, highlighting the successful generation of highly ordered Pt 
crystallites on the support surface. As shown with previous studies, diffraction patterns due to 
Pt could not be observed at bulk metal loadings <0.45 wt. %. Pt impregnation onto either 
support surface shows no observable change in support long-range order. No apparent shift in 
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peak position, shape or intensity from the parent support low angle diffraction patterns are 
observed and cell unit parameters are within error of parent support values, thus proving a 
conservation of mesopore structure (Figure 4.5). Pt nanoparticle sizes calculated via a 
combination of wide angle XRD diffraction patterns and the Scherrer equation are displayed 
in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 – Pt nanoparticle size calculated from Pt(111) reflection 
Support 
Pt loading / 
wt. % 
Pt particle 
size / nm
 
SBA-16 
1.87 13.7 
0.89 11.9 
0.47 7.5 
TLCT- 
MM-SBA-15 
1.94 9.8 
0.48 4.8 
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4.2.3.3 Nitrogen porosimetry 
Figure 4.6 shows the stacked N2 isotherms for the Pt/SBA-16 and Pt/TLCT-MM-
SBA-15 series. 
 
Figure 4.6 (a) – Stacked N2 isotherm plot for Pt/SBA-16 series  
 (Samples offset by 100 cm
3
 g
-1
 by metal loading for clarity) 
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Figure 4.6 (b) – Stacked N2 isotherm plot for Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 series  
 (Samples offset by 150 cm
3
 g
-1
 by metal loading for clarity) 
As seen in Chapter 3, the characteristic hysteresis and isotherm shape of the parent 
material is preserved upon metal impregnation – underlining negligible pore collapse or 
change in support infrastructure. 
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Figure 4.7 – Tracking changes in BET support surface area with metal loading  
An inverse relationship between BET surface area and metal loading was established 
for mesoporous silica’s in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.9). Studies on the Pt/SBA-16 series 
highlighted a similar trend to those exhibited by Pt/KIT-6 materials. Contrasting with the 
observed relationship, the Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 series sports much lower losses in surface 
area relative to the other mesoporous silica families (Figure 4.7). Similar to findings in 
Chapter 3, diminishing surface areas with metal loading arise due to increasing losses in 
microporosity (Figure 3.10).  
 
Figure 4.8 – Changes in micropore surface area with metal loading  
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Figure 4.8 illustrates the contribution of support microporosity towards total BET 
surface area. Both SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 demonstrate the aforementioned inverse 
association between microporosity and Pt loading, however the lowered microporosity of 
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 results in a dampened expression of this effect, thus supporting the 
increased preservation of BET surface area in Figure 4.7.  
 
Figure 4.9 – BJH pore size distributions for Pt/SBA-16 and Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15. 
 Offset for clarity 
BJH pore size distribution plots in Figure 4.9 show no observable change in average 
mesopore size for either support class with Pt loading, further reinforcing support and pore 
structure stability. 
4.2.3.4 Carbon monoxide pulse chemisorption 
CO pulse chemisorption measurements over Pt/SBA-16 and Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 
show an identical inverse correlation in particle size and dispersion as metal loading 
increases.  These observations are consistent with those obtained for the Pt/silica systems 
probed in Section 3.2.2.4. 
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Table 4.4 – Dispersion and average Pt particle size calculated from CO titration 
Support 
Pt loading / 
wt. % 
Dispersion / 
%
 
Average particle 
size / nm 
SBA-16 
1.87 12.8 (± 1) 13.4 (± 0.2) 
0.89 16.9 (± 1) 11.0 (± 0.2) 
0.47 28.7 (± 1) 5.1 (± 0.2) 
0.11 66.8 (± 2) 2.4 (± 0.2) 
0.05 74.5 (± 2) 2.0 (± 0.2) 
TLCT- 
MM-SBA-15 
1.94 15.3 (± 1) 12.1 (± 0.2) 
0.48 29.4 (± 1) 4.8 (± 0.2) 
0.16 60.4 (± 2) 2.7 (± 0.2) 
 
Figure 4.7 and Table 4.4 highlight the benefits of mesopore incorporation into 
support architecture on expressed particle size and dispersion for the Pt/SBA-16 series, in 
direct comparison with amorphous silica. However, poorer dispersion values for this series 
are quoted when in comparison with KIT-6 and SBA-15. This may be attributed to the ink-
bottle pore opening for this material. Decreased diffusion of the Pt precursor, during the 
impregnation step, may lead to the enhanced nucleation and formation of larger Pt 
nanoparticles which as a consequence leads to pore blockage and significant drops in surface 
area. In regimes where Pt loading is < 0.11 wt.%, overall dispersion and particle size values 
approach those reported for SBA-15 and KIT-6 series (at similar metal loadings), supporting 
the proposal of a Pt precursor diffusion problem. It has been reported in the literature, that the 
use of chloride-based Pt precursors sport higher particle sizes (and hence lower metal 
dispersions) with respect to nitrate-based analogues.
24-26
 The presence of the Cl
-
 ion provides 
a site for initial nucleation, thus promoting nanoparticle growth (a method often used for the 
genesis of morphologic control of Pt nanoparticles).
27-29
 An affinity to generate large metallic 
crystallites, in conjunction with a narrow ink-bottle opening could explain the reported drop 
in metal dispersion over SBA-16 materials at high metal loading. 
 Impregnation of Pt onto TLCT-MM-SBA-15 generates metal dispersions comparable 
with those reported for SBA-15 and KIT-6 series, suggesting that BET surface area in 
conjunction with enhanced mesopore accessibility can lead to the successful generation of 
small, discrete Pt nanoparticles. The incorporation of a continuous, interpenetrating 
macropore-mesopore network (Figure 4.4 (b)) and lowered mesopore channel length, aids in 
the distribution of the Pt precursor through the material during Pt impregnation. This 
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principle has been used to increase the metal dispersions of Pd
8
 and Ir
30
 over macroporous-
mesoporous supports versus their mesoporous counterparts. 
4.2.3.5 Transmission electron microscopy – Pt-impregnated materials 
HRTEM analysis of Pt-impregnated SBA-16 and TLCT-SBA-15 (approx. 2 wt. %) 
was conducted, in order to supplement nanoparticle size determination via existing XRD and 
CO chemisorption analyses. Representative TEM images for both samples are shown in 
Figure 4.10. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 (a) – Representative HRTEM images of approx. 2 wt. % Pt/SBA-16 and 
particle size distribution for 70 particles 
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Figure 4.10 (b) – Representative HRTEM images of approx. 2 wt. % Pt/TLCT-MM-
SBA-15 and particle size distribution for 50 particles 
 There is an excellent agreement in particle size determination for Pt-impregnated 
SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 materials, when using CO chemisorption, HRTEM and 
XRD in tandem. 2 wt. % Pt/SBA-16 reported an average particle size of 13.4 ± 0.6 nm using 
the three techniques - with a narrow size distribution. HRTEM and XRD analysis of 2 wt. % 
Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 demonstrates a slightly larger particle size distribution of 9.5 ± 1.1 
nm; however the smaller Pt nanoparticle size over macroporous SBA-15 (with respect to 
mesoporous analogues) highlights the beneficial effect of macropore introduction on Pt 
precursor diffusion -  demonstrating enhanced nanoparticle stabilisation and thus affording 
greater Pt dispersion. This finding is consistent with Pd systems on a similar material.
8
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4.2.3.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
 The surface oxidation state of Pt impregnated SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 
samples were probed using XPS analysis. Identical peak positions and fitting parameters for 
the Pt
(0)
 and PtO2 species, identified in Chapter 3, were also applied here. The XPS spectra 
for both supports are shown in Figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11 (a) - Stacked Pt 4f XPS plot of Pt/SBA-16 series 
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Figure 4.11 (b) - Stacked Pt 4f XPS plot of Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 series 
Figure 4.12 illustrates the relationship between PtO2 content and Pt loading for Pt-
impregnated SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 materials (Pt/SBA-15 has been included as a 
point of comparison).  
 
Figure 4.12 – Influence of Pt loading and support architecture 
on surface PtO2 content 
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The inverse correlation between Pt loading and oxide content from Chapter 3 is 
maintained for Pt impregnation on SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15. As seen in Table 4.4, 
Pt-impregnated SBA-16 exhibits diminished PtO2 content (on comparison with KIT-6 and 
SBA-15), which can be attributed to a moderate increase in Pt particle size for this series. A 
direct comparison of TLCT-MM-SBA-15 and SBA-15 highlights a greater PtO2 dependence 
of these materials with respect to bulk loading; than SBA-16, reflecting the greater metal 
dispersions afforded by these hierarchical structures. 
 
Figure 4.13 – Relationship between surface PtO2 content and metal dispersion 
 
As shown in Figure 4.13, surface PtO2 content (XPS) and metal dispersion (CO 
chemisorption) demonstrates the same linear correlation identified in Chapter 3 Figure 3.15. 
As this dependence is observed across all studied macro-mesoporous, mesoporous and 
amorphous silica analogues, it can be stated that Pt dispersion dictates expressed surface PtO2 
content for this family of materials (weakly-interacting, non-reducible silica). 
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4.2.4 Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation 
The selective hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde, C9H8O, was used to probe the 
catalytic activity of all Pt/silica systems. The operational set-up and reaction conditions can 
be found in Chapter 2. Any deviations from this protocol are clearly stated. It must be noted 
that negligible conversion was observed for control experiments in the absence of supported 
platinum or H2. 
In order to measure “true” reaction kinetics in the absence of external mass-transfer 
limitations; such as H2 solubility in the chosen solvent and substrate diffusion within 
pores/channels of the investigated mesoporous systems; the effect of stirrer speed  on 
observed catalyst activity was investigated. Equivalent 2 wt. % Pt/silica’s were used to 
ascertain the optimal stirrer speed for subsequent investigations. Results are shown in Figure 
4.14. Initial rates have been normalised to account for total mass of Pt present. 
 
Figure 4.14 – Influence of stirring rate on cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation, normalised 
initial rates over approximate 2 wt. % Pt loading on various silica supports 
A clear plateau in normalised initial rates at stirrer speeds > 700 rpm shows this 
regime to be sufficient to overcome mass-transport limitations. Scrutiny of this preliminary 
test presents early indications that hydrogenation activity is highly diminished (~150-225 h
-1
) 
when compared with cinnamyl alcohol selox (~5000-8000 h
-1
)
1
 for the same materials. This 
may be attributed to the lower solubility of H2 versus O2 in organic solvents under our “mild” 
conditions
31, 32
 or different structure-activity relationships.  
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 Figure 4.15 shows the reaction profiles for all five Pt/silica series, utilising the 
established stirring regime. All catalysts show activity towards cinnamaldehyde 
hydrogenation, with increasing substrate conversion with Pt loading. Substrate conversion 
increased in a linear fashion over the first 60 minutes (for all catalysts), before slowing (never 
reaching total conversion), thus indicating the presence of on-stream deactivation 
phenomena.  
 
Figure 4.15 (a) - Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation reaction profiles for amorphous silica 
(Left) and SBA-15 (Right) series under ambient conditions 
 
Figure 4.15 (b) - Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation reaction profiles for KIT-6 (Left) and 
SBA-16 (Right) series under ambient conditions 
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Figure 4.15 (c) - Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation reaction profile for  
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 series under ambient conditions 
 
 
Figure 4.16 (a) – Initial rate dependence of cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation at 1 bar as a 
function of Pt particle size (Supports separated for clarity) 
 
Figure 4.16 (a) highlights a dramatic fall in CinnALD hydrogenation initial rates with 
increasing nanoparticle size, exhibiting an inverse proportionality with Pt particle diameter for all 
supports. This is to be expected if reactivity is controlled solely by geometric platinum surface area, 
ignoring local surface atom coordination number or electronic structure. 
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Figure 4.16 (b) - Turnover frequencies for cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation 
 
Structure insensitivity is confirmed through the calculation of the corresponding TOFs 
for CinnALD hydrogenation (Figure 4.16 (b)), derived through the normalisation of the 
initial rate to Pt
(0)
 atom surface density - determined via CO chemisorption and XPS. Altering 
Pt particle size or internal support architecture exhibits negligible effect, where a common 
TOF of ~345 h
-1
 (± 25) at 1 bar H2 for all catalysts are shown. This structure insensitivity is 
also reported in the literature for platinum and ruthenium nanoparticles supported on carbon 
nanofibers (CinnALD hydrogenation at atmospheric pressure), in which TOFs ranging 
between 200-350 h
-1
 were reported.
33
 Recent work by Zaera et al, reports TOFs increasing 
from 396-1836  h
-1
 with increasing Pt particle size over a narrow range of 1.3-2.4 nm (room 
temperature hydrogenation of CinnALD at 10 bar H2 over Pt/Aerosil catalysts), seemingly in 
direct contrast to this work.
34
 However, HRTEM was used as an indirect method to quote 
surface Pt atom density, and hence derive TOFs. Additional empirical evidence provided by a 
combination of XPS, XRD and CO chemisorption measurements could offer a more accurate 
surface active species and nanoparticle size quantification, thus leading to greater accuracy in 
activity determination in their study. Considering the systematic behavior of Pt/silica 
catalysts investigated in this work, no solid evidence is shown that cinnamaldehyde 
hydrogenation is favored purely over the flat surfaces present on larger platinum 
nanoparticles (i.e. CinnALD conversion is still observed on small, coordinatively unsaturated 
Pt nanoparticles). The inverse proportionality of CinnALD hydrogenation initial rate with 
respect to particle size is consistent with a direct correlation between activity and geometric 
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surface Pt atom density. This also suggests that all catalysts undergo rapid in-situ reduction to 
form similar, metallic platinum surface species. 
In Figure 4.17, the catalyst:substrate ratio was varied and the effect on initial rate and 
TOF calculated. 
 
Figure 4.17 – Influence of catalyst:substrate ratio on cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation 
initial rate and turnover frequency 
 
Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation initial rates increased with catalyst mass, but upon 
normalisation to Pt
(0)
 surface atom density, the calculated TOF demonstrated a clear 
independence to the amount of catalyst. Furthermore, the TOF value of ~368 h
-1
 is within 
error to the value experimentally determined in Figure 4.16, providing greater evidence to Pt 
structural insensitivity for this substrate. 
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Figure 4.18 - Cinnamyl alcohol selectivity over amorphous silica, SBA-15 and TLCT-
MM-SBA-15 (Left); KIT-6 and SBA-16 (Right) supported platinum catalysts for 
CinnALD hydrogenation after 7 hrs as a function of Pt particle size (1 Bar H2) 
The selectivity towards CinnOH has been shown to track linearly with particle size, 
rising from < 2% for the smallest nanoparticles across all supports (2 nm) to 14% and 40% 
for 15 nm particles on amorphous silica and SBA-15 respectively (Figure 4.18). 
Interestingly, the incorporation of macropores into the SBA-15 architecture shows very little 
destabilising influence on the established linear relationship between Pt particle size and 
CinnOH selectivity over SBA-15 supported catalysts; any reduction in overall selectivity 
produced as a result of lowered nanoparticle size (aka enhanced dispersion values). 
Continuing this theme, progression from a non-interconnecting (SBA-15) to a 3D 
interpenetrating network (SBA-16 and KIT-6) seems to have little detrimental effect on 
CinnOH selectivity. The discussed linear relationship is preserved, CinnOH selectivity 
decreases to approx. 30% for 15 nm particles (SBA-16 supported materials). In order to 
explain this slight drop in CinnOH selectivity, Figure 4.19 shows the product selectivity 
progression as a function of CinnALD conversion over Pt impregnated amorphous silica, 
SBA-15, KIT-6 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 (SBA-16 have been omitted, as it demonstrates  
similar trends in reaction behaviour to KIT-6). 
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Figure 4.19 (a) - Evolution of product selectivity as a function of CinnALD conversion 
over approx. 2 wt. % Pt/amorphous silica (Left) and Pt/SBA-15 (Right) catalysts 
 
Figure 4.19 (b) - Evolution of product selectivity as a function of CinnALD conversion 
over approx. 2 wt. % Pt/KIT-6 (Left) and Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 (Right) catalysts 
  Competition between C=C hydrogenation, decarbonylation and unsaturated alcohol 
formation is evident across all silica families. Major side-products include 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde, 3-phenylpropan-1-ol and ethylbenzene. The high selectivity to the 
saturated aldehyde for all systems demonstrates that unwanted C=C hydrogenation competes 
directly with C=O hydrogenation. Ethylbenzene is formed as a by-product of 3-phenyl 
propionaldehyde and/or 3-phenylpropan-1-ol hydrogenolysis (Figure 4.19). Particle size 
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dependency on CinnOH selectivity is in accordance with previous literature findings for 
Ru,
35-37
 Co
38
 and Pt catalysts.
39-41
 In these studies, an increase in Pt(111) facet density versus 
coordinatively unsaturated edge and corner sites  over larger nanoparticles is given as the 
origin to this enhancement. The close approach of the C=C functionality is suggested to be 
sterically hindered over Pt(111), leading to a promotion in the C=O hydrogenation 
pathway.
39, 42-45
 Extended Hückel calculations by Delbecq and Sautet back this postulation, 
showing the presence of extended Pt(111) facets to strongly destabilise the di-σCC CinnALD 
adsorption mode and thus encourage C=O hydrogenation, through adsorption in the di-σCO 
mode. As particle size decreases, stepped and Pt(100) facet population increases. Subsequent 
stabilisation of a co-planar η4 di-σCO+πC=C and/or trihapto πC=C+(O) CinnALD binding mode, 
favours C=C hydrogenation.
46
  
 
Closer scrutiny of Figure 4.19 shows some interesting similarities and differences 
between the hierarchical supports in this reaction. Focussing on SBA-15 versus TLCT-MM-
SBA-15, both materials exhibit an increasing selectivity towards the desired unsaturated 
alcohol product. This may reflect the greater substrate-product diffusion kinetics permitted by 
SBA-15 substructures versus the amorphous analogue. However, TLCT-MM-SBA-15 sports 
consistently higher ethylbenzene and saturated aldehyde selectivities (approx. 40%), formed 
through decarbonylation and C=C hydrogenation respectively. 2 wt. % Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-
15 nanoparticles show a greater dispersion, and hence lower particle size (10 nm), than their 
SBA-15 counterparts (15 nm). This change in geometric configuration leads to a lowering of 
Pt(111) facet density, explaining a lower CinnOH selectivity but also the increased 
expression of the “undesired” reaction pathways - as edge, corner and Pt(100) facet 
population increases over smaller nanoparticles. The observed rise in CinnOH and 3-
phenylpropan-1-ol with CinnALD conversion over Pt/SBA-15 is consistent with previous 
literature studies over oxide supported Pt
47
 and Ir/C
48
 catalysts. C=C hydrogenation is 
preferentially favoured over these catalysts, but as surface crowding due to strongly bound 
adsorbates occurs,
49
 this pathway is promptly switched off during the early stages of 
CinnALD hydrogenation. 
 
 In the case of SBA-16/KIT-6 materials, the interconnection of mesopore channels 
does permit the generation of CinnOH in moderate selectivity (approx. 25%) – “out of pore” 
diffusion of in-situ formed CinnOH aided by this interconnectivity. However, saturated 
aldehyde selectivity also tracks with directly with CinnOH production (saturated alcohol and 
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ethylbenzene selectivities also demonstrate high values), so we can state that for this family 
of materials, C=O versus C=C hydrogenation are truly in competition. As nanoparticle sizes 
are comparable for SBA-15 and SBA-16, we cannot attribute this change to geometric effects 
exclusively. One possible explanation is that mesopore interconnectivity, which usually 
promotes in-pore diffusion, can also promote secondary reaction in this case. The formation 
of CinnOH or 3-phenylpropionaldehyde takes place as the principle first reaction, diffusion 
from the Pt surface occurs, followed by consecutive adsorption onto Pt elsewhere. This 
explains the formation of the saturated alcohol and ethylbenzene side-products. From Figure 
4.19(b), we see saturated alcohol selectivity decrease with conversion, followed by a 
significant decrease in ethylbenzene production. At low conversion and reaction time, the 
number of Pt nanoparticles available for secondary reaction is relatively high, but as the 
reaction proceeds and a greater number of CinnALD substrate molecules diffuse into the 
mesopores, substrate crowding at each active site lowers the probability of secondary 
adsorption thus explaining the observed drop in 3-phenylpropan-1-ol and ethylbenzene 
production.  
   
In contrast, Pt/aSiO2 demonstrates very low selectivity towards CinnOH, in favour of 
the saturated aldehyde and decarbonylation pathways. Interestingly, 3-phenylpropan-1-ol is 
the favoured initial product before a switching of reaction pathways towards 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde and CinnOH synthesis. In order for this to occur, the C=O bond in 
the saturated aldehyde must be rapidly hydrogenated over the fresh catalyst, becoming less 
prevalent as adsorbates accumulate on the catalyst surface and as catalyst in-situ reduction 
takes place. The dramatic decrease in CinnOH selectivity (when compared with SBA-15) 
cannot be explained by Pt nanoparticle geometric effects and so must be due to an additional 
factor (i.e. support surface character). 
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4.2.4.1 Probing the reaction pathway 
 
Figure 4.20 – Cinnamyl alcohol (Left) and 3-phenylpropionaldehyde (Right) 
hydrogenation over approx. 2 wt. % silica supported platinum catalysts at 1 bar H2 
In order to fully analyse the CinnALD hydrogenation reaction pathway, the 
hydrogenations of CinnOH and 3-phenylpropionaldehyde were probed. As shown by Figure 
4.18, Pt impregnated on hierarchical silica demonstrates structure sensitivity towards CinnOH 
selectivity with Pt nanoparticle size; in the order of 5 (for SBA-15) and 2.5 times greater 
(SBA-16, KIT-6 and MM-TLCT-SBA-15), respectively, than the amorphous silica supported 
analogues.  As CinnALD hydrogenation takes place with a mutual TOF over all supports, any 
difference in CinnOH selectivity cannot be easily attributed to mass-transport issues through 
hierarchical support structure. If mass-transport issues were present, one would expect in-situ 
formed CinnOH to be more easily removed over Pt/aSiO2 catalysts, where the reaction occurs 
predominantly on the external surface area, and thus a higher selectivity to this product 
should be observed. However, our findings allude to the description of CinnOH selectivity as 
a function of the rate of C=O (versus C=C) hydrogenation for the CinnALD starting material 
and the secondary hydrogenation of the allylic alcohol product to 3-phenylpropan-1-ol.  
To understand this, Figure 4.20 demonstrates a crucial support dependence for the 
hydrogenation of CinnOH over amorphous silica and SBA-15 supported Pt nanoparticles, at a 
size (15 nm) and metal loading (approx. 2 wt. %) region where the most striking comparisons 
in CinnALD hydrogenation behavior have previously been noted (Figures 4.18 and 4.19). 
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The selective hydrogenation of 3-phenylpropionaldehyde, formed via C=C hydrogenation of 
CinnALD, presents identical rates of conversion over 2 wt. % amorphous silica and SBA-15 
catalysts. This shows saturated aldehyde selectivity is determined only by the rate of 
CinnALD C=O versus C=C hydrogenation, as the rate of removal of this saturated aldehyde 
is similar over both catalyst families. Since CinnALD selectivity towards 3-phenyl 
propionaldehyde is lower across all hierarchical supports (27-37%) versus amorphous silica 
(51%), the choice of support does seem to influence the rates of C=O versus C=C 
hydrogenation, and thus the rate of CinnOH production. For both supports, 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde hydrogenation produces 3-phenylpropan-1-ol and ethylbenzene as 
the only products, confirming the operation of C=O hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis 
pathways respectively. The observed limited reactivity of Pt/SBA-15 towards CinnOH 
hydrogenation does come as a surprise and may reflect an external influence on the adopted 
substrate adsorption mode. The differing reactivity of the hierarchical silica’s towards the 
selective hydrogenation of CinnALD dictates unsaturated alcohol product selectivity - which 
is strongly influenced by their interaction with the starting material.  
 
Figure 4.21 – 3-phenylpropan-1-ol hydrogenation over approx. 2 wt. % silica supported 
platinum catalysts at 1 bar H2 
 In Figure 4.21, we conduct the hydrogenation of 3-phenylpropan-1ol to confirm the 
presence of the hydrogenolysis pathway within the CinnALD hydrogenation reaction scheme. 
As demonstrated in the hydrogenation of CinnOH, Pt impregnated on amorphous silica also 
outperforms Pt/SBA-15 in the hydrogenation of the saturated alcohol. For both materials, 
ethylbenzene is the predominant product; confirming the origin of hydrogenolysis products in 
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the main reaction scheme. The promotion of this pathway over Pt/aSiO2 catalysts, in tandem 
with the CinnOH hydrogenation pathway, explains the low overall selectivity towards 
CinnOH. Reactively formed CinnOH, undergoes sequential C=C and hydrogenolysis 
reactions over Pt. An effect not explainable by geometric effects alone, as size and Pt loading 
for the screened materials are similar. DFT calculations using allylic aldehyde hydrogenation 
over model Pt(111) surfaces by Laref and co-workers, showed selectivity toward unsaturated 
alcohols is determined principally by the strength of their binding.
50
 The role of H2 pressure, 
Pt nanoparticle in-situ structure and support surface characteristics will be probed in future 
sections to reveal the origin of this behaviour. 
 
 
Scheme 1 - Kinetic network for CinnALD hydrogenation for approx. 2 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 and 
Pt/SBA-15 catalysts (Black = cinnamaldehyde; red = 3-phenylpropionaldehyde; green = 
cinnamyl alcohol; and blue = 3-phenylpropan-1-ol. Values refer to the initial rates of each 
step in mmol.h
-1
.gPt
-1
) 
Scheme 1 gives a pictorial representation of the main and by-product pathways in 
operation for CinnALD hydrogenation. The initial rates for each step have been shown and 
colour coded for each starting material. The difference in reactivity between the two supports 
is clearly evident, supporting previous conclusions reporting amorphous silica to favour C=C 
hydrogenation of CinnALD and CinnOH; and SBA-15 to be more selective towards CinnOH 
production - inhibiting subsequent transformation to unwanted side products. It is interesting 
to note that theoretically methanol and formic acid are also potential side products for 
cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation, however these components elute at similar times to anisole 
on the GC trace; making it difficult to accurately quantify these components. 
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4.2.4.2 Effect of H2 pressure 
Figure 4.22 shows the effect of H2 pressure on CinnALD hydrogenation, focussing 
on CinnOH selectivity and expressed TOF for all silica supports.  
 
Figure 4.22(a) – H2 pressure dependence of CinnALD hydrogenation over amorphous 
silica, SBA-15 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 at approx. 2 wt. % Pt. Percentage values inset 
represent 7 hr conversions 
 
Figure 4.22(b) – H2 pressure dependence of CinnALD hydrogenation over KIT-6 and 
SBA-16 at approx. 2 wt. % Pt. Percentage values inset represent 7hr conversions 
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Positive reaction orders with respect to hydrogen pressure are usually shown for 
liquid phase catalytic hydrogenation.
51-54
 Higher solubility in the liquid phase, grants 
increased availability of atomic hydrogen over catalytic active sites, an effect derived from 
“Henry’s law.” At 1 bar H2, all catalysts reported CinnALD conversion levels < 20%, in 
order to increase H2 solubility within these systems (and hence improve activity), the impact 
of hydrogen pressure upon CinnALD hydrogenation was therefore investigated over the most 
selective approx. 2 wt. % Pt silica catalysts in a stirred batch autoclave under a constant 
hydrogen pressure at 1, 5 and 10 bar respectively. Figure 4.22 shows the expected increase in 
initial rate, TOF and final CinnALD conversion for all screened catalysts, as hydrogen 
pressure increases. Similar observations have been noted in the literature, atmospheric
40
 
versus high pressure (48 bar)
33
 CinnALD hydrogenation, using Pt supported on carbon 
nanofibers, reported a promotion in TOFs from approx. 200 to 828 h
-1
 with increasing H2 
pressure.  
 
Figure 4.23 – Relationship between pH2 and reaction order over amorphous silica,     
SBA-15 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 (Left); KIT-6 and SBA-16 (Right) supported platinum 
catalysts for CinnALD hydrogenation (approx. 2 wt. %) 
Figure 4.23 shows Pt-impregnated amorphous silica behaves with a minor increase in 
pressure sensitivity, than the hierarchical silica’s; the reaction order in pH2 ranges from 0.45 
to 0.55 over all supports. This value is close to the expected 0.5 value, suggesting that the rate 
determining step involves the reaction of the CinnALD substrate with a single hydrogen 
adatom – formed from the dissociative adsorption of molecular H2 over Pt. Consistent with 
the aforementioned study using reduced platinum nanoparticles over deoxygenated carbon 
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nanofibers at ambient pressure.
33
 A positive reaction order in pH2 shows that vacant surface 
sites are available for the dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen at these pressure ranges, 
with no surface saturation occurring. The atomic hydrogen produced can take part in the two 
competing CinnALD hydrogenation pathways (C=O versus C=C) to yield CinnOH or 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde, as shown by the variability of product selectivity with support choice 
at comparable pH2 (Figures 4.22 and 4.24). 
 
Figure 4.24 – H2 pressure dependence on C=O versus C=C hydrogenation pathways 
during CinnALD hydrogenation over approx. 2 wt. % Pt supported on silica 
Figures 4.22 and 4.24 show that hydrogen pressure has a greater effect on product 
selectivity than on activity. CinnALD hydrogenation to CinnOH is promoted over all support 
architectures, with increasing H2 pressure. This promotion is most evident over 2 wt. % 
Pt/SBA-15, where CinnOH selectivity surpassed 90% at 10 bar, with trace amounts of 3-
phenylpropionaldehyde reported as the only side-product. Staggeringly, this corresponds to a 
22-fold increase in the ratio of CinnOH to 3-phenylpropionaldehyde production. Selectivity 
also rose across 2 wt. % Pt impregnated on amorphous silica and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 to 56% 
and 61% respectively. In both cases, the hydrogenolysis of 3-phenylpropan-1-ol to 
ethylbenzene exhibited diminished selectivity, highlighting suppression of this pathway at 
increasing pH2. The lower conversion and CinnOH selectivity values for Pt-impregnated 
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 versus SBA-15 can be explained by the decreased particle size of 
TLCT-MM-SBA-15 impregnated Pt nanoparticles (10.5 nm versus 14.7 nm). However, as 
the linear correlation between Pt particle size and CinnALD conversion/CinnOH selectivity 
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has been maintained, one would expect Pt/TLCT-MM-SBA-15 under a comparable particle 
size regime to match or outperform those values quoted for 2 wt. % Pt/SBA-15, due to an 
improvement in substrate-product diffusion kinetics afforded by the presence of a highly 
ordered macro-mesopore architecture.
3, 6
 
 The incorporation of mesoporosity into the silica framework yielded greater pH2 
sensitivity and superior CinnOH production ability. It was believed that this reaction 
behaviour could be improved further via the interconnection of the mesopore channels into a 
3D interconnecting framework (KIT-6 and SBA-16), enhancing substrate-product diffusion 
kinetics and hydrogen availability at each Pt active site. As stated before, increasing 
hydrogen pressure has a positive influence on CinnALD conversion (and by extension 
TOFs), but due to the smaller, more highly dispersed Pt nanoparticles generated by SBA-16 
and KIT-6 supports, the overall promotion in activity and conversion (TOF = 385 h
-1
 and 567 
h
-1
 (SBA-16 and KIT-6 respectively) versus 873 h
-1
 (SBA-15)) falls far short of those sported 
by Pt/SBA-15. Most shockingly, the ratio of C=O to C=C hydrogenation demonstrates only a 
small shift towards preferential C=O hydrogenation with increasing pressure. Increased C=C 
hydrogenation occurs through the total suppression of the hydrogenolysis route to 
ethylbenzene, caused by surface crowding at higher H2 pressures (an effect also exhibited by 
amorphous and SBA-15 derived silica analogues). The lack of distinction between the 
CinnOH and 3-phenylpropionaldehyde reaction pathways for SBA-16 and KIT-6 materials 
comes as a surprise. At present, we have no immediate explanation for this observed change 
in reaction behaviour. From a geometric perspective, smaller Pt nanoparticles on 3D 
interconnected SBA-16 and KIT-6 yield a lower surface population of flat, extended Pt(111) 
facets thus partially accounting for a drop in CinnOH selectivity, but as the difference in 
nanoparticle size between Pt/SBA-15 (14.7 nm) and Pt/KIT-6/SBA-16 (13.9 nm and 13.7 nm 
respectively) is  ≤ 1 nm, additional factors must be apparent. Probing of support surface 
characteristics and in-situ nanoparticle structure may provide an answer.  
4.2.4.3 Active site heterogeneity 
A hot filtration test was used in Chapter 3 section 3.2.3.1 to exclude any contribution 
to the observed selective oxidation activity through homogeneous processes. The same 
procedure is applied here for the hydrogenation scheme, using the most active 2 wt. % Pt 
loading for each support. 
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Figure 4.25 – Hot filtration tests to determine the extent of Pt leaching in 
cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation for approx. 2 wt. % Pt on aSiO2, SBA-15, KIT-6,   SBA-
16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 materials (Catalyst removed after 60 minutes) 
Figure 4.25 demonstrates that substrate conversion ceases upon catalyst removal, thus 
verifying the generation of a truly heterogeneous material. 
4.2.5 Extended characterisation of Pt impregnated silica supports  
 In order to determine the origin of the CinnOH selectivity enhancement over Pt 
impregnated SBA-15 analogues, and the subsequent shift in reaction behaviour over 3D 
interconnected hierarchical silica, a range of extended characterisation techniques were 
utilised to probe support surface characteristics, reagent binding parameters and in-situ Pt 
morphology. 
4.2.5.1 In-situ XRD 
In-situ XRD was used to investigate the role of H2 pressure on Pt nanoparticle 
structure at reaction temperature (90˚C). The overall procedure operates in an identical 
fashion to traditional XRD analyses. The sample is housed in a specialised “Anton Parr XRK 
900 Reactor in-situ Chamber”, which permits gas phase delivery, at a range of 1-7 bar 
(correct at time of writing), in tandem with controlled temperature ramping/control (max. 700 
˚C). It is believed that elevated H2 pressures may promote Pt nanoparticle restructuring, 
leading to subtle variations in Pt particle size, geometry or exposed facet population.  
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Figure 4.26 – Hydrogen pressure dependence of fcc platinum lattice parameter of 
approx. 2 wt. % silica supported platinum catalysts at room temperature 
 In-situ XAS measurements conducted by Mistry and co-workers discovered that 
discrete 1 nm platinum clusters experienced a transformation in adopted surface geometry, 
progressing from 2D  3D over γ-Al2O3; as pH2 increased from 1 to 21 bar at room 
temperature.
55
 In this study, Pt (111) bilayers were proposed to form cuboctahedra, forming 
new Pt (100) facets with the overall loss of approx. 70% (111) facets.
56
 As previously eluded 
to earlier, extended Hückel calculations by Delbecq and Sautet highlight the favourability of 
the di-σCO cinnamaldehyde adsorption mode over Pt (111) facets, and thus C=O 
hydrogenation promotion as a result, whereas Pt (100) facets tend towards a co-planar η4 
mode, favourable for C=C adsorption.
46
 In this case, the hydrogen pressure-induced shift 
from (111) to (100) facets, proposed by Mistry et al, would serve to lower selectivity to 
cinnamyl alcohol. Taking the core principles of this work, in-situ powder XRD of silica 
supported approx. 2 wt. % Pt catalysts was conducted between 1 and 7 bar H2 pressure - to 
determine if Pt nanoparticle restructuring is possible during elevated pressure CinnALD 
hydrogenation. Figure 4.26 shows a small, but systematic fcc platinum lattice expansion 
(~0.0004 nm ± 0.1%) was observed over Pt/aSiO2 and Pt/SBA-15 catalysts, with the overall 
expansion being greater for the SBA-15 supported nanoparticles. However, this expansion 
was proved to be reversible upon removal of H2. In comparison with work reported by Mistry 
et al, the observed fcc expansion was a factor of ten smaller than those observed via the in-
situ XAS study of Pt/ γ-Al2O3 materials.  
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Figure 4.27 – Hydrogen pressure independence Pt (111):(200) x-ray reflections over 
approx. 2 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 catalysts  
Figure 4.27 shows the XRD pattern of approx. 2% Pt/SBA-15 at atmospheric and 7 
bar H2, the ratio of Pt (111):(200) x-ray reflections are independent of the applied H2 
pressure, which suggests hydrogen does not prompt major changes in particle size or shape 
for this work (the following observation can also be applied to the amorphous silica material). 
This is expected when bearing in mind that our 2 wt. % catalysts contain dramatically larger 
particles of approximately 15 nm (versus 1 nm for Pt/ γ-Al2O3), which thermodynamics 
calculations advocate the existence of Pt nanoparticles in a stable decahedra configuration.
57, 
58
 Separate studies by Isobe et al
59
 and Hakamada et al
60
 show an observable Pt lattice 
expansion of 2-4%  from combinatorial experimental and first principles calculations, due to 
the formation and adsorption of surface hydride species. A similar level of expansion is 
observed during the selective chemisorption of hydrogen over strained sub-5 nm Pt 
nanoparticles,
61-63
 where hydrogen weakens metal-support interactions, thus relaxing Pt-Pt 
bond distances for smaller nanoparticles, tending towards bulk Pt values (2.7 nm).
64
 As the 
magnitude of our reported lattice expansions are much diminished with regards to these 
studies, it can be stated that the observed selectivity enhancements observed at heightened 
hydrogen partial pressures is not due to hydrogen-induced Pt restructuring. 
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4.2.5.2 Diffuse reflectance infrared fourier transform  
There have been several studies postulating a support effect on CinnALD 
hydrogenation rate and CinnOH selectivity for Pt nanoparticles on carbon
33, 65
 and oxide 
supports. High temperature annealing of carbon nanofibers was hypothesised to produce a 
non-polar carbon surface in which the direct adsorption of the CinnALD aromatic ring onto 
said support was favoured (Scheme 2). In this regime, hydrogenation arose due to spillover 
hydrogen from adjacent Pt nanoparticles; with a consequential 100-fold increase in activity. 
However, this exhibited promotion in activity follows significantly diminished CinnOH 
selectivity, when compared with the more polar, oxygen-rich and acidic analogues. 
 
Scheme 2 - CinnALD adsorption over carbon nanofiber-supported Pt nanoparticles – 
Elucidation of activity and selectivity effects over polar (Left) and non-polar surfaces (Right) 
– Modified from reference 33 
In contrast, Ji et al studied the hydrogenation of CinnALD over Pt/graphene-based 
catalysts, which demonstrated higher selectivity towards CinnOH than traditional “Vulcan 
carbon” materials65 (expressing increased surface polarity relative to graphene),66 the author  
attributes this to a higher proportion of Pt
(0)
 present on graphene surfaces. Studies on Lewis 
acidic K10 montmorillonite and Al-SBA-15/Al2O3 supports, by Szöllösi
67
 and Handjani
47
 
respectively, show an increased selectivity towards CinnOH; ascribed to increased support 
acidity. Preferential adsorption of the polar C=O function at acidic sites adjacent to Pt 
nanoparticles switches the preferred reaction pathway from C=C to C=O hydrogenation, 
favouring the unsaturated alcohol. Figure 4.28 represents an attempt to elucidate an origin 
for the differing reactivity of Pt/aSiO2 and hierarchical silica catalysts, shown in Figures 
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4.22-4.24, through direct probing of support surface polarity. DRIFT spectra of parent 
support and approx. 2 wt. % Pt catalysts were compared. 
 
 
Figure 4.28 – In vacuo DRIFT spectra of 2 wt. % silica-supported platinum catalysts  
Scheme 3 shows a pictorial representation of the three major silanol groups present 
on our silica supports (isolated, geminal and vicinal). Support hydrophilicity is imparted 
predominantly by regions of vicinal silanol groups hydrogen-bonded into an extended chain
68
 
(three stretching frequencies for such groups are observed at 3200 cm
-1
 (chain),  3536 cm
-1
 
(hydrogen-bonding between two Si-O centres) and 3710 cm
-1
 (chain-terminus silanol group)). 
Differentiation between vicinal, germinal and isolated silanol groups through DRIFT analysis 
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is a facile process, due to distinguishable fingerprint stretching frequencies for each group 
(reported in Scheme 3).   
 
Scheme 3 – Schematic representation of silanol functionalities with associated stretching 
frequencies. Modified from reference 77 
On close observation of Figure 4.28, the hierarchical silica supports show a more 
substantial enhancement in surface silanol density and coordination mode than values 
expressed for amorphous SiO2 (3.0 vs. 1.6 mmol.g
-1
 for SBA-15 and aSiO2 respectively). 
This promotion seems to arise due to a substantial increase in geminal/vicinal silanol group 
population for mesoporous systems, whereas amorphous silica displays isolated silanols 
exclusively. Surface silanol density exhibits the following trend: 
    SBA-15 > TLCT-MM-SBA-15 >> KIT-6 ~ SBA-16 > Amorphous Silica 
 Increasing silanol density affords increased support surface polarity. Previous 
physicochemical analyses of Pt supported nanoparticles on silica, show negligible differences 
in the established trends for surface oxidation (XPS), crystallite phase (XRD) and 
size/dispersion (TEM/CO chemisorption) parameters. Knowing this, it can be suggested that 
the observed promotion in CinnOH selectivity at 1-10 bar CinnALD hydrogenation is 
intimately linked with support polarity. It is interesting to note that the above trend in surface 
silanol density can be directly applied, in the same order, to the enhancement in CinnOH 
production. Amorphous silica, whose hydrophobicity is imparted purely by the presence of 
isolated surface silanols,
69
 reports the lowest yield in CinnOH. The molecular orientation of 
CinnALD and/or reactively formed hydrogenation products is predicted to favour CinnOH 
and CinnALD molecular adsorption modes which require the close approach of the aromatic 
phenyl ring to the support surface for hydrophobic materials. Such adsorption modes position 
the C=C functionality within close proximity to the Pt-support perimeter, thus favouring C=C 
hydrogenation. Conversely, the enhanced hydrophilicity of the hierarchical supports 
promotes a molecular re-orientation of CinnALD and associated hydrogenation products, in 
which the apolar phenyl ring is repelled from the support surface. This favours adsorption 
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configurations where the C=O functionality is immediate to the support with the molecular 
plane orientated away from the surface (Figure 4.29 (Right)), thus favouring C=O to C-OH 
transformation. 
 In order to fully verify the above findings, an in-situ ATR study for the adsorption of 
our reactant molecule, cinnamaldehyde, from an 0.84 M anisole solution was conducted over 
catalyst films of approx. 2 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 and Pt/SBA-15 at 90 °C. This allows for a close 
measure of CinnALD adsorption modes under the actual reaction conditions used for our 
catalytic studies (discussed previously). Hydrogen was not added to the substrate-catalyst 
film mixture to minimise complications/additional IR signatures arising from reactively 
formed hydrogenation products. Additional studies were also conducted at room temperature, 
in which it was discovered that vibrational spectra over both catalyst films were temperature 
independent between room temperature (approx. 25 °C at time of measurement) and 90 °C 
(Figure 4.29).  
 
Figure 4.29 – In-situ ATR-IR spectra confirming the temperature independence of 
approx. 2 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 (Left) and 2 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 (Right) catalyst films under 
flowing cinnamaldehyde/anisole solution at 25 °C and 90 °C 
Figure 4.30 displays the attained vibrational spectra for the approx. 2 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 
and Pt/SBA-15 films and a direct comparison with the calculated vibrational spectra of the 
“free” CinnALD substrate molecule (annotations for the most important vibrational modes 
have been included for greater clarity).   
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Figure 4.30 – In-situ ATR-IR spectra of approx. 2 wt. % Pt impregnated silica catalyst 
films under flowing cinnamaldehyde/anisole solution at 90 °C (Left) and an illustration 
of unfavorable aromatic-surface interaction arising from adoption of di-C=C versus di-
C=O CinnALD adsorption on Pt nanoparticles over a polar SBA-15 surface (Right) 
Both catalyst films yielded the characteristic C=O and symmetric C=C bands, inherent 
to the parent CinnALD, at 1678 cm
-1
 and 1624 cm
-1
 respectively. A key difference is 
demonstrated in the aromatic C=C stretching regime, where bands at 1600 cm
-1
 and 1594 cm
-
1
, present in the parent spectra and Pt/aSiO2, are absent from Pt nanoparticles dispersed over 
the more polar SBA-15 support. As a consequence of Figure 4.27 and now with further 
compelling evidence from these in-situ studies, the omission of the two aromatic C=C 
stretches validates the proposed molecular re-orientation of the CinnALD aromatic 
functionality away from the support as surface polarity increases – thus providing an 
explanation for decreased C=C hydrogenation over SBA-15 support equivalents. 
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Figure 4.31 – Arrhenius plots for CinnALD hydrogenation over approx. 2 wt. % Pt 
impregnated on amorphous, SBA-15 and KIT-6 silica’s at 1 bar H2 
The activation energy for CinnALD hydrogenation was probed for approx. 2 wt. % 
Pt-impregnated SBA-15, KIT-6 and amorphous silicas (Figure 4.31). A common activation 
energy of 20 ± 0.6 kJ.mol
-1 
was reported over the three materials, thus reinforcing previous 
aforementioned studies suggesting differing catalytic selectivity through modified CinnALD 
adsorption over each support, rather than the presence of different hydrogenation active sites 
and altered internal support structure (i.e. 2D SBA-15 versus 3D KIT-6). 
In conclusion, increasing pH2 leads to a radical shift in CinnALD hydrogenation 
pathways from C=C and hydrogenolysis regimes to the more desirable C=O transformation. 
A combination of in-situ XRD and DRIFT studies examines and proves that the enhancement 
in CinnOH selectivity shown over more polar Pt/SBA-15 materials is a function of the 
molecular reorientation of the phenyl functionality away the support surface, due to repulsion 
of this group by surface germinal and extended vicinal silanol chains – promoting di-C=O 
adsorption and subsequent C=O hydrogenation. This finding holds true for the silica 
materials screened in this line of work, but it was noted that in the case of graphene-
supported Pt nanoparticles, π–π interactions between CinnALD and the support yielded 
higher selectivity towards the C=O pathway.
65
 This seems to be in direct contradiction with 
this work but may suggest different adsorption geometries could be present for Pt 
nanoparticles supported on carbon versus the oxide surfaces examined here. 
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4.2.6 Alternate Substrates  
4.2.6.1 Substituted benzaldehydes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 4 – Chemical structure of screened benzylic aldehydes                                               
Using identical 2 wt. % Pt-impregnated amorphous silica and SBA-15 catalysts, the 
favourability of support polarity on selective C=O hydrogenation of aromatic aldehydes was 
tested further through the hydrogenation of increasingly complex benzylic aldehydes at 1 bar 
H2 and 90 °C. The structures of the screened substrates are given in Scheme 4. Figure 4.32 
reviews the catalytic performance (conversion and alcohol selectivity) for both catalyst 
families after 7 hour reaction under standard conditions. As demonstrated for the CinnALD 
substrate, Pt/SBA-15 clearly outperforms Pt/aSiO2 with respect to C=O versus C=C 
hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis pathways for all benzaldehyde-based substrates. The 
literature speculates the stabilisation of adsorbed π-complexed aromatic systems through 
electron-donation by alkyl substituents, thus inferring high barriers to ring (C=C) 
hydrogenation.
70, 71
 Using this argument, we can rationalise the superior selectivity observed 
towards alkyl-substituted benzylic alcohols, with increased substitution, compared to benzyl 
alcohol. 
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Figure 4.32 – Performance of approx. 2 wt. % Pt/SBA-15 and 2 wt. % Pt/aSiO2 
catalysts for the hydrogenation of substituted benzaldehydes 
 In contrast to previous cinnamaldehyde hydrogenations, Pt/SBA-15 expressed greater 
activity towards all screened benzylic aldehydes than Pt/aSiO2. We can attribute this to a 
secondary effect of the more polar SBA-15 surface, in which less polar aromatic-based 
products are subject to faster desorption kinetics over SBA-15  (due to increased aromatic-
silanol group repulsion) and thus are removed from the support surface with greater efficacy. 
Figure 4.32 illustrates the importance of electron-donating alkyl substituents on the 
hydrogenation of benzaldehyde derivatives. An observed acceleration of benzaldehyde 
hydrogenation is witnessed over both silica supports as the electron-donating ability of its 
substituents increases. This work is complimentary with findings by Li and co-workers for 
the hydrogenation of para-substituted benzaldehydes via mesopolymer-entrapped Pt 
nanoparticles, in which a similar effect is discussed.
72
 Previous work by Han and co-workers 
showed the hydrogenation of benzaldehyde to be hampered by the electron-donating effect of 
O and N-based substituents for Pt supported on MgAl2O4 basic supports.
73
 The radically 
different nature of these basic materials could introduce an entirely new substrate adsorption 
mode or active site, thus altering the reaction kinetics for this reaction versus our reported 
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Pt/silica materials. Additionally, gas phase hydrogenation of o-tolualdehyde over Ni/SiO2 
also proved to be slower than benzaldehyde.
70
 The higher activity observed for our materials 
suggests increasing carbonyl activation, tracking with electron donation enhancements from 
alkyl substituents, is beneficial for the hydrogenation of benzylic aldehydes. 
4.2.6.2 α-methyl-trans-cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation 
 
Scheme 5 – Chemical structure of α-methyl-trans-cinnamaldehyde 
The above investigations have provided concrete evidence that destabilisation of the 
C=C adsorption mode of CinnALD relative to C=O; and the electronic activation of the C=O 
functionality (through alkyl group to aromatic electron donation), can lead to a favourable 
increase in desired alcohol product selectivity (CinnOH and benzylic alcohols respectively), 
in Pt/silica catalysed hydrogenation processes. We propose that artificially increasing the 
steric hindrance around the CinnALD alkene functionality for a fixed particle size and 
support polarity, should enhance the formation of the desired unsaturated alcohol – through 
destabilisation of the di-σCC or η4 di-σCO+πC=C adsorption modes.
46
 α-methyl-trans-
cinnamaldehyde (2-methyl-3-phenylpropenal) hydrogenation was examined over high and 
low-loading Pt nanoparticles supported on amorphous silica and the more polar SBA-15. The 
resulting selectivity to α-methyl-trans-cinnamyl alcohol versus 2-methyl-3-phenylpropanol/2-
methyl-3-phenylpropionaldehyde was compared  to values recorded for CinnALD 
hydrogenation to CinnOH versus 3-phenylpropan-1-ol/3-phenylpropionaldehyde – Figure 
4.33 highlights any expressed change in selectivity for C=O versus C=C hydrogenation upon 
steric encumbrance of the C=C centre. 
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Figure 4.33 - Influence of methyl substitution alpha to the carbonyl in CinnALD for the 
rates of C=C versus C=O hydrogenation over large and small Pt nanoparticles 
supported on silica analogues 
Figure 4.33 clearly shows methyl substitution to significantly enhance C=O 
hydrogenation to the desired unsaturated alcohol product. A decrease of 15-55 % in saturated 
aldehyde/alcohol product generation, and hence the C=C hydrogenation pathway, was 
observed over all screened catalysts. C=O hydrogenation enhancement was shown to be 
approx. 10 % greater for larger nanoparticles, consistent with the added steric hindrance 
around the C=C centre, thus impeding a close approach of the alkene functionality to larger, 
extended platinum surfaces. The impact of silica hydrophilicity seems to be far more 
significant, with selectivity to α-methyl-trans-cinnamyl alcohol improved by ~30 % over the 
polar SBA-15 relative to amorphous silica. 
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Figure 4.34 – α-methyl-trans-cinnamyl alcohol hydrogenation over approx. 2 wt. % 
silica supported platinum catalysts at 1 bar H2 
The hydrogenation of α-methyl-trans-cinnamyl alcohol, shown by Figure 4.34, 
reflects a very similar trend to an analogous study using CinnOH as the starting reagent 
(Figure 4.20). Substrate conversion levels for amorphous silica and SBA-15 dispersed 2 wt. 
% Pt nanoparticles are proportionally 10% diminished to that study, consistent with steric 
hindrance preventing ease of access to Pt facets. Most importantly, the relative inability of 
SBA-15-supported Pt to hydrogenate the C=C functionality to the same degree as Pt/aSiO2, 
highlights the combined importance of steric hindrance around the alkene group and 
beneficial phenyl ring repulsion by surface silanols on C=O activation and unsaturated 
alcohol selectivity in the original CinnALD study. 
4.2.6.3 Preliminary studies into ketone and derivative aliphatic aldehyde 
hydrogenation 
 In a preliminary study, crotonaldehyde (CrotALD) and several of its key reaction 
intermediates were screened; in tandem with a commercially applied ketone (β-ionone) and 
the ketone alternative of our original substrate (CinnALD); to test the versatility and general 
applicability of the hydrogenation effects uncovered in this chapter. Scheme 6 gives the 
chemical structure of these substrates for ease of comprehension. 
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Scheme 6 – Chemical structure of screened CrotALD derivatives (Left) and ketones (Right) 
 Table 4.5 summarizes conversion and selectivity values (C=O versus C=C 
hydrogenation) for all Scheme 6 substrates - screened using approx. 2 wt. % Pt impregnated 
on amorphous and SBA-15 silicas respectively. 
Table 4.5 – Catalytic performance of allylic substrates and aromatic ketones under 
ambient conditions 
Substrate 
% Product selectivity Conversion 
2 wt. % 
Pt/aSiO2 
2 wt. % 
Pt/SBA-15 2 wt. % 
Pt/aSiO2 
2 wt. % 
Pt/SBA-15 
Alcohol C=C Alcohol C=C 
Allylic derivatives 
Crotonaldehyde 2.2 97.8 7.6 92.4 33.4 24.2 
Crotyl alcohol n/a 100 n/a 100 93.2 68.4 
Butanal 100 n/a 100 n/a 6.8 0.5 
Prenal 3.7 96.3 12.4 87.6 20.3 11.4 
Aromatic ketones 
β-ionone 0.7 91.2 15.9 79.2 33.7 51.7 
4-phenyl-but-3-en-2-one 0.0 92.6 2.3 90.9 6.4 1.6 
Note – Selectivity and conversion values quoted after 7hrs reaction time 
Under our mild conditions, both ketone substrates show a remarkable resistance to 
C=O hydrogenation, favoring C=C pathways. Stability to heterogeneously catalyzed C=O 
hydrogenation is not uncommon or unexpected; as Noyori reports the absence of heteroatoms 
adjacent to the C=O functionality, in tandem with geometric constraints prevents labile 
conversion of this group.
74
 It must be noted that Noyori et al study the effect of Ru-based 
O
b e t a - i o n o n e
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4-phenyl-but-3-en-2-one 
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homogeneous catalysts, in which catalysis revolves around a single active site – It is expected 
that the effect of steric constraints around the carbonyl centre would be drastically decreased 
for heterogeneous-based, larger metal nanoparticle catalysts. There is one example of Pt-
catalysed enantioselective hydrogenation of various ketones by Exner et al,
75
 who use chiral 
modifiers to dictate final product selectivity through substrate binding mode control. In this 
study, it is clearly shown that selective C=O ketone hydrogenation is possible through strict 
adsorption mode control, however more rigorous hydrogen pressures are employed than for 
our study (50 bar H2) and substrate conversion levels are not stated, so a true comparison 
with our materials is not possible. Due to stability inferred by extended conjugation and steric 
effects around the ketone group, 4-phenyl-but-3-en-2-one exhibits low conversion levels over 
both silica catalysts. A loss of ring aromaticity in β-ionone (in comparison with the studied 
cinnamaldehyde derivatives) lowers the total stability of the ketone centre, causing an 
escalation in substrate conversion levels (approx. 5 and 32-fold increase of Pt/aSiO2 and 
Pt/SBA-15 respectively). The aforementioned support polarity effect on C=O selectivity for 
benzylic aldehyde and cinnamaldehyde derivatives seems to apply here, with Pt/SBA-15 
posting higher desired C=O selectivity values for both ketone substrates. Ring methylation in 
β-ionone is an excellent example of electronic C=O activation and substrate adsorption mode 
modification over polar surfaces, where we ascribe the promotion in alcohol selectivity to be 
imparted by a partial deactivation of C=C centric binding modes. 
Removal of the aromatic functionality from cinnamaldehyde yields crotonaldehyde. 
The decreased steric bulk of this substrate yields a positive promotion in substrate conversion 
levels over both catalysts. However, due to the decreased hydrophobicity and geometric 
complexity of this allylic system, the alkene functionality is permitted greater exposure to Pt 
active sites, thus accounting for decreased unsaturated alcohol selectivity (when compared 
with cinnamaldehyde values).
46, 76
 The observed favorability of C=O hydrogenation over 
Pt/SBA-15 is still maintained, showing that a partial repulsion of hydrophobic alkene 
functionalities still exists, even if it is severely diminished. Prenal represents methylation of 
the C=C group and gives positive evidence to the previous observation. Increased steric bulk 
leads to an apparent drop in conversion over both Pt/silica catalysts, however this follows a 
1.6 x factor  increase in C=O selectivity – consistent with a change in substrate binding mode 
and/or aldehyde group electronic activation through –CH3 electron donation. In Figure 4.20, 
we identified a stark difference in cinnamyl alcohol hydrogenation over Pt-impregnated 
aSiO2 and SBA-15 catalysts; evidencing SBA-15 catalysts to be less active towards cinnamyl 
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alcohol conversion. Screening of crotyl alcohol expresses a similar effect. The removal of the 
phenyl ring in this study, permits increased conversion of the unsaturated allylic alcohol, with 
butanal produced as the exclusive product. The relative inability of both Pt catalysts to 
hydrogenate butanal highlights the critical importance of the C=C functionality in substrate 
binding. Comparing cinnamaldehyde and crotonaldehyde systems, it is clear that the presence 
of aromaticity has a strong effect on the adopted binding mode, with support characteristics 
dictating substrate reaction pathway activation. For both substrates, polar Pt/SBA-15 has a 
negative influence on binding modes that require flat adsorption over Pt facets.
46
 This in turn 
favors C=O hydrogenation, whilst enhancing the rate of unsaturated alcohol product removal 
– preserving the desired product.  
We can tentatively state that the effects of support polarity and size-controlled 
selectivity on preferential C=O hydrogenation can be applied to other unsaturated carbonyl 
substrates. A full study should be conducted on allylic and ketone derivatives before it can be 
said with total certainty, but these preliminary studies do show great promise. 
4.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter we demonstrate the successful generation of SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-
SBA-15. Strong evidence shows that the liquid phase, selective hydrogenation of CinnALD 
to CinnOH using silica supported Pt nanoparticles has strong catalyst physicochemical and 
applied reaction parameter dependence. CinnALD activity is structure-insensitive with 
respect to metallic platinum, yielding a constant TOF of ~350 h
-1
, but structure sensitive to 
CinnOH selectivity – high CinnOH product generation requires large metal terraces which 
favour C=O versus C=C hydrogenation. Support polarity plays a major role in product 
determination. A clear trend is observed, in which increasing surface polarity, enhances C=O 
hydrogenation to the desired unsaturated alcohol whilst inhibiting subsequent hydrogenation 
to 3-phenylpropan-1-ol. This effect is most pronounced when comparing highly polar SBA-
15, with extended vicinal/geminal silanol groups, versus the weakly hydroxylated 
amorphous, low area silica. In-situ ATR-IR spectroscopy associates a change in CinnALD 
orientation over higher polarity supports as the origin to increased unsaturated alcohol 
selectivity. The efficient removal of reactively formed cinnamyl alcohol by a hydrophilic 
SBA-15 surface prevents subsequent secondary reaction of the C=C functionality.  The 
versatility of this reaction model was further tested through the first systematic study of alkyl-
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substituted benzylic aldehydes, reporting a similar selective carbonyl promotion over SBA-15 
versus more hydrophobic amorphous silica. 
As expected, increasing hydrogen pressure from 1-10 bar permitted an enhancement in 
CinnALD hydrogenation over all silica supports. However perhaps unexpectedly, high pH2 
pressures also induced a significant switch in adopted CinnALD reaction pathway from 
dominant C=C hydrogenation (1 bar) to C=O hydrogenation (10 bar) over all supports and Pt 
loadings. This effect is the most dramatic for Pt/SBA-15, reporting a >90 % preference to the 
C=O hydrogenation pathway. As there is no solid evidence for any apparent change in Pt 
morphology or oxidation state, this promotion likely arises due to the effects of surface 
crowding upon CinnALD adsorption - less sterically-demanding η2 di-σCO binding is 
favoured over di-σCC and η4 di-σCO+πC=C modes. Methylation of the CinnALD alkene 
functionality supports this hypothesis, with increased C=O versus C=C bond hydrogenation 
with respect to CinnALD as steric hindrance around the C=C bond is artificially increased. 
This is particularly evident over the polar SBA-15 support, where it has been previously 
established that close approach of the aromatic and methylated alkene functions is clearly 
disfavoured. 
To put succinctly, the platinum-catalysed chemoselective hydrogenation of 
unsaturated aldehydes requires optimisation of metal particle size versus support dispersion 
enhancements and support surface polarity, in tandem with high hydrogen pressures in order 
to achieve best selectivity to the desired unsaturated alcohols. 
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5.1 Conclusions 
From the beginning, this project was split into two fields of study; (I) the selective 
oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol to cinnamaldehyde and (II) the selective hydrogenation of 
cinnamaldehyde to cinnamyl alcohol (the reverse pathway to (I)). α, β-unsaturated derivatives 
were chosen as the target substrates, due to their inherently complex structure and high 
industrial relevance.
1, 2
 The proximity of aromatic ring and alkene functionalities adjacent to 
the target alcohol/aldehyde group in these substrates present complex thermodynamic and 
reactivity issues. Mesoporous silicas as catalyst support materials were deemed beneficial due 
to well-defined synthetic protocols present in the literature
3-5
 and the “weakly-interacting 
nature” of the materials themselves. 
5.1.1 Cinnamyl alcohol selective oxidation 
 The successful production of mesoporous silicas with two-dimensional non-
interconnecting (SBA-15) and three-dimensional interpenetrating mesopore structure (KIT-6) 
allowed the role of support architecture and physical properties on Pt nanoparticle 
characteristics to be explored. The introduction of mesoporosity yielded a substantial increase 
in BET surface areas, over control amorphous, commercial silica. This permitted the 
formation of highly dispersed, catalytically active Pt nanoparticles. Recorded nanoparticle 
dispersions increased as mesopore interconnectivity increased (KIT-6 versus SBA-15), 
highlighting an apparent upturn in metal precursor solution permeability through 
interconnected mesopores; thus greatly aiding the generation of catalytically active species. 
Pt activity displayed a direct correlation with metal dispersion for the selective oxidation of 
cinnamyl alcohol. Pt/KIT-6 exhibited superior activity to Pt/SBA-15; however both 
mesoporous materials outperformed Pt impregnated on the low surface area, commercial 
support – thus reinforcing the beneficial effect of mesoporosity. In recent years, the role of 
Pt
(0)
 versus Pt
(IV)
 in Pt-catalysed alcohol selox has been fiercely contested.
6, 7
 In order to 
clarify this ambiguity, TOF calculations normalised to initial rates based on the concentration 
of either (i) surface PtO2 or (ii) total surface Pt metal from complete surface reduction was 
conducted, evidencing a non-fluctuating TOF for surface PtO2. As the active species is 
independent to nanoparticle size and structure, any differences in catalyst activity, with metal 
loading, can be attributed to changes in total active site density (Figure 5.1 replicated from 
Chapter 3 Figure 3.22). Reaction atmosphere was deemed a crucial factor in active site 
stability; selective oxidation conducted in pure O2 expressed greater substrate conversion and 
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activity values than in air and lowered catalyst deactivation levels at comparable time 
periods. XPS of spent catalyst samples confirmed a greater preservation of the PtO2 active 
site for experiments conducted in O2. Catalyst deactivation can therefore be attributed to loss 
of active site density, through in-situ reduction and irreversible substrate adsorption. Catalyst 
pre-reduction, prior to reaction, was shown to dramatically decrease previous observed 
activity values (up to 50%), with decarbonylation becoming the dominant reaction pathway. 
 
Figure 5.1– Cinnamyl alcohol aerobic selox turnover frequencies expressed as a 
function of surface Pt metal or PtO2 content for Pt/aSiO2, Pt/SBA-15 and Pt-KIT-6 
catalysts 
The importance of support surface area and hierarchical architecture cannot be 
understated for the Pt-catalysed selective oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol. Genesis of PtO2 
centres with high dispersion and density is mandatory for the promotion of selective 
oxidation performance and catalyst utility. 
Due to the presence of kinetically labile hydrogenation by-products (present under 
oxidation conditions), elucidation of the catalytic behaviour of this material under 
hydrogenation conditions was probed. Platinum is a well-known hydrogenation catalyst and 
so greater understanding of the catalytic performance of these materials, in the presence of 
hydrogen, can provide an avenue to greater understanding and optimisation of catalytic 
performance in both schemes of work. 
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5.1.2 Cinnamaldehyde selective hydrogenation 
In addition to the three silica variants examined for the Pt-catalysed oxidation of 
cinnamyl alcohol, SBA-16 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 silica supports were also studied for the 
liquid phase hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde. It was deemed necessary to compare the 
influence of pore architecture for silica variants with three-dimensional mesoporosity (KIT-6 
and SBA-16) on Pt nanoparticle physicochemical characteristics and hydrogenation kinetics. 
It was proposed that the addition of ordered macroporosity to SBA-15, would aid in Pt 
precursor solution and substrate-product diffusion; thus forming more highly dispersed Pt 
nanoparticles, whilst enhancing substrate-product throughput. Liquid phase, cinnamaldehyde 
hydrogenation activity was found to be structure-insensitive with respect to metallic 
platinum, yielding a constant TOF ~350 h
-1
. Desired cinnamyl alcohol selectivity was shown 
to be structure-sensitive; requiring large, extended Pt (111) facets for appreciable unsaturated 
alcohol formation. The influence of pH2 for this reaction scheme was remarkable. Although it 
does not come as any surprise that catalyst activity and conversion increased as H2 pressure 
increased (from 1 to 10 bar). A significant switch over in adopted C=C to C=O 
hydrogenation as the dominant pathway was evidenced over all supports, with the effect 
expressed with greatest intensity at high Pt loading (Figure 5.2 replicated from Chapter 4 
Figure 4.21). It is believed that elevated pressures, leads to greater steric crowding on the 
support surface, thus altering the cinnamaldehyde binding mode to an atop C=O 
configuration – minimising steric constraints.8, 9 
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Figure 5.2– H2 pressure dependence of CinnALD hydrogenation over amorphous silica, 
SBA-15 and TLCT-MM-SBA-15 at approx. 2 wt. % Pt. Percentage values inset 
represent 7hr conversions 
The interplay between support polarity and Pt geometric size over high surface area 
silica supports proved to be an interesting battleground. As shown in Chapter 3, the 
incorporation of mesoporosity into support internal structure led to higher support surface 
areas; thus more highly dispersed Pt nanoparticles and smaller Pt crystallites. However, 
unsaturated alcohol formation is shown to be a function of Pt particle size and so the higher 
evidenced cinnamyl alcohol selectivities expressed for all hierarchical silicas does not fit into 
this model. Fortunately, a combination of in-situ ATR-IR and DRIFT studies uncovered a 
difference in support polarity between hierarchical and amorphous, low surface area 
commercial silicas, in which the former silicas contained a higher population of 
vicinal/geminal silanol species conferring dramatically increased surface polarity (Figure 5.3 
replicated from Chapter 4 Figure 4.27). Increased surface polarity gave rise to a preferential 
shift in CinnALD adsorption mode from di-σCC and η4 di-σCO+πC=C to η2 di-σCO, repelling the 
cinnamaldehyde aromatic functionality from the support surface and favouring C=O versus 
C=C hydrogenation. Pt particle size and support polarity effects could also be applied to the 
liquid phase hydrogenation of benzaldehyde derivatives. In this case, the activation of the 
C=O functionality by ring-alkyl substituents played an additional role in desired alcohol 
product formation. 
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Figure 5.3– In vacuo DRIFT spectra of 2 wt. % silica supported platinum catalysts 
 Tuning support polarity, in conjunction with Pt nanoparticle size, has led to a new 
method of substrate adsorption control - permitting total dictation of functional group 
transformation. For the selective, liquid phase hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde, Pt 
impregnated on polar supports with large, extended Pt (111) facets at elevated pH2 (≥10 bar) 
are required for the preferential formation of cinnamyl alcohol. 
5.1.3 Future work 
 In Chapter 3, we identified the role of in-situ reduction on PtO2 active site 
degeneration and the subsequent negative effect portrayed on final conversion and product 
selectivity values. In theory, removal of reactively generated H adatoms from CinnOH  
CinnALD conversion could lead to a greater preservation of the active site and superior 
catalyst lifetime. Furthermore, removal of said species may increase the catalyst selectivity to 
cinnamaldehyde, by minimising the observed C=C side hydrogenation reactions observed. 
Two possible avenues to explore are: (I) Conducting Pt-catalysed cinnamyl alcohol selective 
oxidations under flow conditions could permit tuning of substrate residence time; such that 
the conversion of alcohol to aldehyde step is permitted but subsequent side reactions do not 
have time to occur. Drawbacks with this approach include the cost of initial outlay for flow 
reactor apparatus and as alcohol to aldehyde conversion is the rate determining step (RDS) 
for this reaction, there is no way to predict if it is possible to deactivate the labile 
hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis pathways at any residence time once the RDS has occurred. 
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(II) The introduction of additives as sacrificial protecting agents or hydrogen scavengers to 
protect PtO2 active site integrity. 
 In the liquid phase, hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde (and benzylic substrates), it 
was identified that the presence of extended, flat Pt (111) facets and highly polar support 
surfaces were beneficial for overcoming the thermodynamic drive compelling C=C 
hydrogenation, switching to the less favoured C=O pathway. Suggestions for additional work 
include in-situ or post-synthetic modification of existing silica supports to enhance surface 
vicinal/geminal hydroxyl density or overall polarity. In work similar to Tsang and co-
workers,
10
 selective capping of Pt nanoparticle edge and corner sites could lead to an increase 
in C=O hydrogenation, through inhibition of adsorption modes requiring the C=C centre 
bound directly to these coordinatively unsaturated facets. Finally, the generation and 
subsequent impregnation of pre-formed Pt nanoparticles with strictly controlled facets and 
size (cube, cuboctahedral, tetrahedral etc.) onto supports of known behaviour could permit 
further elucidation of size and facet-controlled reactivity in commercially relevant 
hydrogenation procedures. 
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Figure 6.1- Stacked Si 2p XPS plot of all parent silica supports 
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Figure 6.2- Stacked O 1s XPS plot of all parent silica supports 
 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show stacked plots of the Si 2p and O 1s regions for the parent 
silica supports studied in this thesis. Although the physical properties for each support may 
differ (i.e. BET surface area, microporosity, unit cell structure or extent of porosity etc.), as 
all materials show negligible change in electronic environment we can exclude differences in 
support electronic configuration from arguments where altered reaction behaviour in 
oxidation and hydrogenation protocols is exhibited. 
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